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E X E C U T I V E S U M M A R Y 0

This study is the second of an annual series which
surveys the propensity of Non-Prior Service individuals (NPS)
and Veterans to enlist in the National Guard and Reserve.
Data were collected during the Fall of 1979 from 2,473 NPS
males and females (ages 17 1/2 to 26) and 1,941 male and
female veterans (1st term, eligible for re-enlistment).

The study includes examination of the following issues:

" Current propensity to enlist, and changes in propen-
sity over time.

* Demographic and attitudinal factors that influence
propensity to enlist in the various samples.

0 Responsiveness to potential enlistment incentives.

* Attitudes toward peacetime draft registration.

* Comparison of the propensity data before and after
the taking of American hostages in Iran. -

MAJOR FINDINGS

Propensity -

Overall positive propensitiesI ) show serious declines:
PERCENT
POSITIVE RELATIVE

1978 1979 DECLINE -

Non-Prior Service Males 24.7 19.7 -20%
Non-Prior Service Females 12.9 8.8 -32% -
Veteran Males 22.1 20.4 - 8% .

Veteran Females N.A. 22.3 N.A.

1Defined as the individual's expressed likelihood of
- joining his or her most favored component (Section 4.3).-

.............
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Positive propensities for the individual components
declined in every instance where comparisons are possible
(Section 5.1), as follows:

PERCENT NPS POSITIVE -

MALES FEMALES
COMPONENT 1978 1979 198 1979

Air Force Reserve 12.4 10.0 7.5 4.9 j
Air National Guard 10.3 9.4 5.6 3.8
Army National Guard 12.7 11.3 7.0 3.5
Army Reserve 11.0 9.4 6.3 3.9 -"

Marine Corps Reserve 7.2 5.6 4.3 2.3
Navy Reserve 9.6 8.5 5.6 3.5

PERCENT VETERANS POSITIVE
MALES FEMALES

COMPONENT 1978 1979 1978 1979

Air Force Reserve 6.9 6.8 N.A. 8.5
Air National Guard 7.6 6.5 N.A. 7.0
Army National Guard 10.9 8.2 N.A. 10.2 .4
Army Reserve 11.4 8.5 N.A. 10.4
Marine Corps Reserve 5.0 4.3 N.A. 3.2 -

Navy Reserve 5.9 5.3 N.A. 10.9

For all samples, except the veteran females, the
positive propensity groups differed significantly from others
in three ways. (See Section 5.2.) The positive propensity
groups were:

More likely to have at least one friend who was
thinking about joining or who had joined the
military.

* More likely to be single.
* More likely to be members of minority groups.

Factors Related to Propensity

Both 1978 and 1979 data show that enlistment propensity
is higher if potential enlistees:

* Accept the need for the military.
* Accept the idea of imposing on individuals for the

sake of achieving society's goals.
* Feel a desire to work with other people rather than

alone.
* Foresee the achievement of important life goals

through service in the Guard/Reserve.
* See the Guard/1Reserve as offering the opportunity

to be a member f a respected team.

*. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

S* .° *.*
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* See service in the Guard/3eserve as not entailing
great loss of opportunity to engage in other impor-
tant acitivities.

* See the Guard/Reserve as a place of sound leader-
ship and little interpersonal conflict.

• See themselves as not et having made strong commit-
ments to their job situ:ttion.

• Perceive approval for enlistment coming from those
who are important to them.

Details are discussed in Section .,.7. 0

The 1979 data show several other important factors
related to propensity. For example:

0 Beliefs about the availability of jobs and training
in the Guard/Reserve and about the value of Guard/
Reserve participation on one's resume are associated
with enlistment propensity.

* Positive attitudes toward a peacetime draft regis-
tration are associated with propensity in the
Iranian crisis situation, but not in the pre-hostage
taking situation. -!

Awareness of the Guard/Reserve

The need for Guard/Reserve awareness advertising is
indicated by the following:

* The Guard/Reserve are only somewhat differentiated
from the active military. (See Section 5.5.)

* Few potential NPS enlistees are aware of the correct
length of the enlistment obligation, or the correct
length of initial active duty training.

* The active military requirements seem to be
projected to the Guard/Reserve. (See Sections 5.3
and 5.4.)

* This lack of differentiation is underscored by the
fact i;hat all those in a subsample with positive
propensity in 1978, who joined the military, joined
the Ac:tive Forces; none joined the Guard/Reserve.
(See Section 9.6.)

Veterans' Efforts to Enlist in the Guard/Reserve

* Almost half of the veterans checked whether there
was a Guard/Reserve unit close enough for them to
join, 3ince separation.

* Nine out of ten found such a unit.
* Three out of five that found a unit said it did not

have ai opening for their skills or training.
* Among all veterans, more than one out of nine had

appliei to the Guard/Reserve since separation.

--. . . . .... . . .. . . . .
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Employment and Guard/Reserve Service

* The vast majority of working respondents either do
not know of specific company policy toward Guardi
Reserve participation, or believe there is none.

* A substantial number of employees (more than 25
percent) believe that there are incompatabilities
between Guard/Reserve service and civilian employ-
ment.

0 Employees who feel that the company policy is
positive toward participation in Guard/Reserve are
more likely to have positive propensity.

• Those people who feel it would help them in their
job to be a member of the Guard/Reserve (i.e.,
perceive implicit acceptance of Guard/Reserve
service by the employer) have a higher propensity
to enlist in the Guard/Reserve.

Responsiveness to Enlistment Incentives

Data presented in Section 9.2 show that:

• One-time enlistment bonuses of $1,000 to $2,000 are
more attractive to most respondents than is educa-
tional assistance of $500 to $1,000 for each of
four years. However, men in school or whose plans
further education depend on educational assistance -

differ; they prefer educational incentives.
* NPS males who originally show negative propensity

but who then show positive propensity, with either
the $1,000 per year educational assistance or the
$2,000 bonus are:

-- Older
-- Higher in educational attainment
-- More likely to own their own home

Iran

* In reaction to the hostage taking in Iran, propen-
sity among NPS men and women rises somewhat, but
not significantly so. (See Section 7.0.)

Peacetime Draft Registration

At the time of the surve -- before the President's
State of the Union address calling for peacetime
draft registration -- ,uch a requirement for
18-year-old men was acceptable to the majority of

. -. -

, -.- -° "•°-." .°° • -.. °. . ... .. .. ° . . . .,., o*-- . - . . . . .. . . .- ° . . . °. " * . . j , . j . °



NPS respondents. Fewer would accept registration of all 18
year olds. (See Section 9.1.)

Favorable Toward Registration
Men Only of All

NPS Males 62% 50%
NPS Females 55% 33%

Persistence of Positive Propensity

Data from the subsample interviewed both in 1978 and in
1979 show a net decrease in propensity. (See Section 9.5.)

0 Two out of three respondents with positive proptn-
sity in 1978 moved to negative propensity in 1979.

0 Only one out of nine respondents with negat:ive
propensity in 1978 moved to positive propensity in
1979.

RECOMMENDATIONS

From the factors associated with propensity, a set of

recommendations to enhance Guard/Reserve recruitment and

accession have been developed. These are described fully,
with accompanying rationales, in Section 10.0. Recommenda-
tions A, B, H and I were developed in the previous report, and
remain appropriate now.

Increasing Positive Propensity Levels

RECOMMENDATION A: Stress pride and team membership in
the local Guard and Reserve units.

RECOMMENDATION B: Encourage current Guardsmen and
Reservists to introduce friends to the opportunities in
the Guard/ Reserve.

RECOMMENDATION C: Reduce distrust of job training
promises.

Promises of job training and of specific job specialties
are important incentives for enlistment in the Guard/

- Reserve, but peer reports of unfulfilled promises are an
important disincentive. Recruiters should acknowledge
the possibility that a potential enlistee may not get a
particular desired job. They should emphasize to the
potential enlistee that the effort to place the recruit
in an MOS within an interesting cluster of jobs matched
to his or her skills, to the extent compatible with the
needs of the Guard/Reserve.

% %
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RECOMMENDATION D: Establish a program for active,
continuous dissemination of information on employer
policies toward the Guard/Reserve.

The National Committee for Employer Support of the Guard
and Reserve seems to have been effective in reaching
management and in promoting company policies favorable
toward participation in the Guard/Reserve. More effort
should now be directed toward ensuring that first line
supervisors know the company policies toward participa-
tion in the Guard/Reserve, and are certain of the -

company desires that these policies be translated into
positive action.

RECOMMENDATION E: Convert negative propensity
individuals to positive through the use of incentives.

Enlistment incentivEs have the potential of converting a
large number of potential enlistees from negative propen-
sity to positive propensity. Furthermore, those so con-
verted may be highly desirable accessions, because they
are likely to have a relatively high level of educa-
tional attainment.

Increasing the Conversion of Individuals with Positive
Propensity into Accessions

RECOMMENDATION F: Enhance the ability of recruiters to
serve as career counselors to NPS individuals.

Qualitative data show that successful recruiters play
the role of personal, social, and psychological counse-
lor very well, and that the help provided by such
recruiters is thought valuable and is welcomed by people
in late adolescence and ,arly adulthood.

Some recruiters are not comfortable in such a role, how-
ever. Appropriate selection and training can enhance
recruiter functioning in such a role, with positive
effects on recruiter ability to gain the trust of poten- _
tizl enlistees.

RECOMMENDATION G: Utilize the group process to a
greater degree to relieve potential enlistees' feelings
of being pressured.

To further create a willingness of the positive propen-
sity person to talk to a recruiter, opportunities should
be created to meet nim in a group with other prospects

of like mind. Such group contacts would relieve respon-
dent anxiety over the pressures of one-to-one encounters
and the fears of being pressed to make premature commit-
ments. The presence of like-minded people usually eases
such anxiety and facilitates the exploration of problems
co .ion to persons facing the same decision, such as
whether or not to enlist in the Guard/Reserve. .

. . . . . - .
. O -. . . ,'
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Increasing the Length of Time an Inclividual Continues to have
a Positive Propensity

RECOMMENDATION H: Change requirements for service and
target the 19 to 21 year old segment of NPS males and
females.

RECOMIMNDATION I: Position the Guard/Reserve as local
-and part-time forces with some comunity service

functions.

RECOMMENDATION J: Emphasize career counseling in all
Active and Reserve components.

There are significant differences in propensity and in
related attitudes among male veterans from different
branches of the active forces. Air Force and Marine
Corps veterans have consistently more positive views of
Guard/Reserve service than do Army and Navy veterans. An
analysis of other characteristics of the different groups

suggests that career counseling programs may be a
contributing factor. In particular, veterans of the
Marine Corps and of the Air Force were most likely to
have had early contact with a career counselor (more than
10 months before separation), and were most likely to say
their discussions with the career counselor were helpful.
(See Section 8.4.)

It is suggested that the Army Guard and Reserve and the
Navy Reserve could also benefit from earlier career
counselor contact with personnel prior to separation.

. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. ... . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . i , .. . . . ... . . .. . . .
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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1.0 ORIENTATION

0

This report focuses on partioular issues relating to the

accession of enlisted personnel in he National Guard and Reserve

forces.

The study reported is the third in a series. The first

established the procedures necessary for efficient completion of

the study and delineated the substantive issues to be addressed.

The second obtained baseline data on the proportion of the target

populations with positive propensity toward enlistment, and their

associated attitudinal and demographic characteristics. This

report tracks the propensity to enlist in the Guard/Reserve and

associated demographic and attitudinal characteristics. Informa-

tion is also provided about additional variables included

resulting from focus group data, qualitative analysis, and

expressed concerns of DoD personnel.

The data for this study were collected from approximately 0

1,500 NPS men, 1,000 NPS women, and 2,000 Veterans. Approximately

1,550 Veterans were men, including 450 each with prior service in

the Army, Navy, or Air Force, and 200 with prior service in the

Marine Corps. The remaining Veterans were women, equally divided

amon- those with prior service in the Army, Navy, or Air Force.

Half of the NPS data were collected before American hostages

were taken in Iran. The other half of the data was collected

after the Iranian crisis began. For tracking purposes only, the

NPS data collected prior to the Iranian crisis are used. Data for

the other half were used to analyze the impact of the crisis on

propensity to enlist in the Guaid/Reseivc and on associated

-- variables. Those results are commenied otn in a separate section.

_0

,- ~.-................................................ -.......... . I
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2.0 STUDY DOCUMENTATION AND APPROACH

2.1 Organization of Report 0

The report (in t:ie 19'. 9 Guard/Reserve Tr•cking Study is"

presented in three volume:;.

Volume I provides an integrated discussion of those results - 0

which are important to utder,:tanding the currpnt level of propen-

sity to enlist in the Guard/Reserve, tie significant factors

affecting propensity, the implications of the results for acces-

sions, and recommendations -'or enhancing recruitment effective-

ness.

Volume II provides the basic data on all questions posed to

the respondents in 1979, with annotated highlights. The reader

should consult that volume for quantification of results described

here.

Vo'ume III provides a full discussion of the study methods

and als, contains the data tape documentation. P

2.2 Approach to Volume I

Th( goals of this volume of the report are to provide a - P..
useful rummary interpretatirn of the data and appropriate recommen-

dations for dealing with problems identified in the data...

The, interpretation of the data and the development of appro-

piiate vecor.mendations can be :4reatly enhanced by use of a compre- -

hf-nsive modfil of the enlistment process. Such a model offers a

ccntext within which critical determinants of enlistment behavior

cai be identified, and thus provides some indication of those
S

variablE s that should be attended to and tracked in various

studies. Previ,)us work in this series has yielded just such a

model, rawi ng both upon the work of other researchers and upon

the data gathered earlter in t is series.
S

0:.i:

... ........ .. ... ... .. ~ . . - .

.*.. . . . ..'. .~.*.* . . . . . . . . . .
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Therefore, the previously-develcped model of the basic enlist-

ment process will be presented first. This will provide the back-

grouid for further discussion in this, summary volume.

Second, the highlights of the carrent data appropriate to the

enlistment model will be presented. This presen-.ati)n will

include a review of data on enlistment propensity, on factors

related to enlistment propensity, ard on the relatiorships them-

selves. (As noted earlier, complete data tables are avaiLable in

a companion volume. These tables gi 'e responses for eLch luestion

- in the study, by sample, for eacl year. They alEo give the

proportion of each response groL with positive enlistment

propensity.)

Third, some significant factors not presently inc-udel in the

enlistment process model will be r..viewed. In particular, this

review will focus on sample differeices: It will .fig'ilight major

differences between NPS men and NPS ,omen, between NPS individuals

and Veterans, and between groups of iale Veterans dist.nguished by

their previous branch of service, it will also highlight differ- --

ences between NPS samples interviewed before the onset of the

hostage-tak:ng in Iran and those interviewed afterwards. (All

Veterans were interviewed after the Iran crisis had oegin.)

Fourth additional issues of current interest to DoD will be

addressed to the extent possiiole within the framevork of tne

approach and the data available. Among these issues ar. :

Reactions to a peace-time draft registration requirement,

. Projected reactions to various enlistment icenitives,

Validity 0" Lli, measurement of propeasity, and

. Behavioral steps toward enlistment.

Finally, recomiaendations for eniancing Guard/Rese've recruit-

ing and accessions effectiveness will be offered, tcgetter with

the pertinent rationale for each.
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3.0 THE ENLISTMENT PROCESS MODEL

Enlistment is viewed in some quarters a; a more or less

random event. According to that view, a young man or woman tends

to enlist in the Armed Services largely on a spur of the moment

decision - because of a problem at home, because a friend brought

him or her along to a recruiter, or because a recruiter was parti-

cularly persuasive or offered a particularly enticing bonus. This

view is generally enhanced by individual discussions with recent

enlistees, and even by focus groups with such personnel. This is

understandable, for few individuals view themselves as typical and

predictable, and most focus on unique aspects of their experience

in o!rder to explain their behavior.

One value of a survey such as this is to allow the comparison

of nany individuals on a standard set of questions. The results

of earlier studies in this series demonstrate beyond doubt that

the decision process is a rational one: It can be modelled

relitbly with a high degree of statistical confidence for a given

group at a given time.

This model that has emerged in this research is a process

model. It is based on evidence showing that the enlistment

decision is not momentary, but rather takes place over time.

First, an individual must have certain basic attitudes that

predispose him or her toward actLvity, participation in groups,

and an acceptance o tie military as a part of national life.

Second, the individual must b,.lieve that the overall benefit-

cost ratio for participation in the Guard/Reserve is positive.

That is, the individual must feel that service would enhance the

achievement of various life goals, such as gaining recognition and
stalus. The individual must also teel that the opportunity costs

of ervice -- such as loss of personalI time for socializing -- are "

relatively low. (The claim is not that each individual calculates

_. *(

. .%
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the benefit-cost ratio explicitly, but that -- if asked to react

to appropriate questions -- the individual would respond posi-

tively.)

Attitudes and perceptions are determined in part by the demo-

graphic characteristics of the individual, but not entirely. For

example, Guard/Reserve service may enhance a person's opportunity

to learn a trade or specialty, particularly if other such opportu-

nities are not open to that person. Thus, a black or hispanic may

be attracted to Guard/Reserve service because opportunities it

offers that person are better than those in civilian pursuits.

The model focuses on his or her perceptions of opportunity, not

his or her race or ethnicity.

The factors thus far reviewed set the context for the indivi-

dual attitude toward Guard/Reserve service. The remainder of the

process is shown schematically in Figure 3-1, beginning with the

enlistment propensity based on attitudes and perceptions.

Enlistment propensity measures the perceived likelihood of

serving in a Guard/Reserve component. Additional factors relate

to the immediate life situation of the individual, such as:

Employment status,

Whether or not currently in school,

Marital status, and

Degree of social support for enlistment.

These factors delineate the existence of barriers that may

decrease the propensity to enlist of someone with positive atti-

tudes toward Guard/Reserve service. They also delineate the incen-

tives for acting upon positive attitudes toward service. Most

advertising and promotion activities may be considered under this

rubric.

".. .~ . ." -" . ... ... ' " ". '. "
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The final set of factors deals with thc conversion of enlist-

ment propensity into actual accession. It involves a close analy-

sis of the behavioral steps involved, su:h as attendance at open

houses, individual interviews between prospects and rec-uiters,

and the completion of forms and tests, prior to official induc-

tion.

The first several factors can be addressed through thtc use of

the survey data in this study. The last factors can be studied

both in those survey data and in reinterview data from respondents

originally interviewed in an earlier study in this series.

%7 .-7 .

*...' .'
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4.0 METHODS

4.1 Method

The data were collected in telephone interviews of approxi-

mately thirty minutes duration.

4.2 Samples

The samples were drawn to represent several important groups

of potential enlistees in the Guard/Reserve. They include:

NPS men, 17 1/2 to 26 years of age,

• NPS women, 17 1/2 to 26 years of age,

PS men, eligible for reenlistment, but not in the :1

Selected Reserve at present, with time remaining under

their initial six-year obligation, and

PS women, with the same characteristics as the PS men.

These samples differ somewhat from those of the baseline

*] study. First, college graduates are included in this year's NPS --

samples. As the size of the total NPS pool in the appropriate age

range decreases (the effects of the so-called "baby bust" that

*i will become increasingly apparent in the next decade) , Guard/ -

Reserve accessions are likely to rely increasingly upon older

persons and those who have completed more formal education. It i -.

important to begin assessing and tracking the propensity and

* enlistment-related attitudes of such persons.

Second, PS women are included in this study for the first

time. As the number of women Veterans becomes appreciable, Guard/

* Reserve units will, for the first time, have the opportunity to

.- fill a substantial portion of their openings with such personnel.

* .~Again, it is important to begin assessing and tracking the propen-

sity and attitudes of these persons, if appropriate advertising

and promotion of Guard/Reserve opportunities is to be communicated

*i to that market.

. . . . . . . - ........ . . . . . .. •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..e-- ',_ ~ -. *. * . . . _ _ _ .. .. :.v .. . .: . . .. :.-- .".-.-* .. - .-. X"-- .-. " * -. .- . .....-- --- - -"-
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Third, the PS samples are structurf d to provide substantLal

representation of Veterans frumr each branmh. Earlier studLes

allowed for each branch to b(. represented in proportion to Lts

total separations; this resulted in samples that were dominated by

Army Veterans. The present approach permits more reliable esti-

mates of non-Army Veteran attitudes and -- among PS men -- compuci-

son of attitudes as a function of previous branch of service.

The samples of NPS men and women were drawn through random

digit dialing procedures, to represent geographic areas served by

Army Reserve Centers in the 48; contiguous states. The samples of

Veterans were drawn to represent all those with positive

re-enlistment codes who were separatEd within the appropriate t-.me

frame. (Further detail on the sampling methods and procedures are

available in a companion volume to this.)

4.3 Questionnaire

The questionnaire includes a core section, designed to allow

cross-year comparisons and to assess relevant trends within the

context of the model presented. It also contains a "floating"

section, designed to allow the study of issues of particular

interest in a given year.

Enlistment propensity is measured early in the interview,

after brief series of questions determining the respondent's

educational history and job history. The respondent is asked to

indicate in turn his or her likelihood of joining each National

Guard or Reserve component (otner than the Coast Guard Reserve)

on a four-point scale, running from "definitely enlist" to

"definitely not enlist." A single index is used to summarize

these data into one measure o enlistment propensity. This is

simply the most positive answer given by the respondent to any of

the Guard/Reserve components. Thus, for example, if a respondent

says she would definitely enlisi. in the Army Reserve, and probably

not enlist in any other component, her summary propensity score

would be "definitely," just as it would if she had answered

"defiiitely" to each and every component. A single question is
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also asked, regarding the likelihood of joining the Active Forces.

(In actuality, it should be noted, the expressed likelihoods of

joining various components are highly correlated (well above .70

for the NPS samples, and above .50 for the Veterans). Indeed, the

expressed likelihood of joining Guard/Reserve components or the -

Active Forces are also correlated at about the same levels in each

of the samples.) -

The questions directly following the measurement of enlist-

ment propensity focus on enlistment-related behaviors, including -

discussion of enlistment with relatives and friends, and adver-

tising recall. Next, the perception of job availability in the -

Guard/Reserve is explored, as is knowledge about duty require-

ments. (Veterans are asked to characterize their period of

service, and their experiences since leaving service.)

The res)ondent is next asked about work-related barriers to

enlistment and a variety of pertinent attitudes and beliefs,

including draft-related attitudes. Finally, he or she is asked to

describe his or her demographic characteristics, such as age and

marital status. (Copies of the questionnaire appear in the

appendix to this volume. A more complete review of the question- -

naire and the related interviewer training procedures may be found

in the companion volume. A separate brief volume describes tne _

focus group data that led to many of the questionnaire items.)

4.4 Sample Demographics

The dem.)graphic characteristics of each sarmple are presented

in Table 4-i. With the exception of those demographics affected

by chang s in the sample definitions (i.e., education of the NPS :

respondei ts), these are highly sinilar to those of the 1978
- S i

samples. Demographic differences between subsets of each sample -

with dif erent levels of enlistment propensity are discussed in

Sfction

. .. °. .-.
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- T ABILE 4-1. CHARACRILTICS OF THL OBTAINID SAMPLES ON SL=LEED DE1(GRAPHICS

SAMPLE
NPS VETEiANS

- DENXRAPHICS MALES FEMALES MALES FEMALES

BASE 721 659 1536 395

Average age 21y/3m 21y/4n 23y/i m 25y/Im

Ethnicity
White 83.1% 81.5% 87.2% 86.20
Black 8.0% 11.2% 6.4% 9.7%
Hispanic 3.7% 2.1% 3.2% 3.11

Other 5.2% 5.2% 3.2% 1.0M

Education
Less than high school graduate 21.9% 21.1% 5.0% 0.M
High school graduate 41.5% 44.0% 61.1% 39.0%
Some college 25.3% 24.3% 31.4% 52.81
Cbllege graduate 11.4% 10.7% 2.5% 7.3%

Now attending school 38.3% 35.8% 34.1% 49.7%

Average grades in high school B- B B-/C+ B

Family Situations
Married 26.4% 34.4% 48.6% 43.3%
Average number of dependents 0.57 0.64 2.00 1.55
Own hcme and not living with parents 17.9% 21.5% 24.6v 22.2%

Have mothers with at least some
college 21.1% 22.0% 15.8% 25.8%

Have fathers with at least sane
college 26.8% 30.2% 20.4% 28.6%

Number of siblings1 ) 1 2 2 2

Oldest child in family 26.4% 24.0% 28.2% 21.7%

Employment
BEployed 77.8% 63.0% 85.2% 65.9%
Employed and satisfied with job 66.4% 53.7% 72.2% 56.4%
Unemployed and looking for work 12.3% 13.7% 7.4% 8.7%

Likely to work in factory in next
few years 25.0% 15.6% 27.6% 11.5%

Perceive difficulty in finding
appropriate job 57.5% 62.0% 61.2% 60.0%

Military Contact
Have applied to Guard/Reserve 3.2% 1.1% 10.6% 13.9%
Had contact with Guard/Reserve
recruiter 6.5% 3.8%; 26.1% 25.8%

Father career military 14.2% 14.3% 9.2% 11.8%

Sibling in military 26.8% 26.8% 42.3% 45.5%
Had friend in or considering military 32.3% 27.6% 37.8% 41.2%

Past Military Service
Satisfied with MDS N.A. N.A. 68.9% 71.9%
Satisfied with service N.A. N.A. 67.2% 75.6%

- 1) Mode.

i~~i.. ...... .-. ..).. .......) :....~~~~~~... ......... .......) ................ ) ...... .. . .. .. )./ ). % ......... -*. .. .. -..-.- ...-: .-.. . Li
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5.0 COMPARABILITIES (1978 - 1979)

5.1 Propensity to Enlist

Enlistment propensity -- the summary index described in

Section 4.3 -- is consistently lower in the 1979 samples than in

1978. The proportion of NPS respondents with positive propensity _

has shrunk by 20 to 30 percent. "he proportion of male Veterans

with positive propensity has also shr ink, but less drastically.

The differences between NPS samples are exaggerated slightly by

the inclusion of college graduates in the present data; they

remain at much the same level even when college graduates are

excluded from the analysis, however.

The 1979 propensity rates are also lower in every one of the

18 possible 1978 - 1979 comparisons of propensity to join a parti-

cular component (female Veterans were not interviewed in 1978).

5.1.1 NPS Men

The propensity of NPS men to enlist in the Guard/Reserve is

shown in Table 5-1. ThesE data indicate that 19.7 percent of all

men have a positive proper sity to enlist in at least one National

Guard or Reserve componen.; in the 1978 sample, 24.7 percent of

the NPS men had a positive propensity. Even with the exclusion of

those men in the present sample who are college graduates, only -

21.2 percent of this year's sample have a positive propensity.

The demographic characteristics of the positive and negative

propensity groups were also examined. Compared to NPS men with

negative propensity those with a positive propensity to enlist in -

a Guard/Reserve component:

• have less formal education,

• are more likely to be currently attending school,

• are younger,

• are less likely to be currently employed,

- ... " .- °
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TAB3LE 5-1. PROKPFNSITY 'I)FNLIST IN THE GUARD/REBERVF -. N-PRI(1E SERVICE 'MALE
SAMPLF

* -PROPLNSITY 1978 1979 .

BASE 1491 721

Definitely enlist 3.4 1.9
Probably enlist 21 .3 17.8
Probably not enlist 34.3 36.3
Definitely not enlist 41.1 44.0

,Iemxl) 3.33.22
Standard deviation 0.86 0.80
Standard error .022 .030

TABLE 5-2. PROLNSITY TOD ENLIST IN EA CH GUARD/RESERVE WIPRNENT AND IN THE ACTIVE
MILITARY NO!'N-PRIOR SERVICE MiALE SA113LE

PERCI NT FAVORABLE MEAN PFRJPENSIT1)

QYWON ENT 197E, 1979 1978 1979

BA.3E 1491 721 11491 721

Army National Guard 12.7 11.3 3.36 3.38
Army Reserve 11.0 9.4 3.39 3. A2
Air National Gard 10.3 9.4 3.40 3.41
Air Force Reserve 12.4 10.0 3.36 3.40
Navy Reserve 9.6 8.5 3.41 3.45
Marine Cbrrs Reserve 7.2 5.6 3.48 3.50

-Active Military 12. 3 11.4 3.36 3.41

'1 = definitely enlist
2 = irobably enlist

-3 = robably not enlist
4 = definitely not enlist
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• are less likely to own their own home,

* are more likely to have fathers who were career
military,

are more likely to have a; least one good friend who

was thinking about joiniag or who had joined the

military,

• are more likely to be single, and -

* are more likely to be members of minority groups.

The only factor studied that differentiated between the groups in
1978, but not in 1979, is reported grades in high school. In this

year's sample, there is no significant difference in the repoted

grades of the -wo groups.

Table 5-2 shows the propensity of the NPS men tc enlisl in

each of the National Guard and Reserve components, and in the

Active Military. The propensity to join particular Guard/Restrve

components is ordered the same as in 1978 among male NPS respon-

dents. The Army National Guard is most preferred, and the Air

Force Reserve second-most preferred.

5.1.2 NPS Women

The propensity of NPS women to enlist in the Guard/Reserve is

shown in Table 5-3. These data inJicate that 8.8 percent of all

women have a positive propensit to enlist in at least one -

National Guard or Reserve component; in the 1978 sample, 12.9

percent of the NPS women had a positive propensity. Even with the

exclusion of women in the present sample who are college gradu-

ates, only 8.9 percent of this Year's sample have a posilive -

propensity.

-. 
. ..
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TAKIE 5-3. PM)PENSITY 'X) LNLIST IN THE GUARD/RESERVE - NON-PRIOR SERVICE FEMALE
SAMPLE

PROPENSITY 1978 1979

BASE 1495 659

Definitely enlist 2.1 1.2
Probably enlist 10.8 7.6
Probably not enlist 25.2 31.7
Definitely not enlist 61.9 59.5

'ean 1 ) 3.47 3.50
Standard deviation 0.77 0.69
Standard error .020 .027

TABLE 5-4. PROPENSITY TO ENLIST IN EACH GUAE)/RESERVE OOCMIONENT AND IN THE ACTIVE
MILITARY - NON-PRIOR SERVICE FEL\LE SAMPLE

PERCENT FAVORABLE MEAN PROPENSITY1 )

O0APONENT 1978 1979 1978 1979

BASE 1495 659 1495 659

Army National Guard 7.0 3.5 3.60 3.62
Arnw Reserve 6.3 3.9 3.62 3.62
Air National Guard 5.6 3.8 3.63 3.62

Air Force Reserve 7.5 4.9 3.60 3.60
Navy Reserve 5.6 3.5 3.64 3.63
Marine (rps Reserve 4.3 2.3 3.67 3.66

Active Military 6.5 3.7 3.64 3.65

1) 1 definitely enlist

2 = probably enlist
3 = probably not enlist
4 = definitely not enlist

p
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The demographic characteristics of the positive and negative

propensi;y women were also examined. Compared to NPS women with

negative propensity, those with positive propensity to enlist in a

Guard/Re,;erve component:

are more likely to be currently attending school,

I• are younger,

• are more likely to have talked to a Guard/Reserve

recruiter,

I are less likely to own their own home,

* are more likely to have fathers who were career

military,

• have fewer dependents,

* are more likely to have at least one good friend who was

thinking about joining or who had joined the military,

* are more likely to be single, and

are more likely to be members of minority groups.

No significant differences between positive and negative groups

emerge this year in level of formal education attained or in the

number of siblings, as did emerge in 1978. Significant differ-

ences do emerge this year in previous family military involvement

and in the number of dependents, in contrast to 1978.

&.rod
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Table 5-4 shows the propensity of the NPS women to enlist in

each of the National Guard and Reserve components, and in the

Active Military. The propensity to join pzrticular Guard/Reserve

components has changed somewhat among female NPS respondents since

1978. The Air Force Reserve remains the most preferred. The Army

Reserve is now second-most preferred. Last year the Army National

Guard was second-most preferred; this year it ranks fourth.

5.1.3 Veterans

The propensity to enlist for the male Veterans and the female

Veterans is shown in Table 5-5. These data indicate that 20.4

percent of the male Veterans have a positive propensity to enlist

in at least one National Guard or Reserve component; in the 1978

sample, 22.1 percent of the male Veterans had a positive propen-

sity.

The data also indicate that 22.3 percent of the female

Veterans have a positive propensity to enlist in at ltast one

National Guard or Reserve component; comparable figures from 1978

are not available.

The demographic characteristics of the positive and negative

propensity groups were again examined. Compared to male Veterans

with negative propensity, those with a po ;itive propensity:

are more likely to believe that finding an appropriate

job is difficult,

are more likely to have tal-ed to a Guard/Reserve

recruiter,

have more dependents,

are more likely to have at leasl one good friend who was

thinking about joining or who had joined the military,
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* are more likely to be single, aiJ

* are more likely to be members o: minority groups.

As in the comparison of NPS female -,roupi, no significant differ-

ence emerges this year in level of f)rma] education, as did emerge

in 1978. The difference in percoptici of the difficulty of

obtaining an appropriate job did no. emErge in 1978, nor did the

differences in recruiter contact or the iumber of dependents. It

is possible that the difference in perception of job attainment
represents an early effect of the downturn in the general economy

in an age group that is highly involved in the labor market (as

opposed to the age segment tapped in the NPS samples). The

effects of recruiter contact may be a se,'ondary effect of changes

in The labor market, or perhaps the result of more effective

recruiter efforts. It also seems t iat two contrasting groups of

male Veterans are attracted to the Guavi/Reserve, those who are

single and those with several depe!,dent,;. The present economic

context may also bring the nunber of dept-ndents into prominence as

a factor in decisions such. as wheth-r o, not to enter the Guard/

Reserve.

In the comparison of temalt- VeLeran groups, only two differ-

encei emerge. Compared to th,.se with ngative propensity, female

Veterans with a positive pr,,B,.,=iv:

report having hiad gradtes in highi school, and

are more likely tk) b,, members of minority groups.

This sample was not studied in 1978i.

Table 5-6 shows the propensity )I the Veterans to enlist in

each of the National Guard and Reserve components, and in the

Active Military. The order of prefe"ence among male Veterans has

•.....................................

........................................
....................

....................................................................
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shifted somewhat since 1978, and differs somewhat from that of

females, as well. Those analyses are based on the total sample of

Veterans, as weighted by the number of separations from each

branch of the Active Forces.

Table 5-7 provides a more appropriate analysis, for the male

Veterans. It shows the mean propensity to enlist in each National

Guard and Reserve component and in the Active Military as a

function of the male Veteran's branch of service. In general,

male Veterans say they are most likely to join a Guard/Reserve

unit associated with their previous branch of service. Overall.,

former Marines have the highest level of enlistment propensity.

5.2 Comparison of Samples

There are no large differences between the propensity levels

of female Veterans (22.3 percent), male Veterans (20.4 percent),

and NPS men (19.7 percent). As in 1978, NPS women have the lowest

propensity of the samples studied (8.8 percent in 1979).

Table 5-8 summarizes the comparisons of demographic character-

istics between the positive and negative propensity groups within -

each of the samples. Inspection of these data shows that female

Veterans differ from the other samples. Minority racial status is -

the only distinguishing trait shown by positive propensity members

of this sample that is also a distinguishing feature of positive

propensity members of other samples. Other common distinguishing.

factors may be lacking because the new and challenging nature of

participation in the Active Forces attracted a group of indiv.-

![ duals far different from the norm.

. . 4

. . ..-. . . .,.. . .. . . . .
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i .

TABLE 5-. OMPARISON OF DENLU3HPHIC C TAR.cUUSTICS OF IPSITIVL AND NEMATIVL
PROPENSITY GROUPS -- ALL SAIPLF.S

SAMPLE ""

NPS VETERANS
DEMOGRAPHIC MALES FNMALES MALES FEMAT ALS

Educationai level ** n.s. n.s. n.s. 1
Currently attending school ** ** n.s. n.s.
Age ** ** n.s. n.s.
Fhployment status ** n.s. n.s. n.s.
Perceived difficulty of finding job n.s. n.s. ** n.s.
Recruiter contact n.s. ** ** n.s.
Own home ** ** n.s. n.s.
Fat ier career military ** ** n.s. n.s.
Nuner of dependents n.s. ** ** n.s.
Grades n.s. n.s. n.s. **
Nunber of siblings n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
Oldest child in family n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
Friend thinking/joined military ** ** ** n.s.
Marital status ** ** ** n.s.
Ethnicity ** ** ** **

r.s. Not significant in differentiating positive and negative propensity
individuals.

* Significant (p*.05) in differentiating positive and negative propensity
individuals.

..................
'1.d. ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Excluding female Veterans from further consideration in the

comparison of samples, it can be seen that three factors ch.racter-

ize the positive propensity group in each sample. ThesE people

are:

more likely to have at least one friend who was thinking

about joining or who had joined the military,

- more likely to be single, and

more likely to be members of minority groups.

Family position (birth order) and number of siblings are tne only

variables that do not significantly differentiate the positive and

negative propensity groups for any sample.

Two differences may be noted in comparing this sumniary of

characteristics with that seen in 1978. First, formal educational

attainment differentiated only among NPS males this year. Second,

number of dependents is differentiating for NPS females tnd for

male Veterans, but in opposite directions: NPS females are

apparently tied down by dependents, while Veteran males are moti-

vated to consider enlistment in the Giard/Reserve. Number of

dependents is not differentiating among IPS males, perhaps because

the motives described above are mixed for members of this group.

5.3 Perceived Length of Enlistment Required

Perceptions of the required length of enlistment by NPS men

and NPS women are shown in Tables 5-9 and 5-10, respectivel.,

Relatively few respondents know the lengths of training

required by the different military components. The modal NPS

respondent believes that the Active Mil.tary requires a two-year

enlistment. The modal NPS respondent says he or she does not know

the length of enlistment required in the National Guard or

Reserves. As in 1978, the proportion of men responding "don't

.. '. . . -. . . . . . . . .- .. . . .. ...- - -- • . . , -, . . . .-. . . .. . . .. . - . . . - .. , --. --. .. v. ---, .' -v -
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T.BLE 5-9. PERCEPTIONS OF R[QUIRED LENGTHS OF ENLISIMENT -- NON-PRIOR SERVICE MALE
SAMPLE

FOR ACTIVE FOR
REQUIRED L"TH OF ENLISTMENT MILITARY GUARD/RESERVE

1978 1979 1978 1979

BASE 1491 721 14911) 721

Less than one year 1.3 1.4 2.3 1.9
1 year 5.2 4.6 6.3 6.1
2 years 30.3 31.1 21.5 24.4
3 years 22.6 23.3 11.2 8.9
4 years 24.3 24.8 15.2 13.6
5 years 1.3 1.0 2.6 2.4
6 years 1.9 0.7 13.0 14.1
7 or mre .ears 0.6 0.6 1.5 2.5

IY)n't know 12.4 12.6 26.4 26.1

TABLE 5-10. PERCLTIONS OF REQUIRED LENGTHS OF ENLISTENT -- NON-PRIOR SERVICE FEMALE
SA' PLE

FOR ACTIVE FOR -
RBQUIRED LtJ3TH OF ENLISTMENT MILITARY GUARD/RESERVE1978 1979 1978 1979

BASE 1495 659 14951) 659

Less than cne year 1.4 1.2 2.3 2.4
1 year 6.4 5.5 8.4 7.3
2 years 33.4 33.8 24.8 24.6
3 years 15.0 15.8 8.8 9.9
4 years 20.0 23.4 13.9 17.8
5 years 0.6 1.2 2.0 1.5
6 years 1.2 2.0 6.9 6.7
7 or more years 0.5 0.3 1.2 0.9

Don't know 21.4 16.8 31.7 29.0

1) In 1978, separate questions were asked for the National Guard and the Reserves.

Responses to both qui .stions have been combined.

.....................................................
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know" with respect to Guard/Reserve requirements is roughly twice

as great as that responding "don't know" w.th respect to Active

Forces requirements. (The ratio is not quite as great among

women, since so many more also resjond "don't xnow" with respect

to Active Forces requirements.) Among those who do respond to the

question on Guard/Reserve requirements, the mode is again two

years, suggesting a tendency to answer this question on the basis

of assumed knowledge about Active Fo'ce requirements. Information

about recent changes in program str ctures available seen not to

have reached the NPS market as a whola.

Among NPS men, almost the same )roportion of those responding

with a time period know the requirec length of enlistment for the

Acti-e Military is three to four years as did in 1978 (55.0 per-

cent in 1979, 53.6 perceri in 1978). Similarity is also high in

the proportion of those responding with time period who identify

the required enlistment period for Guard/Reserve .;ervice as six

years (19.1 percent in 1979; 17.7 peicent in 1978).

The comparable figures among NI S women are also similar from

-. year to year. The Active Military requirement is identified as

three to four years by 47.1 percent of women responding with a

timE period in 1979, and 44.7 perceit in 1978. The Guard/Reserve

requLrenent is identified as six y'ars by (only) 9.4 percent in

197C and 10.1 percent in 1978.

5.4 Perceived Length of Initial Active Di iy ior Training

Perceptions of the length of Initial Active Duty for Training
by tie NPS men and NPS women are s own in Tables 5-11 and 5-12,

resp,!ctively.

The modal NPS respondent, whether male or female, responds

"don t know" when asked the required length of IADT. This mode

comprises one-third of males and almost three-sevenLhs of females.

Sign: ficant proportions respond tha: active duty requires a year

or m re (cne male itt eight, and one lemal.' in seven).
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TABLE 5-11. PERChPTIONS OF LEN3TH OF INITIAL PERIOD OF ACTIVE DUTY --

NON-PRIOR SERVICE MALE SAMPLE

FOR
LENGTH OF INITIAL ACTIVE DUTY PERIOD GUAPJ/RESERVE

1978 1979

BASE 14911) 721 -

None 1.7 0.0
Less than 3 months 26.9 23.9
3 - 6 months 21.2 23.3
7 - 12 months 7.1 6.1
13 months to two years 5.8 5.0
Nbre than 2 years 5.0 7.5

Don' t know 32.4 34.0

TABL 5-12. PERCEPTIONS OF LENUTH ()F INITIAL PERIOD OF ACTIVE DUTY
NON-PRIOR SERVICE 1,FMALE SAMPLE

LENGT} OF INITIAL ACTIVE DLTY PEPIOD GUARD/ RESERVE
1978 1979

BSL 14951) 659

None 1.8 0. -
Less th an 3 months 21.0 15..)
3 - 6 rionths 21.9 19.1)
7 - 12 months 7.-2 8.;
13 moni Ls to two years 6.7 7. •
\bre th an 2 years 4.4 7.",

Don't I now 37.0 42.2

I) Ir 1978, sepLarate quest i)ns %ere asked for tie National Guard and tie

N H s*'rve. Responses to brth quesl ions have been cuinbined here.

* .. . .. . .. .. .... .. . .. ...............................................................
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Among those who do ruspond with a time period, 35.8 percent

of the men identify the required IADT period as three to six

months, in 1979, compared to 31.4 percent in 1978. The comparable

figures for women are 32.9 percent and 34.8 percent. It may be

concluded, as in 1978, that NPS resp)ndents as a whole do not have

a clear image of the Guard/Reserve, whether because of a lack of

information or because of receipt of confusing information from

different sources.

5.5 Overall Ratings of Component Similarity

The perception of component similarity by NPS men, NPS women,

and Veterans appear in Tables 5-13 to 5-15, respectively.

Respondents continue to see the National Guard and Reserves

as host similar to one another unong the componenti of the

military, with approximately seven NPS respondents in ten saying

they are similar. The NPS respondents see each of these compo-

nents as being somewhat less similar to the Active Forces, with

the National Guard slightly more similar to the Active Forces than

are the Reserves.

The conclusion may be drawn ttiat respondents do not hold a

clearly differentiated image of the Guard/Reserve components

contrasted with the Active Forces. This conclusion is bolstered

by 'he propensity data themselves. As indicated in Section 4.3,

the propensity to enlist in a Guard/Reserve component is strongly

corr3lated with the propensity to enlist in the Active Forces.

Som( correlation is to be expected, since -- as the enlistment

model makes clear -- certain background attitudes are likely to be

requLred for an individual to consider choosing to serve in the

military. Nonetheless, it would oe expected that the vastly

different requirements and benefits associated with the different

comprnents would shift the benefit-cost analysis differentially,

and that different life situations would markedly alter propensi-

ties to enlist in the different comp( rients.

-...- .. .-.. .-.-....-., .- .-.- ..- ..'.-. "..-.....' -....-..-....-..-.-......--.-.-...-.-..-....-......-.-.'-..,.'-....-..'..-..-,.....-....-....-...,
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S
TABLE 5-13. PERCEPTION OF SIMILARITY OF THE ACTIVE MILITARY, THE NATIONAL GUARD AND THE

RESERVE OJMPOE4TS - NON-PRIOR SERVICE MALE SAMPLE

BE'EE NATIONAL
PERCEIVED DEGREE GUARD AND BETWEEN RESERVES BETWEEN GUARD
OF SIMILARITY ACTIVE MILITARY AND ACTIVE MILITARY AND RESERVES

1978 1979 1978 1979 1978 1979

BASE 1491 721 1491 721 1491 721

Very similar 6.0 4.5 6.6 4.0 14.3 10.8
Somewhat similar 54.9 52.0 50.8 48.9 60.6 59.9
Somewhat different 30.1 31.7 32.4 34.2 20.8 22.9
Very different 9.0 11.8 10.2 12.8 4.3 6.4

Meanl) 2.42 2.51 2.46 2.56 2.15 2.25
Standard deviation 0.74 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.71 0.73
Standard error .019 .028 .020 .029 .018 .027

"'ABLE 5-14. PERCEPTION OF SIMILARITY OF THE ACTIVE MILITARY, TH]f NATIONAL GUARD AND THE
RESERVE (flPONENTS -- NON-PRIOR SERVICE FEMALE SAMPLE

BETWEEN NATIONAL
PERCEIVED DE3REE GUARD A-D BETWEE4 RESERVES BhTWEEN GUARD
OF SIMILARITY ACTIVE MILITARY AND ACTIVE MILITARY AND RESERVES

1978 1979 1978 1979 1978 1979

BASE 1495 659 1495 659 1495 659

Very similar 5.8 3.2 6.2 3.1 12.4 8.4
Somewhat similar 56.1 56.7 49.2 49.3 60.1 62.0
SScmewhat different 29.2 31.6 32.0 36.6 22.3 26.2
Very different 8.9 8.5 12.6 11.0 5.3 3.5

MeanI) 2.41 2.46 2.51 2.56 2.21 2.25
Standard deviation 0.73 0.69 0.79 0.73 0.72 0.65
Standard error .019 .028 .021 .029 .019 .026

1) = very similar

2 = somewhat similar
:, = somewhat different
4 = very different

~. . . . .. . . . . . ... . . . . .*. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
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TABLE 5-15. PERCEPTION OF SIMILARITY OF THE A(7.VE MILITARY, THE NATIONAL GUARD AND HE "
RESERVE CMPONENTS - WEIGHTED VE'TERANS SA!MPLES

BETWEEN NATIONAL
PERCEIVED DELREE GUARD AND BE7WEEN RESERVES LI WEEN GUARD
OF SIMILARITY ACTIVE MILITARY AND ACTIVE MILITARY AND RESERVES

MALES FFMALES MALES FEMALES MALES FEMALES
1978 1979 1979 1978 1979 1979 L78 1979 179

BASE 1498 1536 395 1498 1536 395 1498 1536 295

Very similar 5.7 4.8 3.9 6.4 5.0 5.6 16.4 12.2 11.6
Scmewiat similar 41.8 37.9 44.3 39.7 37.5 43.1 53.3 56.4 58.6
Scmewl at different 28.5 31.2 28.9 31.7 31.3 29.2 22.4 21.2 21.1
Very ( ifferent 24.0 26.1 22.9 22.2 26.1 22.1 8.0 10.2 8.8

,MeanI ,' 2.71 2.79 2.71 2.70 2.78 2.68 2.22 2.29 2.27
Standard deviation 0.90 0.89 0.86 0.89 0.89 0.88 0.81 0.81 0.78
Standard error .023 .023 .044 .023 .023 .045 .021 .021 .041

IA

1) 1 = very similar

2 = somewhat similar
3 = sa.ewhat different
4 = very different

S-I

p. .
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The fact that the propensities to enlist are so highly corre-

lated suggests that, in fact, little differentiation between compo-

nents has occurred for most r~spondents. It further suggests that

differentiation may not occi r until the respondent becomes an

active prospect, engaged in eilistment-related information search. "

A final implication is that s)me excellent Guard/Reserve prospects

may fail to proceed to stepE pertinent to Guard/Reserve enlist-

ment: This could occur if such prospects decide the costs of

Active Force service for them outweigh the benefits, and leave the

positive propensity pool before they learn to differentiate the

costs and benefits of the various components. It suggests the

need for joint advertising efforts that increase awareness of the

distinct benefits of the Guard/Reserve, as differentiated from

those of the Active Forces.

5.6 Barriers to Service: Per-eived Health and Current School and
Employment Commitments

Approximately the same proportions of NPS men and women face

problems having to do with health, and educational and work commit-

m,nts interfering with prospective Guard/Reserve service, as in

1978. Among NPS men, 15.8 percent said they have a health problem

tat might prevent joining the military, in 1978; 17.6 percent say -

s*> in 1979. Among NPS women, the comparable figures are 10.4

percent in 1978, and 10.9 perc, nt in 1979.

One man in five is attending a post-secondary school. (This

figure refers to the proportion of all NPS males in the sample.

If respondents still in high ;chool were excluded, the proportion

of the remainder involved in post-secondary education would rise

to approximately one in four. In 1978, the figure was 19.4 per-

cent; in 1979, excluding those in graduate or professional school

(1.4 percent), the figure is 19.9 percent. The data for women are

roughly the same: in 1978, 22.5 percent; in 1979, 18.9 percent,

pluF; 1.1 percent in graduate or professional scliool.

. . . . . . . .. . . . . .
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One man in six (16.2 per(-ent) was workini; for pay more than

45 hours per week in 1978. tn 1979, thi,; segment conaprIiSes 16.8

percent of the sample. This segment i.i smaller amoig women in

both years. In 1978, it was 2.8 p ,rcent, and in 197d it is 3.0

percent. In the NPS samples, more wom(n than men are married,

however, and on the average they have moie dependents and are more

likely to be working part-time.

There is no reason to revise the conclusion based on the

analysis of these data last year: Mans high propensity indivi-

duals in the post-high school grou arE effectively barred from

the Guard/Reserve by conflicts bet een service requirements and

other obligations, whether real or pcrceived.

5.7 Attitudinal Variables: The Model

The model of enlistment propensity developed in 1978 includes

nine specific measures developed from a sophisticated statistical

analysis of the relationship between enlistment propensity and

various attitudinal variables. These nLne factors and their place

in the larger model are indicated below and shown schematically in
Figure 5-1. i

General attitudes predisposing individuals toward military

* - service

1. Favorable attitudes toward th military

2. Favorable attitudes toward the imposition of a National

Service Requirement

3. The need to be with other peole

Anticipated gains resulting from service in the Guard or
Reserves

4. Achievement of important individual life goals

5. Benefits of being a menber of A tear'

..... ...-.. ........ . .. . ..... ... . . . . . . .



*FIGURE 5-1. THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE NINE ATTITUDINAL FACTORS TO ENLISTMENT
PROPENSITY
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V Toward the military
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service requirement
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*Achieving important life goals
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CURRENT LIFE SITUATION
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Anticipated costs of service

6. Perceived opportunity costs

7. The occurrence of negatively-valued situations

Concomitant impacts of current life situations

8. Commitment to present job situation

9. Sense of social approval for enlistment

The meaning of each is reviewed on the following pages. Tne

supp)rting data on individual aTtitu e items are presented in full

in V)lume II.

5.7.1 Attitudes Toward the Military

Acceptance of the military is generally higi among people

with positive propensity. It was measured in 1978 oy reiuponses to

questions on the need for defense spending, the degree (-f milita-

rism present in the country, and the necessity for national

preparedness. There is an increase in acceptance of the need for

military spending in 1979, particularly among NPS males. However,

there is also a decrease in the acceptance of the nation's need to

be r~ady to fight, and there are mixed responses to the question

on m~litarism -- NPS males perceive less militarism than in 1978,

whil, NPS females perceive more. These mixed trends, although

slig ,t, suggest that the factor is not totally cohesive, and may

not -emain a good predictor of enlistment propensity when treated

as a single, unitary variable.

The different changes in responses to the questions on

attitudes toward the military serve t) recall the connection

betwen the context of public debaite ind public attiudes. A

curs,,ry analysis of political debate in i[79, prior to the hostage-

taki g in Iran, indicates strung emhnasi,. on increases in defense

spen ing, particularly on tchnology, but -ix(.d communications on

." . -.. .... ... . . . .... . . . . . . .. .... ....
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national involvement in contemporary foreign conflicts or the use

of military manpower or other force. It seems likely that this

approach causes some confu;ion in the average respondent about the

place of the Guard/Reserve, and the need for military manpower.

" 5.7.2 Attitudes Toward the Imposition of a National Service

Requirement

The suggestion was made in the 1978 report that the single

item on acceptance of Natiotial Service may tap tolerance for

imposition on individual fi eedom for the sake of achieving

national goals, and hence some predisposition toward participating

in the Guard/Reserve. In the 1979 study, this question was asked

after a series of items on draft registration, discussec in

Section 9.1, and responses may have been affected thereby. None-

theless, the level of favorable and unfavorable responses are

roughly the same in each year.

5.7.3 The Need To Be With Other People

Guard/Reserve service requires teamwork, and gregarious

people are more attracted to it than are others. The tendency

toward gregariousness was measured in 1978 by responses to ques-

tions about liking to do things as a member of a team, preference

for doing thiings with others rather than alone, liking ior involve-

merit in community projects, and so forth. In most cases, these

tendencies are at a somewhat lower level in the 1979 sample.

Given the perception of the Guard/Reserve as a group enter-

. prise, decreases in social needs among members of the target

population would be expected to decrease the attractiveness of the

0 Guard/Reserve as offering opportunities and means for doing things

individuals cannot. Increased emphasis on compensating attrac-

- tions of Guard/Reserve servi .e may therefore be required.

* . -- * - - - -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . I"

'-.. . . . . .
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5.7.4 Achievability of Important Lije GodIs

People who see their achiever ent ol important 1Lfe goals

- enhanced by Guard/Reserve service haxe hjih propensity to enlist.

-.The importance of each of six .een life goals was rated uy

- respondents in 1978, along with the per(eived degree to which the

attainment of each could be enhanzed by participation in the

Guard/ Reserve. Examples of the gotls iated are: service to the

country, developing a sense of disciplin, and learning leadership

--h skills. Measurement considerations allowed the set of life goals

rated to be reduced to six this yea , w-th no appreciable loss in

reliability. The goals are shown in Figures 5-2 to 5-5, in

separate two-dimensional arrays for each sample. The relative

positions of the several life goals on importance of achievability

- in tne Guard/Reserve are highly similar to those of 1978. Indeed,

in the format available, it is difficult to portray any but the

-- largest changes in position.

Both NPS men and NPS women rate the achievement of many goals

I - as somewhat less important in 1979 thai they did in 1978. One

exception to this pattern is that w.men rate the development of a

sense of discipline significantly h ghe this year than in 1978.

Changes in the pattern of ratings )f the achievability of these

goals are mixed, when this year's ri.tings are compared with those

of last year. There are modest ircreases in the proportion of

women who perceive learning a new trade or specialty or learning

leadership skills as being more aciievible in the Guard/Reserve

than in civilian part-time activities. There is a similar modest

increase in the perception of the achievability of learning a new

trade or specialty among NPS men. Women show a slight increase in

the perception of the achievability of meeting new kinds of

*people, while men show a slight decrease, and are also slightly

".-less likely to perceive Guard/Reserve participation as providing

the opportunity to serve the communily.
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FICTURE 5-5

JLIF GOAL A:iE AB." 71 g Tr:.-:S 0- , ;= I

'E ;-=. AN&'S

- .-i. AiI'ABZ IN CIVILIAN AC'TIVITY .I ACHIDABI IN GA~' RgS\"

;0.- I 7 A.,7 F-RSO:, Ly

Meet neA kinds of people

Deve2o; sense of discipline

Learn ne.;, trade

LLS IT7,T PMSO'L L.Y

Learn ne%% trade

Learn leadership skills

Opportunity to serve ca-77-. .tv

Gain recognition and status

") Ba;ed on ffean values of importance-. The horizorital dividing line is arbitrarily placed
at the value of 1.80, on a five-point scale (I : very inmortant; 5 = very unimportant).
ItanTs are also placed in relation to mean value-, of achievability, with the vertical
line at tte value of 3.00, on an independent five-point scale (1 = the life goal is
iu, h more achievable in the Guard/Reserve than in som other part-time job or activity;
5 it is much more achievable in some other part-time job or activity).
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The general shift downward in the importance of the life

goals achievable in the Guard/Reserve suggest that these will be

less predictive of enlistment propensity for NPS samples than in

1978. Perceived achievability of minor goals is unlikely to be

related to propensity.

The importance and achievability ratings of male Veterans

contrast markedly with those of the NPS samples. There are signi-

ficant increases in the rated importance of developing a sense of

discipline and learning a new trade or specialty, and a slight -

rise in Ihat of meeting new kinds of people. There are also,

however, ,iignificant decreases in the rated importance of gaining _

recognition and status and having the opportunity to serve the

community. Generally speaking, the importance ratings by female p

Veterans are comparable to those by the males. (No comparison

wit!1 1978 is possible for the females, of course.)

There are at least slight increases in the perceived achieva-

bility of all the life goals rated by the male Veterans, with P
major inc-eases in that of learning a new trade or specialty,

learning leadership skills, and meeting new kinds of people.

Female Velerans are even more likely to perceive learning a new -

trade or specialty and meeting new kinds of people as particularly

achievable in the Guard/Reserve.

When the importance and achievability ratings are considered

together, the male Veterans show a much stronger sense of the life

goal relevance of Guard/Reserve participation than the NPS

samples. Moreover, there seems to be an increase in this sense,

relative o 1978. Finally, the life goal relevance of Guard/ -

Res-rve service seems equally strong among female Veterans as

amoig male Veterans, even though the particular goal of most

importance to each group differs.

S

- S " *



5.7.5 Specific Gains from Guard/Reserve 3ervice

The third set of variables nmeasurei indicate the degree to

which the respondent desires to work with others, ir general.

Here, in contrast, the focus is on the dlegree to which the Guard/

Reserve in particular offers the benefits of a team. Is the

Guard/Reserve a place making friends, for being involvec, and for

achieving iespect? To the degree the (ruard/Reserve is perceived

as offering these benefits, it will attract :;regarious

respondents.

The particular attitude items used each year require the

-espondents to rate the degree to whicr they perceive the Guard/

Reserve to be respected in their comnunity, offers opportunities

to be involved in community projects, and offers opportunities for

forming friendships. The female Veterans are slightly more

positive than the male Veterans on these items. However, there

are significant decreases in these beliefs in each sample that can

be compared between 1978 and this year. It would be valuable for

management to address Guard/ Reserve public affairs participation

more directly in the future.

5.7.6 Perceived Opportunity Costs

Service in the Guard/Reserve requires a person to forego

cetaLn other uses of his or her time or talents. The more such

losses the person perceives as a result )f such service, the less

his or her propensity to enlist. Respondents were asked particu-

larl.' about taking time avay from their family during drills,

taking time away from personal and social activities, and not

having much spare time. Each of these is perceived as negative by

the *verwhelming majority of respondents.

Figure 5-6 shows this year's perceptions of certain situa-

tion occurring and the perceived desirability of these situations

... , .... .... . . . . . . . . . . . .
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1979

FIGURE 5-6. SITUATION LIKELIH(XD AM) DESIRABILITY1

NP MALE3

UNLIKILY TO O(XCU IN GUARD/RE VE LIKELY TO OCCUR IN GUARD/RESERVE

LIKE

Chance to travel -2)
Chance to show abilities
Obtaining useful training)

Learning self-discipline
Exciting and adventurous activities

Iaving a job tbat's not too demanding

DISLIKT

Not being able to earn extra money

Losing chance for educational
progress

Job problem because of G/R Taking time away from family during
obligations drills

Losing chance to progress in Taking too much time away from personal/
job 2 social activities

Being with losers Not having much spare time
Having military supervisors hassle you

Placement based on mean values of likelihxol () occurence in National Guard/Reserve
(0. 34) and liki-n or 0' v :

.......
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for NPS males. Comparable figires for the other samples, avLil-

able in Volume II, are highly similar. The one major differ(-nce

between samples is that botn Veterans ,iamples believe "having a

job that's not too demanding" is likely in the Guard/Reserve,

while NPS females do not, and NI'S males are unsure.

The likelihood that Guard/Reserve service would take time

away from family and from personal and social activities wLs rated

both this year and in 1978. Both NPS men and NPS women rated tle

likelihood of such events considerably higher this year. A some-

what smaller majority also believes that Guard/ Reserve service

woull take away considerably from having spare time.

Male Veterans also rate the likelihood of Guard/Reserve

service interfering with other uses of time higher than in 1978,

though these ratings are lower than are those of t}ie NPS samples.

Again, female Veterans show the sane basic pattern of ratings as

do the males.

In each sample that can be compared from year o year, there-

fore, the perception of the opportunity costs of Guard/Reserve

participation is greater than in 1978.

5.7.7 Perceived Occurrence of (Other) Negatively Valued Situa-
tions

Respondents may also encounter certain specific negative

situ'ttions as a byproduct of Guard/Reserve service, such as being

in (onfltct with superiors. Expectations of such problems are

associated with low propensity. Among NPS men and women, being in

conflict with a military sipervi. ;-r in the Guard/Reserve vas felt

to ,e considerably more likly tris year than in 1978. Male

Vete'ans felt it to be somewh~tt m' r', likely than they did in 1978.

Fema.e Veterans are the on', sample in wiic the majority did not

feel the situation to b-, at le-a:- somewhat likely.

7-. .,",-..,-,,...,.,.:.-., .... .... -.'.. ..... *.. , .. . , .
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5.7.8 The Permanence of One's Job Situation

The nore an individual perceives that he or she will change

jobs or obtain a new job, the greater the enlistment propensity.

The Guard/Reserve seems to have greater appeal to those whc have

not made permanent life commitments than to those who have.

Approximately half of the respondents in each sample but the

NPS women feel they are at least somewhat likely to look for a job

or look to change jobs within six months of the interview. There

is a somewhat greater proportion of NPS women who feel this likeli-

hood (55.4 percent). The responses to this question by male

Veterans nd by NPS women are at approximately the same level this

year as i1 1978. Somewhat fewer NPS men make this response than

did so in 1978.

As roted in 1978, the relationship of life commitments

andpropen~ity is not simply a matter of the stage of life in which

the indiv:dual finds himself or herself, but is also a matter of

the individual's immediate situation. Th individual who is

momentarily seeking a job or seeking a life change may be an

excellent prospect for the Guard/Reserve, given that he or she is

of sufficient quality in terms of educational attainment and other

relevant indicators. These results also indicate a direction for

changing he Guard/Reserve to make it more appealing for those

with life commitments. For example, the part-time nature of the

Guard/Reserve already makes it potentially available to men and

women who are married, hold jobs, and are raising children, with-

out the Potential Enlistees having to leave their other commit- - p

ments for an extended period of time. However, a number of

barriers exist. It might be possible to alter certain require-

ments of service to enable more of these mature and stable indivi-

duals to take advantage of this difference from the Active Forces,

and to participate in Guard/Reserve programs.

'1



5.7.9 Perceived Social Approval for Enlistment

Few individuals are willing to undertake new corlitments

without some sense of social approval for their actions, unless

other perceived gains are overwhelming. This is particularly

, - likely to be true regarding enlistment in tne Guard, Reserve, an

activity that appeals to those who value being with other jeople.

Table 5-16 shows the level of positiv social support for

enlistment perceived in each sample. The same proportion of male

A _ Veterans feel that others close to them would be at least somewhat

pleased if they were to join the Guard/Reserve as felt this in

1978. The proportion with this feeling is somewh t higher among

female Veterans this year than among mile Veteran.. The propor-

0 tion with this feeling is significant, i s, aller tmoig both NPS

males and NPS females than in 1978, Lowe 3r.

5.7.10 Direct Application of the 1978 *)del

The variables just identified pre( Lcted over 45 percent of

the variation in propensity in each of the three samples studied

in 1978. (The propensity mea:;ure us.d in those and related

anal..ses is a "general propen,,ity" rn, asur,2 that includes the

staniard propensity measure detailed ii Section 4.3, along with

othcr correlated variables. This measur, is used a. the criterion

becaise of its better statistical characteristics, as discussed in

the technical volume accompanying the 1978 report.)

The model was developed in 1978 as the best available summary

the 1978 data themsIves. A number of precautions were taken to

miti -ate the possib;lity th at the odel would tak,. advantage of

- chan e factors it t.,,ose data -- thiat it woulu be.r meruly a descrip-

tion of :hose parti&'ilar data, not proj, ctablt, to other s- tuations

in o her years. Tn, refore, attempting he application of the 1978

mode to the 1979 dita presents an important test of its predic-

tive valiiity.

i, " -- '.""..- ''..- .. -. . . .- '.--.-. ... ... -.. *... ,i-.. -*." -. . . . -.- i. -'. -. '..-.... .. -, -.
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ABE5-16. PERI, IVED SOCIAL SUPPORT FO)R LYLISTMILT

PERCENT OF RLSPONDNTS WI-K
THINK THOSE C-LOSEST TOD MH1\

WOULD BE PLEASED) IF RESPONDENT
SAMPLE N WERE TOXI JOIN GUARD/RESERVE

';PS Males

1971i 1491 36.1
1970 721 29.2

NTS efmlacs

I 078 149-5 26. 5
19 659 21.9

Malo Veterans

197,1 1498
1979 1536

Fena, P- Veterans

1979 395 313
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It should be noted at the o(ut et that the cron;s-year test ol

the model i.si extremely rigorous. The respondents fron whom the

data were collected differ. The set of specific questions on

which several of the factors in the! model are based differ,

largely as a result of refinements and attempted refinements in

the measurement process. And the socioeconomic and geopolitical

contexts in which the interviews were conducted differ to a

considerable extent. Even the general propensi- y measure itself

has been modified, to address questions of partizular interest to

DoD management personnel. (Specifically, questions about

preferred length of enlistment have been replaced by questions

about cash incentives and educational incentives, and questions

about the details of a National Service Requirement have been

eliminated to allow for questions about draft registratioi.)

Despite the various changes just described, use of the 1978

statistical model accounts for approximately 25 percent of the

variation in the 1979 propensity data in each NPS sample, and in

the male Veterans sample. (There was no female Veterans sample in

1978 on which to base a test of predictive validity.) By existing

standards, this is strong evidence of the validity of the basic

model.

-.0 _' _ ' - ' . ' . ' - ' , ' _ , ' - - ' . " " . " . . : " - ,. - , - - ., . . . . "- . ' . ' > " " " "



6.0 ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS (1979)

6.1 Advertising

This year, for the firs-. time, NPS respondents were asked a

series of questions dealing with recall of advertising for the

military forces, the branch advertised, the component advertised,

and the themes stressed in the advertising. The relevant data are

shown in Table 6-1.

%lore than three respondents in four recall seeing advertising

for the military within the three months prior to the interview.

Rou,;hly half of all respondents in each NPS sample recalled adver-

tising for the Army, and 30 percent for the Navy. About one male

resoondent in four recalls advertising for the Air Force, and the

same proportion recalls advertising for the Marine Corps. The

comparable figures for recall of Air Force and Marine Corps adver-

ti sing among females are about one Ln five. One man in ten

recalls joint advertising of the brancies, but only one woman in

s.Lxteen recalls joint advertising.

Among men, 54.8 percent recall Ldvertising for the Active

Forces. The comparable figure is only two-thirds as high (36.7 -

percent) among women. The differences in component-identified

recall are much lower for the National Guard and Reserves. Among

r.1n, 20.2 percent say they recall advertising for the National

Guat J, and 29.5 percent say they recall advertising for the

Reserves. Among women, the comparable figures are 18.7 percent

and 27.9 percent. Finally, 6.2 percent of men cannot recall ti-e

componen" advertised (and these men are particularly low in
propensity); tis segment is almost twice as large among women

(11.8 pe cent).

Fou" advert isin g themes are recalled with appreciable

trequen2' . The most commonly rec.lled is jobs or training (33.7 -

p-r',:ent among men; 31.4 percent among women). This is followed by

4.-.
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3' - EC.X, ADVi-ioiiN , AND OF BtANCHL. AND X ( ''S ANI)
THE 4ES ADVERTISED

NPS SAMPL L

MALES F2.1Al.

RASE 721 659

General Recall

- Have seen ads for the miliTaiy in
the past three months 79.2 77.1

Branches/ Cnponents

Percent mentioning advertisement
for branch (multiple responss
permitted):

Army 51.3 48.1
Air Force 24.0 19.0
Navy 32.2 30.0
Marines 26.5 19.3
(bast guard 3.6 1.2

All services 10.4 6.1
Several services 0.6 1.4

Don't know 2.5 4.9

Percent mentioning advertisement
for component (multiple responses
permitted):

Active Forces 54.8 36.7
National Guard 20.2 18.7
Reserves 29.5 27.9

Don't know 6.2 11.8

Themes

Percent mentioning reason rvern in
advertising for joining (mu tiple
responses permitted):

Jobs or training 33.7 31.4
Pride 2.1 2.1
Travel 19.7 18.1
Money or other direct benefits 19.1 12.9
Educational benefits 20.8 21.1
Adventure and excitement 3.9 3.0
Opportunities and benefits
(unspecified) 1.2 1.4

Change 1.2 0.5
Delayed entry program 1.2 1.4
Growth and development 1.2 2.1

Other 1.0 2.8
')on't know 16.1 19.7

SJ
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educational benefits (20.8 percent and 21.1 percent among men and

women, respectively) and travel (19.7 percent and 18.1 percent).

Men and women differ significantly in recall of the fourth theme,

mony or other direct benefits (19.1 percent among men; 12.9

percent among women). Roughly equal groups cannot recall the -

themes advertised (16.1 percent among men; 19.7 percent among

wom-n). It is interesting to note that certain other themes, such

as the availability of a delayed entry program, are recalled by

rather few respondents. (No theme other than the four initially

not,-d is mentioned by more than 4 percent of either sample,

despite the opportunity given for multiple responses.)

6.2 Job Promises

A series of questions designed to assess the value of job-

related service advertising followed the general advertising ques-

tions. Res;pondents were asked their perception of the generalized

claim that the Guard/Reserve offers a wide variety of jobs and

training, the applicability of that claim to themselves personally

(i.e., whether or not they perceive that the Guard/Reserve offers

them a wide variety of jobs or training, considering their skills

and intere.3ts), and whether or not they would be looking for a

specific program if they were to join the Guard/Reserve.

Approximately three respondents in four feel the Guard/

Reserve offers at least some variety of jobs and training programs

generally, in each sample. However, this proportion falls to four

ii seven (58.9 percent among NPS males; 55.5 percent among NPS

femaLles) when respondents are asked about the variety available to

thenselves personally. The potential problem becomes clear when

it is noted that a large proportion of NPS men (57.6 percent) say

that they would be looking for a specific job or training program

if they were to join the Guard/Reserve. This segment is somewhat

smal ler among women (48.5 percent), but still seems sizeable

onough to cause concern if there i.s any appreciable group that has -

no confidence they would fi:id a de.irahle job or training program.

• ............ ................ ...........- *.
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6.3 Geopolitical Considerations

Statements by potential enlist,:es to the effect that they

would readily join the military if tke nation were at risk suggest

that enlistment propensity would b( high among individuals who

feel that the nation is being threatened by ex;ernal forces. A

similar relationship might also be expected among those who

believe that a peace-time draft regi.-stration should be instituted.

Respondents were asked their perception of the military

danger to the United States at tiie time of the interview, and

their attitude toward a draft r',gistrationi requirement for 18 year

olds, in order to study the questions rai-ed above. (On t'ne draft

registration issue, one question dealt with draft registration for

men alone, and one dealt with registration for both men and

women.)

The hypotheses described above, no mitter how reasonable, are

not supported by the data. In the period before the hostages were

taken in Iran, there is relatively little relationship between

these political attitudes and enlistment propensity, particularly

when other, more fundamental attitudes are taken into considera-

tion. These political attitudes do becoe more salient after the

hostage crisis erupts, however, as will be shown in Section 7. "A

deta led discussion of reactions to a potential draft registration

are lso discussed later, in Section 9.1.)

6.4 Activity Preferences

There is a long history of attempts to explain oehavior in

term of the social background of respondents -- their demo-

grap ics. More recently, attempts have been made to explain

curr, nt behavior of respondents on the basis of behavior prefer-

ence, they have exhibited in the past, includinj activities and

interests, as well as opinions -- their "p:sychographics."

Respondents in this year's study comple-ted a set of questions

desined to measure their leisure-time activity preferences, and

)<.).. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- -
" ..-.v ..'.''. "F ';'- ----' % " <-'" "'-" -'"- -"[".-'V -.- .".- -./ '. ..'--.. .-... .-. '-.- .......... . .. '-.".. .... "..- -
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to assess the relationship of these preferences t I :s

propensity. Three clusters of activitie-. wer(, s udi -:

Relatively sedentary activites, includin- readlng',

cooking, and following the stock market;

Highly social activities, such as dining out, visit r.it,

with friends, and going to the movies; and

Outdoor activities, including f ishing, h!ul t, 11,;, an dI

camping, along with working on automobiles and notur-

cycles.

Preferences among these activity clusters arvs r,!,te, 

enlistmen: propensity to some degree: Respondents attrae.tei to

sedentary activities show less enlistment propnui;ty ,a 1-1ose

attracted to highly social activities or those ci . ra' : -1 t;

outdoor a,,tivities. Thiis is particularly true among p wol:uer:.

6.5 Further Consideration of the Enlistment Propensity Model

The ,nodel of enlistmant propens ity di sc u. se as, \ear iias

already been applied to the comparable data L , 1:; \e:"' tudy --

and found to be markedly reliable.

It is possible, none ,heles., , to r,-I' in : i i,,.d- in o- d r .

to take into account additional factor; - Ad t Lks , yar.

Refinements are also required, it will bw 5:. w lat( ,  , la

with certiin effects of 1he iosttge crisis it i Oil Al carl -

attitudes.

It does not seem appropriate, however, to a,. L-;rp Srtielr

detailed review of all the variabl( ; ,litat at fed 1) 7.r; , .

soie degree, in a summary volune suc, s> 1! s. lii ,.,. .. , I
modified, but still relatively simi , I .  1 ,. , ... *1,

along with some implications ol t<., 1 . t i, * ;. t:.

Figur3 6-1 prt.s,-ents a Sii:1* lOBO S S'B t15

nants of onlisitment propensity. Ti1 ,, l :I(), I I. ;I

i .i:. ilii--. -l- i.. h i:i- ii >i>i: i. ii< > l--> i~ > -ii. '. .I Y . . -' . . . -. .-- --"--- . -- - - .- i . i-. ' ---.-.. ."
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proximate determinants of Guard/Reserve enlistment prop-nsily are

specific expectations about service in the Guard/Reserve. The

next m3st proximate determinants are general attitudes about

service. In turn, this model would then work backwards throu, h: -

• Social factors,

* Political factors,

* The person's work situation, and

• Schooling, to

• Family background variables,

as determinants of enlistment propensity.

Each of the determinants is a complex of several different

variables, of course, and each is affected in turn by a number of

external factors. An example of this is presented in Figure 6-2.

This figure shows that specific expectations a0out service in-clude

such items as belief-3 about the availability of jobs and training

programs, and beliels about enlistment bonuses and other incen- .

tives. It also shows that these beliefs are affected by adver-
tising and by the reports of friends, as well as by general

attitudes about service. -

The overall results of analytic work using this model for the -

- NPS samples are presented in Table 6-2. The table shows the iddi-

tional proportion of variation in the general propensity me-tsure

accounted for by the inclusion of each set of determlnants, -n an

independent analysis of the 1979 data, unrelated to the 1978

model. rhus, for example, the table shows that 19.7 perceit of .

the variittion in the general propensity scores of NPS men ctn be

explaineu by their specific expectations about service. General

attitude- about service explain an additional, independent 12.5

percent rf the variation. Similarly, 'it each step, tne additional "

independ nt contribution to th,, e.xplanation of the datt is

presented, for each sample, a],ng with the total proportion of the

variatior explained when all d,.terminants are considered.

.......................................................... . .
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*TABLE C-2. PERCENT OF ADDITIONAL VARIATION IN PROPENSITY' hEP1AINE1)D As DETER,1MANS
ARE ADDED) NON-PRI(IR SERVICE SAMPLES

NPS
DETEMINANVh IN ORDER OF ADDITION MALES FEMALES-

Specific expectations about service 19.7% 18.3%

General attitudes about service 12.5% 15.917

Social factors 5.1% 10.5%
Political factors 0.2% --

Personal work situation 2.2%1

Schooling 0.7'v -

Famil1y Background 1.3% 1."k

1 fAL NVAjLIATION E' PLAINLI) 4 1. 7', 47.2%



In the ideal case, the full set of ceterminants would predict

100 percent of the variation in propensity among individuals in

each sample. In very few situations are behavioral scientists

able to predict more than 25 to 30 percent of individual varia-

tions, however, because of problems of measurement, omission of

important variables, and so forth. By normal standards, then, the

model presented here offers a good understanding of enlistment

propensity, on which recommendations may he corfidently based.

Several noteworthy points emerge "roi, thiP table.

Almost one-fifth of the, variation in enlistment propen-

sity among NPS respondents 2an be accounted for on the

basis of specific expectations regarding Guard/heserve

service, such as the availability of jobs or training

programs that would fit the inc.ividual.

Variables relating to social sup.port for enlistment add

roughly twice as much to tne uiderstanding of variation

among NPS women as they do to the understanding of

variation among NPS men.

In the non-crisis period, geopolitical concerns d.) not

add to the explanation of varition in enlistment

propensity.

Present attendance at high school or vocational school

is also irrelevant in the non-crisis period, once otnier

determinants are taken into account.

Family background, age, and race add only a bit over 1

percent to the explanation of variation in enlistment

propensity among NPS respondents, once other determi-

nants are taken into accuunt.

. p . . ..... . ... ... . . . ........... . . :ii-
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A number of other noteworthy points are not shown in the

table, but do emerge from a detailed analysis of the spe(_uific

variables included in each of the determinants.

Level of educational attainment is not a pertinent -

variable among NPS respondents, once specific expecta-

tions, general attitudes, and social support variables

are taken into'account.

Similarly, marital status does not add independently to -

the explanation of variation in propensity. It, too,

seems to have its effect on propensity largely throigh

other attitudinal and social variables.

NPS men are concerned about having military superviscrs

who would hassle or harrass them. NPS women are not.

NPS women are concerned about the opportunity costs of

Guard/Reserve service more than NPS men.

Interest in sedentary activities is predictive of low

enlistment propensity among NPS women.

A sense of restlessness -- that few jobs are worth

doing, that the individual is not ready to settle

down -- is particularly predictive of NPS women wit:1

high propensity.

Tabl : 6-3 displays results for Veterans comparable to the NPS

results in Table 6-2. This table also includes certain determi-

nants of Veterans' propensity not relevant to NP3 respondents.

The diffcrences between NPS respondents and Veterans are discussed

in Secti,:i 7.3.

-

. . . . . . .. . . * . * ** ~ .
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TABLE 6-3. PERCENT OF ADDITIONAL VARIATION IN PR)PENSIT EXPLA1NMh AS DhLT41~NNS
ARE ADDED -VETERANS SAMPLES

DETEMINANTS IN ORE VOTERANS
OF ADDITION MALES FEMALES

Availability of Guard/Reserve
units and specialties 5.k8.M~

M - Exposure to Guard/Reserve
prcx~otion 3.811 2. 5 1

Experiences in service and since
separation 9. Y/ 16.1%

Specific expectations aixout
service 7.1% 6.8%

-General attitudes about service 5.6% 7.9'o

Social factors 1.4% 0.1%

-Personal work situation 1.0%0 0.1%

Schooling 0. 3%o 0

Family background -0.3% 2.050

TiXYAL VARIATION EXPLAIND 34.91 4 5 .3/7

.7 - -. . . .-
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7.0 EFFECTS OF THE IRANIAN CRISIS (NPS RESPONDENTS ONLY)

It was noted at the outset of this report that a portion of

the NPS interviews was completed prior to 4 November 1979, the

date on which the U.S. Embassy compound in Teheran was overrun,

while the other portion was completed subsequent to that da-e.

(Both portions were completed prior to major Soviet moves in

Afghanistan and the President's call for draft registration.)
This accLdent of timing provides the opportunity to determine some

early effects of such a crisis upon enlistment propensity and

related attitude factors.

Approximately half of the male respondents and two-thirds of

the female respondents had been interviewed before November 4, and

the remainder thereafter. Thus, the sample sizes are appropriate

to making reliable comparisons. Furthermore, the demographic

composition of the samples interviewed during the post-hostage

period is essentially the same as that of the samples interviewed

earlier.

7.1 Enlistment Propensity

The distributions of standard propensity scores for NPS men

before aud after the onset of the crisis are presented in Table

7-1, and the propensity scores for each component, in Table 7--2.

There is a slight rise in the standard propensity scores (fron

19.7 per. ent positive to 20.8 percent positive), but this is not

statistically significant. There are slight increases in propen-

sity to enlist in the Active Military and in the Air Force

Reserve, and slight decreases in propensity to join other compo- . -

nents, b t none of these ditferences are statistically signif i-

cant.

.. ~~~~ .. .- . . .

.. ~~~~~~~ .- ._ , *.-,



TABLE 7-1. PIOPENSITY '7Y) ENLiST IN THE GUAR/PBFFRVE -- ON-PRIOR SERVIC1. MALL
SAMPLES M' TI fI, PENA)

SAMAPLL

PROPKNSITY PRE-CRISIS C USIS

BASE 721 '1'55 0

Definitely enlist 1.9 1.9

Probably enlist 17.8 18.9
Probably not enlist 36.3 37.2
Definitely not enlist 44.0 42.0

Meanl) 3.22 3.19

Standard deviation 0.80 0.80

Standard error .030 .029

TABLE 7-2. PROPENSITY 'IT) INLIST IN EACH GUAR)/PJSERVE ()MPONENT' AND IN 'HE ACTIVE
MILITARY - NON-PRIOR SERVICE _L, SAA ILES BY TIME PERIOD

PERCENT FAVORABLE MLAN P1OPENSITY1 )

SAAPLE SAIPLE
(X)OON PRE-CtIISIS CRISIS PRE-CRISIS CRISIS

BASE 7,)1 755 721 755

Army ";ational Guard 11.3 11.0 3.38 3.316
Army 1 eserv, 9.4 8.4 3.42 3.42 "
Air National Guard 9.4 8.9 3.41 3.40
Air Force Reserve i.0 10.2 3.40 3.38 0

Navy i eserve 8.5 7.6 3.45 3.45
Marin,- Cbrps Re serve 5.6 b.0 3.50 3.5o

Activ, %1ili -ary i1.4 12. 3.41 3.38

I) = def nitel enlist
= prokably fEnlist
= prolably rot enlist"."..
- definitely not enlist 0

~.... .

. .
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The distributions of ;tandard propensity scores for the

samples of NPS women are prEsented in Table 7-3, and the propen-

sity scores for each componeit, in Table 7-4. There is a slight

increase in standard propensity among the NPS women (fror, 8.8

percent positive to 10.1 percent positive) as well as amon ; the .

men. Ag ain, however, th., increase is not statistically

significant. In contrast to the differentiated pattern of

component propensity changes a.nong men, the women show slightly

higher propensity in the crisis period for each component. This

suggests a generalized attitidinal response, rather than one that

anticipates actual service in a particular branch of the Armed

Forces.

Demographic characteristtcs differentiating the positive and

negative propensity groups in each NPS sample are indicated in

Table 7-5.

Several differences emerge in the comparison of the pairs of

pre-crisis and crisis samples. Overall, there are fewer differen-

tiating characteristics in te crisis sample groups, particularly

among womeii.

.:ather's military e~perience no longer differentiates

propensity levels n either sample.

' unber of dependent, no longer differentiates propensity

levels among women (The propensity of those with

several dependents is higher in the crisis sample than

earlier.)

..oe recent military involvement of friends no longer

differentiates propensity levels among women.

.. . . -" -
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TABLE 7-3. PROPENSITY TO) ENLIST IN TILE GUARD)/RESERVE NON-PRlOR SERVICE FEMIALE
SAMPLES BY TIt,1E PEUIOD

SAMPLI,

PROPENSITY PRE -CRISIS CRISIS

BASE 659 338S

Definitely enlist 1.2 0.6
Probably enlist 7.6 9.5
Probably not enlist 31.7 29.6
Definitely not enlist 59.5 60.4

Meanl) 3.50 3.50
Standard deviation 0.69 0.69

-Standard error .027 .038

TABLE 7-4. PROPENSITY TO(1 ENLIST IN EACH GUARDU/RESERVE CO)MPONENT AND IN THE ACUrVE
MIfLITARY - NON-PRIOR SERVICE FEMAL.LE SAM?LMS Hi TIME PERIOD

PERCENT FAVORABLE MEAN PRtOPENSITYI)

SAMPLE SAMPLE
(X]MPfN=N PRE-CRISIS CRISIS PRE-CRISIS CRISIS

-BASE 659 338 659 338

Army National Guard 3.5 4.5 3.62 3.61
-Army Reserve 3.9 4.2 3.62 3.61

Air National Guard 3.8 41.2 3.62 3.61
Air Force Reserve 4.9 7.4 3.60 3.57
Navy Reserve 3.5 1.4 3.63 3.61
Marine Corps Reserve 2.3 .. 2 3.66 3.63

Active Military 3.7 0.7 3.65 3.63

1) =definitely enlist
-probably enlist
-probably not enlist
-definitely not enlist
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TABLE 7-5. )MPARISON OF DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF POSITIVE AND NI"ATIVE
PROPLNSITY GROUPS -- NPS SAMPLES BY TIME PERIOD

MALE SAMPLES FEMALE SAMPLES
DEMOGRAPHICS PRE-CRISIS CRISIS PRE-CRISIS CRISIS

Educational level ** ** n.s. **
Currently attending school ** ** ** ** -

Age ** ** ** **
Enployent status ** ** n.s. n.s.
Perceived difficulty of finding
job n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

Recruiter contact n.s. ** ** n.s.
Own home ** n.s. ** **
Father career military ** n.s. ** n.s.
Number of dependents n.s. n.s. ** n.s.
Reportxd grades n.s. ** n.s. n.s.
Number of siblings n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. -

Oldest child in family n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
Friend thinking/joined military ** ** ** n.s.
Marital status ** ** **
Ethnic ity ** ** ** **

p

n.s. Not significant in differentiating positive and negative propensity
individuals.

** Eignit Lcant (p ( .05) in differertiating positive and negative propensity
-ndiviluals.

.S °

d. -.

S '



Owning a home no longer differentiates propensity

levels among men. (Tne propensity ol those owning a

home in the crisis sample is hither than earliei.)

In contrast:

* Level of educational attainment now differentiates

propensity levels among women. (The propensity of

those with less education is higtier.)

Reported grades in high school now differentiate propen-

sity levels among men. (The propensity of those with

low reported grades is higher, aid tiiat of men with

very high reported grades is lower.)

Finally,

Guard/Reserve recruiter contact no longer differen-

tiates propensity levels among women, but now does so

among men. (Propensity is much iigher among men with

such contacts who were interviewed in the crisis

period than among those interviewed earlier.)

The consistencies should also be noted:

Men and women now in school have higher propensity to

enlist. These are predominantly respondents with lower

levels of educational attainment -- in other words,

those still in high chool.

Younger men and women show higher propensity to enlist

_ than do older men and women.

Unemployed men show greater prope:1sity to enlist than do

employed men. This variable doe!; not differentiate

among women with high propensity and those with low

propensity.

. -. . .

_ . .. . . .-..-.-.-.... . .
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* Single men and women show higher propensity than married

men and women.

* The recent military involvement of friends differenti-

ates high propensity men from low propensity men.

Minority group members show higher propensity than do

whites.

Women who own their own home show lower propensity than

do other women.

In summary, the military continues to be most attractive to NPS

respondents who are young, unemployed, uncommitted to a spouse or

to a mortgage, and who are relatively less educated. This is

particularly true for minority group members. These characteris-

tics are not altered by the onset of the Iranian hostage crisis,

and the overall levels of propensity remain approximately the same

as before the crisis. However, some characteristics do become

more or less discriminating, as certain groups do react

differentially to the crisis.

7.2 Other Geopolitical Attitudes

Certain direct att.tudinal consequences of the crisis are

easily studied. Many expected differences do occur, althougn not

always at statistically significant levels.

. . . . . . . .... . . . . . . ..-*-
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- . The perception of military danger to the United S3tates

rises among both males (from 65.8 percent saying it i,

at least somewhat high, to 68.7 percent saying this)

and females (from 71.8 percent to 77.0 percent).

*. Having a opportunity to serve the community (a possible

substitute, in this questionnaire, for patriotism) does

"- not change in importance.

Favorability toward draft registration for 18 year old

men increases slightly in both samples (from 61.0

percent to 63.3 percent among men, and from 53.5

-- percent to 57.8 percent among women).

Favorability toward draft registration for both 18 year

old men and 18 year old women changes differentially

across samples. Among men, it declines (from 50.7

percent favorable, to 49.2 percent). Among women,

however, it increases (from 31.1 percent, to 36.6

percent).

In the crisis sample as compared to the earlier sample,

there is an increase in the proportion of men who say

they would take their chances that they wouldn't be

drafted, if a draft were instituted (from 53.4 percent

to 56.4 percent). There is also a slight increase in

the proportion who say they would join the Active

Forces (from 19.3 percent to 20.3 percent). The group

who says they would join the Guard/Reserve decreases,

from 23.2 percent to 19.6 percent.

Among women, there are increases from the pre-crisis to

the crisis sample both in the proportion who say they

would join the Active Forces (from 7.7 percent to 9.8

percent) and in the proportion who say they would join

the Guard/Reserve (from 26.7 percent to 30.2 percent),

in the event of an actual draft. The proportion who

say they would take their chances on not being drafted

decreases, from 60.4 percent to 55.6 percent.

..,-. .-- .. -...-............................-........ ....... -. .. .. .°.--. ... ....-.-
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There is no change in favorability toward a National -

Service Requirement among men (40.3 percent in the

earlier sample; 39.8 percent in the crisis sample), but

there is a slight decline in favorability among women

(42.0 percent, to 38.1 percent).

7.3 Additional Attitudinal Factors

Not one of the attitude clusters discussed earlier in this
report can be used to differentiate between the women interviewed

in the earlier sample and those interviewed in the crisis sample.

Men interviewed in the two time periods differ somewhat from

one another attitudinally. Three different clusters can be used

to distinguish between the samples.

Men interviewed in the crisis period are significantly

more accepting of the need for the military.

Men interviewed in the crisis period show signifi-

cantly greater trust of authority -- less cynicism --

than those interviewed earlier.

Men interviewed in the crisis period show signifi-

cantly less interest in sedentary activities, such as

reading or cooking.

(The detailed data are presented in Volume II.)

7.4 Some Relationships Between Variables

I

An initial analysis of certain interesting relationships
between various factors studied in the NPS male samples showed

that the effects of the crisis are not confined to changes in -

particular levels of propensity or agreement with particular

attitude statements. Four examples follow.

.-7.

W.".
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Item 1. Propensity to Join the Active Forces

Before the Iranian crisis, propensity to join the Active

Forces was predictable from the person's attitude toward the

military and the extent to which the person perceived joining

as helping to achieve important life goals.

After the onset of the Iranian crisis, the attitude toward

the military factor and the life goal factor do not predict

propensity. Propensity is far more predictable as a function

of whether other people are seen as being pleased if the
person where to join. Evidently, personal concerns have

given way to social concerns as major differentiators of

positive and negative propensity persons.

Item 2. Life Goals and High School Dropouts

Before the Iranian crisis, being a high school dropout was a

good predictor of whether a person thought he could fulfill

life goals by joining the Guard/Reserve.

After the onset of the Iranian crisis, this is no longer

true. Status as a dropout is not a predictor of how well

Guard/Reserve service is seen to offer life goal fulfillment.

Item 3. Age

Before the Iranian crisis, the older the person the less

likely he thought that he could accomplish his life goals in

the Guard/Reserve.

After the onset of the Iranian crisis, this effect drops by

at least 50 percent. Older men now feel somewhat less

negative (or more positive) about the possibility of

achieving life goals in the Guard/Reserve.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ~-- *
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Item 4. Professionals and Others with Heavy Workloads

Before the Iranian crisis, people working 49 hours a week or

more felt it highly unlikely that they could fulfill their

life goals in the Guard/Reserve.

After the onset of the Iranian crisis, these people feel

slightly positive that they can fulfill their life goals by

being in the Guard/Reserve.

Indeed, these tour examples show that the most interesting

and important effects of the crisis are in the area of relation-

ships between variables. This issue is explored more fully and

systematically in thie next several pages, using the enlistment

propensity model.

7.5 The Enlistment Propensity Model

The first question that may be asked is whether or not the

enlistment propensity model developed in 1978, in a period of -

relative political calIm, can be applied directly to the data

gathered during tie crisis period. The test is, necessarily, a

stringent one for t.e model. Nonetheless, the 1978 model predicts

at least as well for those data as for the data of the precrisis

sample. It c e concltcled that the underlying approach is quite

robust with res;K,, tc differences in samples, measurement

procedIres, and e rjh :eopolitical context.

While the od. s.eems robust at a gross le:vel, however, there

may stili bE di {Orence: at a finer level of analysis that can

ca -t li-ght on , ttstsdinal dynamics underlying propensity in

differt-nt political sLtuations.

Talhi,, 7-6 ur,. - the result. of a finer analysis. It s-lows

,- the additional .r of vnriation in the propensity measure

ar'count-d for ( )nf"u.im of each set of determinants of the

* Mod ,  5 ,i's<' .:' fn, 6.5. The resul ts from the earlier

an i , '- ¢' ted t) Y'e i , i tart compari son. It can be
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TA-LK 7-6. PFRCI- NF F ADDITIONAL VARIATICY IN P)tOPLN.I'y ' LXPIAINED AS IiT'"MINAN-S
ABE ADDE) - NPS SAMPLU BY TIME PiRlOD

DETERMINANTS IN MALE SAIMPLtL FEMALE SAM\PLES
OPDER OF ADDITION PRE-CRISIS CRISIS PRE-CRISIS CRISIc

Specific expectations about

- service 19.7% 19.1% 18.3/ 17. 1

General attitudes about service 12.5% 13.7% 15.9C 22.1'

Social factors 5.1% 7.1% 10.5, 8.9;

P-Aitical factors 0.2% 4.0% - 3.21

Personal work sit.,ation 2.2% 1.97 1.4% 3.6;

Schooling 0.7% 2 .12% - 0.2%

Family background 1.3% 1.4% 1.1% 0.8Z

'TIUAL VARIATION DPLINl) 41.7% 49.4% 47.2; 55.9c/"

..................................



s,'t! ined iatv 1 y that a greater pr )I)r tlion ()I' the total variation

III p r ( )pen i ; ty~ amE n,, re sporiden t, i ex 1) a i rned i n tie crisis

sar~lpl e ;' by thfe dett'r'-i fl iits studi"1

Approximate-ly half t' ()IL' addi tiorial variaiice is

explained by responses to po)litical consi1derat ions.

Whereas political cons -id(rationb did not add signifi-

cantly to the explanation o)I propensity in the earlier

samples, they now add subs, tan ti aI I y .

* General attitudes about servic- explain a third again as

much add it i )ial variat P )t in the NIIS ieIilale crisis

sample as in the earlier sample. The difference here

between the temale samples, is; marktedly ygreater than

that betwee(n the male samples.

* Social factors add somewhat les.s to) the explanation of

variation am.,ong; women in the- crisii:, sample, and bome-

what more to that aImong M('AL.

* Tne work situation becomes-, more important among women,

and involvement in school lvcumes, more important among

men.

Tneos,. differtences may be bet LkCC understood by an analysis of speci--
* fic variables whose importance changes from one sample to another.

* These- di fferences will therefore he discussed according to thle-

groups of variables identi tied as dete-riinant.s of propensity in

thiese analyses.

*7.5.1 Specific Expectations About Service

I n the prec i isis period , rea I I oadve rtis-ing men tioninrg

dire-ct monetary bei tts of Guard' he-s'rvV1 serv ice isn associatked-

*W1 th pro-pensity to enl I -t. Hiowever, thi ; is not so( Li. tne crisi~s

*period. Whi le perce-,pt tons of tht, av-i 1 labi in ty of. a propriate jobs-

aid training; programs, and of the valu, 4of Guard/Reserve experience

f- fr ou, s re s u-, rema in important pred(ictot's of propensity to

* enlist, advertising the~mes do no)t.
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It is also of some interest to note that men in the crisi3

sample seem no longer concerned about possible harrassment b:

military supervisors.

7.5.2 General Attitudes About Service

Several variables fail to discriminate among women or men i.i

the crisis sample as they had in the precrisis sample.

Perceived achievability of important life goals is no
longer associated with propensity to enlis t, for women;

it remains associated with propensity for men, however.

Perceived opportunity costs become unimportant for

women, although they do become important for men

considering enlistment.

The difficulty of making choices and finding a job worth

doing fade in importance as determinants of propensity.

Other variables increase in importance as predictors ol

enlistment propensity, but only among women.

Being a member of a team is more important to women in

the crisis sample than in the earlier sample.

Not being ready to settle down is also a more important

determiner of propensity in the crisis sample of NPS

women than in the earlier sample.

The willingness to provide personal information -- an

indication, perhaps, of willingness to accept orders

and regimentation -- i.s highly associated with enlist-

ment propensity in the crisis sample of women.
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Overall, women in the crisis sample seem to show greater asso-

ciation between propensity and group-oriented attitudes, and less

association between propensity and the calculation of individual

benefits and costs. The basic appeal appears to remain for women

who are searching for direction. There seems little comparable

change in the samples of men. Inaced, the crisis sample of men

shows somewhat more association between propensity and individual

opportunity costs in this analysis than did the earlier sample.

7.5.3 Social Factors

Several social factors also change in importance among men and

women in the crisis sample, compared with those in the earlier

sample.

Being single and not planning marriage in the next year

was highly associated with propensity for women in the

earlier sample. Not only are these variables not signi-

ficantly associated with propensity in the crisis

sample, but there is even a tendency for single women

to be lower in propensity.

Women in the crisis sample no longer show an association

between propensity and the degree of encouragement for

enlistment directly received from others. What may be

involved, however, is a tendency to pay less attention

to a variety of opinions coupled with a tendency to pay

more attention to particular significant others, such

as one's spouse. Women who consult a spouse are parti-

cularly unlikely to show enlistment propensity. (It is

interesting: to note a strong reverse tendency among -

men. Those men who consult a spouse tend to have

greater enlistment propensity. This difference may

result from contrasting sex role-breadwinner situa-

tions and the perception of Guard/Reserve participation

as a potential means of serving the country in a

crisis. without necessar i y beinj, r etilired to face

combat. .
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Men in the crisis sample show greater association

between propensity and iencouragemenL rectived froo

others than do men in the earlier sample, as seen n

the increased pr'Jport oij ot the variance explained by

the social factors in TO[oW 7-6.

7.5.4 Geopolitical Factors

Both men and women do show a strong as ,ociation between propen-

sity and attitudes toward a National Service Requirement and

- toward a potential draft, in the crisis samples. These attitude-

had not added to the explanation of variation , n propensit,

earlier, as discussed in Section 6.3.

7.5.5 Personal Work Situation

In the crisis sample, those women who consider it possibl

they may work in a factory are highly likely to show enlistmen

propensity. In the earlier sample , there was no such association.

The association between a woman's propensity to work in a factor-

and her propensity to enlist in tne later sample is stronger tha

the similar association among men.

In the earlier sample, wome,-n with high propensity to take a

desk job also show high propensity to enlis t in the Guard/Reserve.

This association is directly reversed in the crisis sample. I

that group, it is those women who have low propensity to take

desk job who have high enlistm it propensity. This reversal may

result from a change in the image ld by women of the positions

availabl-o to them in the Guard/':'serve ?he onset of the crisis

mav ennaitnce the potential exciteme_ ni of the (Guard,'Reserve lor th(

non-desk )riented woman, or it nay u-,gges. to her that a de.sirablM

rol, wil.. become easier to obtain.

There_ is also. a significant -eversal ot direction in the rela-

tionship between propensity and the degree c) tLcus on a particu-

lar job area, between the fermale sa:nples. In tit earlier sample,

those women wo were focused on a p)artietu] inr trea of work had lo%

enlistment propensity. In the crsi>, saripl ', they have higher pro-

,-...(..... .-.... ..... . .. . . . . . .
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pensity. This may result from the stronger association between

propensity for factory work and enlistment propensity in the later

sample. It may also result from the increased perception or the

increased salience of the perception that joining the Guard/

Reserve is less likely to interrupt progress in a chosen field of

endeavor than is active duty.

7.5.6 Schooling

Attending high school or vocational-technical school becomes

more highly associated with enlistment propensity in the crisis

period, both for men and for women (although the association

itself is still not statistically significant among women).

7.5.7 Family Background

In the earlier sample of men, the only family background

variable that added significantly to the explanation of variation

in propensity was age. Even with all other determinants consi-

dered, there remained an otherwise unexplained association between

youth and enlistment propensity for men.

In the crisis sample of men, the significant explanatory

relationship between age and propensity disappears. There do _

appear two additional explanatory rolationships, however.

Men who have grown up in a small town have higher enlist-

ment propensity than others.

Black men have higher enlistment propensity than whites.

7.5.8 Further Comments

The summary of relationships between propensity and important

groups of specific variables just completed delineates a number of

differences between the crisis samrples and the earlier samples.

I

, .. .. . . . . . . .
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It should be re-emphasized that these are changes in relationships

-- in the associations between propensity and other attitudes,

expectations, and demographics. There are no significant differ-

ences in enlistment propensity itself as a result of the Iranian

crisis. Rather, tie determinants of enlistment propensity seen.

somewhat situation-specific -- they may change as socioeconomic or

geopolitical conditions change. For example, the Guard/Reserve

may be perceived primarily as offering a means of learning

particular skills for people in a noncrisis period, but not in a

crisis period. This suggests'that some mechanism may be useful by

which to monitor closely those changes in propenstity and in the

factors affecting propensity that result from critical socio-

political events.

Tracking data may offer guidance regarding needed changes in

advertising and promotional activities as a result of critical

events. However, even if events such as the Iranian crisis dc

last several months, along with changes in variables which promot(

propensity, and time thus allows a shift in advertising campaigns,

benefit-cost assessment will be necessary. Management will have

to determine the value of altering advertising, promotional, ana

recruitment strategies to take advantage of the crisis effects.

Is the amount of additional accessions that may be gained by

redirecting advertising and related efforts sufficient to offset

the cost? These issues cannot be addressed, though, without

timely information about psychological changes resulting from

socio-political events.

• . • . . ° *. . . . . . . . ... .. . .
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8.0 SAMPLE DIFFERENCES

The model of enlistment propensity developed in 1978 was

focused upon determinants common to all of the samples studied. -

There are, however, many important factors peculiar to each of the

relevant samples. This section utili/es the 1979 data to isolate

differences between NPS males and females (Section 8.1), male and

female Veterans (Section 8.2), and male Veterans who have served

in different branches of the Active Forces (Section 8.4).

Differences between NPS personnel and Veterans are also treated,

but not as extensively as the other differences (Section 8.3).

8.1 NPS Males and Females

A number of significant differences between NPS men and NPS -

women have been discussed in the course of this report. Only

those bearing directly on the determinants of propensity will be

discussed here.

8.1.1 Specific Expectations About Service

As noted earlier, concern with harrassment by military super-

visors is associated with propensity only by men. Men and women

both show strong associations btween job expectations in the

Guard/Reserve and propensity.

8.1.2 General Attitudes About Service

Enlistment propensity is associated with somewhat different

sets of attitudes among women unarn it is among men. Attitudes

r.'lated to propensity only amon women include:

• An acceptanc nf the opportunity costs of service.

• A disinclin-ition toward sedentary activities.

Not fel ing re ady to settle down.

. .. " o
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As noted in the 1978 report, the break in routine that Guard/

Re ;erve service offers may be seen as a major benefit to young

unmarried women, unfocused as yet on a job or family. This appeal

. - would seem to contrast with the appeal offered young men beginning

a career, or older, family-oriented men and women. Thy, Guard,'

- Reserve may be able to capitalize on this attractiveness, but it

must also take care that more lasting benefits are made clear,

lest major attrition occur as the initial excitement fades, or

these women begin to make permanent life comnmitments.

Changes in the attitudes associated with Guard/Reserve service

associated with the Iran crisis have already been discussed in

Section 7.5.2.

8.1.3 Social Factors

The markedly greatt:r effect of social factors on en]istmen-

propensity of women has alrpa ly been commented upon. Severa.

specific differences between the precrisis data for men and tht

precrisis data for women may also be noted:

The overall encouragement or discouragement perceived to

be offered by those closest to the respondents is

associated with propensity among women, but not among

-men.

Men show significantly less enlistment propensity,

however, if they say they are thinking of their friends

when considering whetner or not people around thern

would be pleased than if they do not. (In other words,

the relevant men say the opinions of their friends are

-' most significant, rather than those of their parents.)

There is no such relationship among women.

Being single and not planning marriage is an important

predictor of enlistment propensity among women, but not

among men.

7- 1
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The results suggest again the appeal of the Guard/Reserve to

women who are presently uncommitted. It is important to note the

contrasting factor of concern with peer approval among men: While

both NPS samples show concern with social approval, the source of

approval or disapproval is not predictive for women. (The refer- _

ence here is to the pre-crisis sample; spouses are critical for "

women in the post-hostage sample). A disinclination toward the

Guard/Reserve in some male peer groups may be a highly important

concern for the Guard/Reserve.

8.1.4 Geopolitical Factors

There are no differences between the male and female samples

with respect to the immediate impact of political factors on

propensity. 9.

8.1.5 Personal Work Situation

The explanation of variation in propensity among men is

improved somewhat more by the addition of work-related determi-

nants than it is among women. In the pre-crisis sample, enlist-

ment propensity among men is associated with propensity toward

factory work and with being employed part-time (or not moon- ,

lighting). Neither of these variables is important among women.

In contrast, enlistment propensity among women is associated with

a lack of focus on a specific type of job and with propensity to

work at a desk job (but not necessarily only at a desk job).

Changes in these relationships as a result of the Iranian crisis

have been discussed in Section 7.5.5.

8.1.6 Schooling

Being in high school or a vocational-technical school is

associated with enlistment propensity for males, but not for

females. In other words, women still in high school are not a

potentially presold target population, as such men seem to be.

6 % .
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8.1.7 Family Background

Even when all other factors discussed have been considered,

youth is still associated with propensity for men. It if; not sJ

for women, however.

- Even when all other factors discussed have been considered,

black women are particularly high in enlistment propensity. Black

men are not, in the NPS sample.

Two different dynamics may be involved, at least on the

-surface. Young nien may see Guard/Reserve service as offering an

opportunity to do those things and to use those abilities peculiar

to youth. Young men may be desirous of such opportunities, regard-

less of their intended or actual commitment to home and work.

Black women ma, see Guard/Reserve service as offering opportuni-

ties not available to them in the normal civilian world -- oppor-
tunities tat have become avaiLable, at least to some degree, t,

- white women and to black men.

8.2 Male and Female Veterans

Several of the differences between NPS males and females are

also found in the samples of Veterans. For example, the propen-
sity of male Veterans is related to concern over harrassment b

military supervisors, but that of female Veterans is not. A
number of the differences between NPS samples do not emerge among

Veterans, however, and several of these differences are worthy of

comment. Also, some differences between male and female Veterans
""emerge in an analysis of those variables pertinent only to

Veterans.

%'. 7
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8.2.1 Availability of Gaard/Reserve Service

It is noteworthy that:

Almost half of the Veterans checked whether there was a

Guard/Reserve unit close enough for them to join, since

separation. .

• Nine out of ten found such a unit.

* Three out of five that found a unit said it did not have

an opening for their skills or training.

Among all Veterans, more than one out of nine had

applied for the Guard/Reserve since separation.

Efforts to find a nearby Guard/Reserve unit, and the availa-

I)ility of an opening utilizing her skills are significantly ,

associated with propensity of women Veterans. These variables are

not related amcng men.

8.2.2 Exposure to Guard/Reserve Promotion

The receipt of recruiting literature and the reading of it are

associated with propensity among men. The more recently women -

have received recruiting literature, the greater their enlistment

propensity. There is no such association among men.

8.2.3 Experiences in Service and Since Separation

Satisfaction with experiences in the service is highly related -

to enlistment propensity among' women, but not among men.

Furthermore, while dissatisfaction with experiences in civilian

life since separation is associated with propensity for both -

samples, the relationship is somewhat stronger among females. It

shiould also be noted that recently divorced women have low enlist- .

ment propensity, while recently divorced men tend to have positive

propensity. Problems of making child care arrangements or of

earning a living undoubtedly lie behind these differences.

V.
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"'tie longer Li 4 tim' sincI thi. last promition, the lower the

propensity for* wonien. Furtheri:iorto-, not having had their most

recent promotion until near separation is somewhat more negativel

- related to propensity among wormni than among men. (These results

are based on analyses of the wei,,,hted samples. The effects of th(

edifferent promotion policies of LtW sveral branches of the Active

Forces are not anlayzed here. Relevant data may oe found in

Volume II, however.) Time sirc( ;eparition is unrelated to propen-

sity in either sample.

Men who have talked with a career counselor in the service

tend to have higher enlistment 1ropeTLSity, despite the fact that

many do not judge the discussions as particularly helpful. These

fictors are unrelated to propensity among women.

8.2.4 Specific Expectations About Seriice

Both men and women show greater enlistment propensity if the3
believe Guard/Reserve servic-e would be helpful with a civilian

employer. Men are significantly concerned with the variety of

jobs and training programs; wom,,n are not. (It should be recalled

that the availability of particular openings in Guard/Reserve

units is important to women, however; of. Section 8.2.1).

8.2.5 General Attitudes Toward Service

Several sets of attitudes are differentially related to

propensity in the different samples.

-iropensity is greater among male Veteranis who:

• Are more likely to have blocks of frte time each month,

Are desirous of changes in their job6 or way of life,

and who

Perceive benetils of Guard/Reserve stervice with respect

to travel, excitement and adventure, and learning self-

disciplin-.
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'"hese factors are not related to propensity among female Veterans.

Female Veterans do evideice greater propensity if they believe

women can accomplish useful tasks in the Guard/Reserve. This set

of attitudes is irrelevant tc the propensity of male Veterans.

8.2.6 Social Factors and Geopolitical Factors

Social factors are particularly important determinants of

propensity among NPS respondents -- and particularly so among NPS

women. Not only are these factors less important among Veterans,

but they are not at all related to propensity among women

Veterans. The perception of social support for enlistment is

associated with propensity for male Veterans, but not for female

Veterans.

Two related explanations may be considered regarding the

unimportance of social factors to women Veterans. First, these

%%-men may be self-selected "or the Active Forces exactly on the

basis of their relative unconcern for the social approval of

civilians around them. Secoid, they may have developed this lack

of concern during their periol of active duty service.

There is no relationship of political factors to propensity in

either sample.

8.2.7 Personal Work Situation

The propensity of male Veterans is additionally affected by

their work situation, ,.hile that of female Veterans is not.

In particular, the propen:sity of male Veterans is high if:

They believe an employer w'ill bold a job for someone on

active duty in the Guar'i/itesi rve.

They havke h i C! propeiis it:, , work il it faC tory'

,.....................
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" r'-y ar, not I ookilg I ,r a second (m,),anl ighting) job

(ln contrast, there is a tendency I.r women seeking a

moonlight job to have higher enlistment propensity.)

It would bt, Lialuabl, to ,"i)lure WI, m lIuIly thK' consitraiU t:,

S - different work situations impo-i, upon people interested in Guard'

Reserve participation. Focus group data suggest the importance of

substitutability among personne(l to employers. Those data

partially explain the relationsiiips between propensity and size of

company workforce (and thus, perhaps, differences between factory

work and other work). Furthermore, it is clear tna: the attitudes

of first-line supervisors, obtained in direct discussions, are an

important determinant of propensity for male Veterans. It is note-

worthy that- 2 1/2 times as many Veterans as NPS respondents have

talied to a supervisor about participation in the Guard/Reserve.

Veterans either feel freer to talk to a supervisor or can more

readily identify the supervisor as the proper person with whom to

discuss Guard/Reserve activities. (The difference between the

samples is not due to level of propensity. It will be recalled

that the overall levels are the same for both groups.)

Finally, concern with an employer's holding a job open is

relevant for male Veterans. Although they need not enter IADT

status, as NPS personnel must, they are perhaps more acutely aware

of the possibilities of Guard/Reserve unit activation.

8.2.8 Schooling

Both male Veterans and female Veterans show greater propen-

sity if they have studied a subject related to an ASVAB other than

General/Technical. This factor i,; somewhat more pertinent for tn

women than for the men.

--
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8.2.9 Family Background

Among Veternas, both black men and black women have greater

propensity than their counterparts in other racial and ethnic

groups. This factor is a more critical differenti tor among

female Veterans tLan among males.

8.2.10 Branch of Previous Service

Even after all other factors di.scussed are considered, branch

o)f previous service is related to (nlistinent propensity "imong male

Veterans, but not among females. Some of the differences associ-

ated with branch of previous service are detailed in Section 8.4.

8.3 NPS Personnel and Veterans

It is impossible to compare NPS personnel and Veterans

directly in terms of most of the particular variables involvea.

Many sets of variables differ from one another, particularly with

rsspect to the effects of previous service experience. Once those

variables are taken into account, a major portion of the varia-

tions in propensity among Veterans is explained. However, even

when those determinants are omitted from consideration, the data

show less relationship between propensity and general attitudes

and social factor.s for Vterans than for NPS personnel.

Two expLanations art. apprupriat - to the differences between
thes , samples. First, Veterans have selected themselves earlier

exactly on the ba.sis- Of their attitudes toward service and related

attitudes, and thy have formed social relationships based on that

-srvice. Second, Veterans are old(,r, more mature, and more likely

to b(, committed to their famil': and their occupation. These

factors reduce the geineral interper ;()nal variation among Veterans,-;

p:trticularly in th, fac tors asso;) ,- rated wi th propensity, and

I !itreby reduce, th, dt- "ee to which t!,ese factors can be associated -

with propens;ity i:i th, Vterans .aml,,...
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8.4 Branch of Previous Service (Men Only)

The subsamples of male Veterans are large enough to allow

reliable analyses of differencos in attitudks between those from

different branches of service. l urthermore, these help to explaii,

- variation in propensity among iiale Veterans, as noted in Section

8.2.9.

Figure 8-1 shows the ordez-'ng of avz rag,, scores by men from

different branches of servic, on each o: the attitude setE

measured in this study. The branch indicated at ihe left of each

row has the highest score on the attitude set indicated, followed

by that to its immediate right, and so forth. For example, enlist-

i:ment propensity is highest among Veterans of the Marine Corps;

then, among (, trans of the Air Force; tuen, the Army; and,

finally, the Navy.

In each row of t-ie figurk', underlines indicate groups whose

average scores (lo not differ ignificantly. Thus, for example,

the enlistment propensity of former Marines is significantly

greater than that of former Air Force men; that of Air Force men

is significantly higher than triat of Army or Navy Veterans; but

that of Army Veterans does not differ from that of Navy Veterans.

A number of individually iiiteresting differences emerge from

thisi analysis. For example, Air Force Veterans are most likely to

believe that women can accomplish useful tasks in tile Guard/

Res,,rve, and Marine Veterans are least likely to believe this.

Also, Air Force Veterans show the greatest preference for seden-

tar, activities, and Marines, f,, outdoor activities.

The mos- noteworthy point in this figure, however, is tne

pattern of dillferences in attitudes directly related to Guard/

Res,,rve propensity accordin t) the model that has been discussed.

In analysis after analysis, the Marine and Air Force Veterans show

. ." .
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FIGURE 8-1. AVERAGE SCMLOR OF MALE VETRAN;S; )OR EACH1 OF THE AI1t'ITUDE SOTS

(~)N1. -'

CRITERION tIIGI2 )  LOW

Enlistment Propensity NIC AF A N3)

ATTFITUDINAL FACTORS

Benefits of being a member of Guard/

Reserve team A MC N A

Need to be %rith other people AF A MC N

Attitudes toward the military WC IV N A

Achievability of life Yoals in the
Guard/Reserve MC A AF N

Trust toward authorities Mc AY N A

Issues related to participation of
wtnen in the Guard/Reserve AF N A WC

Lack of perceived opportunity costs NiC AF A N

Other benefits of Guard/Reserve service MC AF N A --

ACrIVITY PREFERENCES

Sedentary activities AF A N MC

Social activities A AF N W2

Outdoor activities MC N A AF

1) A = Army

AF = Air Force
MC = Marine Cbrps
N = Navv

2) Comnponents are arranged fr.i: let to rig1~L, from hijhest mean score (left) to
lowest mean score (right).

3) Underlined set(s) of components indicate no difference between mean scores of
those components.

• °-.
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more positive attitudes than the Army and Navy Veterans. Specifi-

cally, among the Air Force and Marine Veteran;:

-• Enlistment propensity is higher.

. The ben efit.s of being a member of th. Guard/Reserve team

- are more appreciated.

* Attitudes toward the military are more accepting.

* Trust in authority, including military authorities, is

higher.

Opportunity costs of Guard/Reserve service are more

accepted.

The data do give some clues as to the origin of these differ-

ences, but further analysis may be helpful in developing a more

complete explanation. Some of the clues indicate topics to consi-

der more fully; others indicate variables that seem not to provid(

any explanatory power.

Mental category is unrelated to propensity for those

Veterans on whom such data are available.

Air Force Veterans are oldest, on the average; Marine

Corps Veterans, youngest.

Air Force Veterans are most likely to have received a

promotion near the time of separation; Marine Corps

Veterans, very unlikely to have received one.

Air Force Veterans are most likely to have gone to

school since separation; Marine Corps Veterans, least

likely.

Marine Corps Veterans are most likely to have gotten

married since separation; Air Force Veterans, least so.

, , .°....-. .........................
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In contrast,

As would be expected from the results already described,

Marine and Air Force Veterans are particularly likely

to be satisfied with their previous service.

Surprisingly, Air Force and Marine Veterans are least

likely to have received their desired MOS or AFSC when

they joined the service.

Even those Air Force and Marine Corps Veterans unem-

ployed at the time of the interview were more likely to

say their military experience had been useful than

those Army and Navy Veterans who were unemployed.

Finally, Veterans of the Marine Corps and of the Air

Force were most likely to have had early contact with a

career counselor (more than 10 months before separa-

tion), and were most likely to say their discussions

with the career counselor were helpful.

The weight of these data strongly suggests that a well-

designed, continuing program of counseling -- whether on the value

- of a previously unsought MOS or on the benefits of the Guard/

Reserve -- may be an important determinant of later attitudes of

Veterans.

One last point may be raised regarding differences in Veterans -

from different branches of service. Army Veterans are most likely

to have actually tried to find out if there is a Guard/Reserve

unit close enough to join, while Navy Veterans are least likely to

have done so. (It should be kept in mind that the sample of male

Voterans was in fact drawn to match the availability of Army

Reserve units.) Furthermore, Navy Veterans who have found a unit

close enough to join are least likely to have found one with an

opening for their skills and talent; Marine Corps Veterans are

m,,st likely to have found such a unit.

." .... *** *. **.*** ........................................................... "...
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9.0 OTHER ISSUES

The data allow consideration of a number of other issues of

interest to DoD personnel, some of which are independent of enlist-

ment propensity and its determinants, and some of which shed

Sfurther light on the components of general propensity.

9.1 Reactions to a Peacetime Draft Registration Requirement

Majority endorsement of the concept of a peacetime draft

registration for men was found among the NPS respondents at the

time of the survey. The responses to the specific draft-related

questions are shown in Figure 9-1. Crossbreaks with relevant

demographic variables are shown in Tables 9-1 and 9-2. It should

be recalled that these data were obtained prior to the President's

1980 State of the Union address and prior to Congressional debate

and passage of the draft registration law. Attitudes may have

changed as a function of more recent discussion and the present

realization of the concept.

Sixty-two percent (62%) of all NPS men answering the question

said they were at least somewhat in favor of the concept, while

only 27 percent said they were at least somewhat opposed. (The

remainder said they were neither in favor nor opposed.)

Certain segments of the respondents interviewed were more

fav)rable- thar. others to the concept discussed -- registration

without an actual draft unless there should be a national emer-

gency. In particular, men who might be least likely to be

directly affected by a callup -- older men, those who are married

-- were most favorable. Nonetheless, no -iajor segment showed

fewer than 47 percent favorable responses.

Fifty-five percent (55%) of NPS women answering the question

- were at least somewhat in favor of peacetime registration for men,

while 31 percent were at least somewhat opposed. The pattern of

support for the concept among different segments of the female

sample was basically similar to that found among the men.

. '......,...-,........... .. . .,...v. .--..'--. ..- -. - -- --, --.... --, ,, . ..- ......... ., . . . ,
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FIGURE 9-1

DRAFr-FLATED 9JSTIONS ANM RESPOSES OF NON-PRIOR SERVICE MALES AND FEMALES

A number of people have been discussing a law requiring all men to register for the
draft, when they are 18 years old. How would you personally feel about such a
requirement, if it meant only that the young men would have to register, but there
would be no draft unless there were a national emergency? Would you be:

Strongh- in Somewhat in Somewhat Strongly

Favor Favor Neither Opposed Opposed

NPS ALES 29% 33, 11% 125 15% -

NPS FBLU.E-S 19 36% 14% 16% 15%

How would you feel if the requirement applied not only to men at age 18, but also
to women? If the requirement were that all young people are required to register
but there would be no draft unless there were a national emergency, would you:

Strongly in Somewhat in Somewhat Strongly -

Favor Favor Neither Opposed pposed

NPS MALES 23"c 27-c 14% 15% 21%

NPS FLNALES IOc 23% 14 20% 34%

How about draft registration, together w-ith a requirr1imnt that all young people would
have tc, participate in some sort of national service? If some people could choose
to join some ccrTnity service organization, such as Vista or the Peace Corps, and
those who wanted could choose the military forces, how would you react to the require- ,
ment? Would you be:

Strongly in Somewhat in Somewhat Strongly
Favor Favor Neither Opposed Oppoed-

NPS MALES 135, 27% 16%,. 18% 26%

NPS FEMiALES 121 29c 19, 21% 20-

Finally, if you yourself had to register for a draft, and you knew some people would
actually be drafted, would you,

Join Active Join National Guard
Military or Reserves Take Your Chances

NPS MALES 20F, 'I 215 C 555%,

,. NPS FNL4S 1M 29r 61% ,"

S. :_... . . . . . . . . . . ... ..... .
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Each sample was also asked about support for the concept oi

peacetime draft registration for all person. -- women as well a!;

men. Half of the men (50 percent) supported this concept, and 36

percent were opposed. In contritst, only 33 percent of the women

supported thi!; concept, while 54 percent were opposed. Major

-. support for ti is concept came from older men, and from those with

more education. Strong disagr,,,ement with this concept was found

among black men. It was also found among men attending or

intending to pursue education in a vocational-technical program

# (not shown in Table 9-2). Surprisingly, perhaps, draft

registration for all persons was more accepted amung married men

than among single men.

The negative attitude toward draft registration for all was

least evident ;imong older women, and strongest among black women,

withi respect to the major segments studied. A subsidiary analysis

showed that women identifying themselves as strong feminists wert

significantly more favorable to the concept of peacetim(

registration for every young person than were women opposed t(

"Women's Lib."

Furthermore, as also shown in Figure 9-1:

Men and women are split on the favorability of a

national service requirement. Compared to last year,

this represents an increase in favorability.

Comparing the answers to- the several questions shown, it

may be seen that women tend to favor a national service

requirement coupled with draft registration more than

draft registration alone.

If there werte a draft reistration and some people would

be drafted, 41 percent of the men would join the Active

Forces (20 percent) or tue Guard/Reserve (21 percent),

and 38 percent of the women would join the Active

Forces (9 percent) or tue Guard/Reserve (29 percent).

"' "Z --"--"-"-- . . -~.... . .... v...... .... . . ..... :...-..-................... ..................-. vl
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9.2 Projected Reactions to Various Enlistment Incentives (NPS
Respondents Only)

Two sets of questions designed to provide information on the

relative efficacy of incentives for enlistment in the Guard/

Reserve were included in the survey. The first set of questions

deals with enlistment propensity if cash bonuses were provided

($1,000, $1,500, $2,000). The second set of questions deals with

enlistment propensity if educational benefits were provided ($500,

$750, or $1,000 per year, for up to four years).

As would be expected, enlistment propensity rises with the

level of incentive offered. Table 9-3 shows the relevant data for

NPS men and women interviewed before the hostage-taking in Iran.

(The post-hostage-taking data pattern is quite similar. It is not

discussed here, however, because of the data showing that the

determinants of enlistment propensity differ between time

periods.)

The relationship between enlistment propensity and incentive

level is curvilinear upward in each case (within the range of

incentives studied) for men. That is, there is a greater increase

in propensity for a given increase in the incentive offered at the -

upper end of the incentive range. A $500 increase in the

incentive level is accompanied by a larger increase in propensity -

at $1,500 than at $1,000. This pattern is lacking for women's

responses to cash bonuses, however. Women are more responsive to

a small cash bonus than are men. Women are also less sensitive to

differences in amount, within the range studied, perhaps because

of restricted experience with earning their own way, at the age

studied. (Also, those in the sample work part-time more often

than the men in the sample.)

The projected bonus dollar cost to increase enlistment

propensity by one percent for each incentive for each sample is

shown in Table 9-4. The pattern of data seems similar to that

found in the first study in this series (1977), given some allow-

anlce for inflation.
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TABLE 9-3. RELATIONSHIP BE [N VARYING LEVELS OF TWO TYPES OF INCLNPIVES AND
PROPENSITY - NON-PRIOR SEIVICE SAMPLES

PERCENT NPS MALES
SHOA'II~ PUSITIVL PROPENSITY

I.NENTIVE ,ALES FEMALES

BASE 721 659

Enlist3ent Bonus

$1,000 23.1 20.4

p $1,500 27.5 25.6
$2,000 33.9 30.5

Tuition Assistance

$500/year 17.1 17.0
$750/year 20.2 20.4

$1,000/year 29.2 27.3

Initial Computed Propensity,

No Incentive Presented (frxn Tables; 5-1 and 5-3) 19.7 8.8

TABLE 9-4. INCREASE IN BE:'EFITS RIIUIU) TO OBTAIN ONE PERCENT INCREASE IN
POSITIVE PROPENSITY'I -- NON-PRIOR 'SERVICL SAMPLEIS

WQUIREI INCLEASE

BF,'EFIT LEXW V~. MALL-S; FEMALLS

Bonuses

S1,000 to $1,50o $208.33 $ 96.1b
S1,500 to) $2,00) $ 78.12 $102.04

S1 ,000 to $.,r() $113.64 $ 99.01
$1,100 to $2,21 I1077) $ 93.22 N.A.

Tuition ;Agsistanc,.

$500 to $7. ) 9 H4().5/yr S 73.53/yr
$750 to S1,000 . 27.78/yr $ 36.23/yr

$500 to $I,(XX .5 -i ," yr $48.54/yr

1!) Te diffprnce> in in,:entive dollars reLative to the differences in tercent witt.
posVilive propc-nsi~y. For example, ($1,F,00 - $1,000) divided by (27.5 percent
rinu' 25.1 p-rcen, 1xisitive) $208.31, for ma.1c, NP:; respondents.

...........................................................
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The data also show that incentive programs would change the

composition of the positive propensity groups in the direction of

greater maturity.

The respondents who are positive propensity when asked about .

enlistment with a $2,000 bonus, or enlistment with educational -

assistance of up to $1,000 per year, but who were not positive

' ithout any incentives were compared with those who were positive

before any incentives were discussed. Those who respond

positively to the incentives are older and more likely to be

married, both among NPS men and among NPS women.

In addition, the NPS men who are responsive to either

iicentive program are:

9 . Higher in educational attainment,

More likely to be in schoo' at the present, and

More likely to own their own home.

The NPS women are are responsive to ei tner incentive program

a-e also:

* Likely to have more depend,.t.;S, and

* Less likely to have already seen a Guard/Reserve

rec rui ter.

In addition, women who respond positively to a cash bonus are

m,re likely to bf! wiite,, and tho.ie who respond positively to

educational assistanc, are likely to report higher grades in high

S, hool.

b Enlistment bonuse seem mor,- iikely to increase enlistment

propensity above the baseline level than tuition assistance, at a

m(,deratp level of investment. o!wever, assuming that fewer

rtcruits would actually use maximu:, tuition assistance, and that

• ~~~~~~~.-... .. .. ....•. . ... . . -.. .. .. . . . . .... ......... - . - - . °..- . .°°...p .
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such use would be spread out over several years, such assistanc(

may be more cost effective as a means of increasing propensity --

particularly among high qualitN NPS men see below) -- than

enlistment bonuses. Cash bonuses and educational assistanct

incentives would be cost-equivalent at the maximum levels studied

only if 50 percent of those eligible actually use the educational

benefits for a full four years. Furthermore, the data suggest

that the potential returns of educational assistance incentives

increase more rapidly with increases in the levels of incentive

offered than do those of enlistment bonuses. The most cost

effective incentive may be high levels of tuition assistance.

The foregoing comments are relevant to the respondents as a

wijole. There are also segmentation possibilities: For example,

men who are lo..king for work are decidedly more responsive to each

incentive at each level than are those not looking for work.

Similarly, those attending a vocational-technical school or a two-

year college are more responsive than are those attending a four-

year college.

It should also be noted that certain segments are more sensi-

tive to differences in incentives than are others. Again, men

attending a vocational-technical school or a two-year college show

greater increments in enlistment propensity with changes in incen-

tive level than do those attending a four-year college.

Finally, the two kinds of incentives are differentially

appealing to Those in different segments. In general, at the

incentive levels studied, enlistment bonuses are more atractive

than is educational assistance. This is not true among men in

school or planning on further schooling who do not receive finan-

cial assistance. Among those respondents, enlistment bonuses are,

relatively speaking, less attractive than educational benefits.

...

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -_
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9.3 Validity of the Standard Enlistment Propensity Measure

Reinterviews of selected respondents first interviewed in 1978

provided the opportunity to test the predictive validity of the

propensity measure. They showed that the statement by an NPS

person that he or she will definitely or probably enlist in some

military component is predictive of actual behavior.

Two samples of respondents were drawn from the 1978 tracking

study for reinterviews this year. One sample comprised all NP-S

men and women who had shown positive propensity to enlist (N =

561). The other sample, of the same absolute size, was drawn from

those showing negative enlistment propensity.

Three hundred seventy-two (372) respondents of the first

sample (67 percent) were actually contacted and reinterviewed, as

were 339 of the second sample (60 percent). (The difference in

reinterview rates results from the greater effort made to trace

positive propensity persons through new addresses, etc.)

Steps toward enlistment, such as sending for recruiting

literature, seeing a recruiter, and so forth were listed, and

respondents were asked about each. Their responses were tabulated

according to their 1978 propensity scores. The rate of behavioral

tollow-through -- the proportion taking the step in each sample

(negative propensity and positive propensity) -- is shown in the

two leftmost data columns of Table 9-5.

The data show a clear difference between the two samples.

Positive propensity respondents do show more enlistment-related

behavior than negative propensity respondents. Furthermore, the

relative difference is greater, the closer the behavior to actual

enlistment. For example, three times as many respondents in the

positive propensity sample report sending for recruiting

literature or goin, to see a recruiter in 1979 as did respondents

in the neative propensity sample. Six and one-half times as many

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-
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TABLE 9-5. PtUPORTICO OF RESP.)N)EN2'S CAIRRYIC 71' ENLISTM1-RLATE) BEILAVIORS --
RE INTERVIEI SA:,rPLES

WITHIN POSITIVE PROPENSITY SAMPLE

NMATIVE POSITIVE LIKELIHOO OF LIKELIHOOD OF LIKELIHOOD
PROPENSITY PROPENSITY SLNDI> FOR SEEING OF TAKING

ENLI STMIIr-RELATED SA ,IPLE RES.NDE,7TS LITERAhR RECRUITER TEST

BEHAVIOR (N=339) (N=372) HIGH LOW HIGH LOW HIGH LOW

Sent for literature
or went to see
r-cruiter .103 .323 .458 .216 .489 .154 .494 .181

Attended an open
house fY32 .113 .143 .088 .168 .055 .163 .070

Applied to a military
service .012 .078 .101 .059 .142 .011 .134 .030

Took test for
military service .012 .067 .H3 .054 .121 .011 .110 .030

Accepted for militar.0 0

service .006; .048 j.060 .039 .089 .005 .081 .020

- Joined a mlitary
unit .035 .042 .029 .063 .005 .052 .020
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report applying for military service. The data arE hig ly

consistent with the assumption that expressed er listment

propensity is a valid indicator of differences in behavior

intention. Additional aspects of the data in Table 9-5 will be

discussed in Section 9.4.

9.4 Behavioral Steps Toward Enlistment

In the initial discussion of the, model of enlistment (Section

3.0), it was noted that a number of behavioral steps must result

from positive propensity, before an accession occurs.

Considerable refinement of the prediction of enlistment is in

fact possible, if one asks respondents about their intentions

regarding enlistment-related behaviors, rather than solely about

propensity. The relevant behaviors range from sendLng for

I iterature or going to see a recruiter, to attending an open

house, to applying; for enlistment, taking, a test, and actually

cenl isting.

In the 1978 study, respondents were asked to predict the like-

lihood of engaging in each of a nunber of bchaviors, within a six

.ionth time span. These included several enlistment-related

behaviors: sending for literature, seeing a recruiter, and taking

a test for the military. They also included several non-

enlistment-related behaviors: going on with education after high

school or continuing in college, getting married, gettin, a new1

job, and moving.

The data from all positive propensity NPS respondents in the

longitudinal study were examined to determine which, if any, of

t-ie predicted behaviors were actual ly carried out in the year that

felapsed between interviews. For every single behavior studied,

respondent predictions are significantly correlated with actual

behavior. To take the most striking< example of this, with a

n gi-enlistment-related behavior: , ruspondents predicted they

would continue schooling after high school graduation; -30 did so.

Ir conritrast, 2 9 pr i-dc ted they woul( not only 1 of these did

continu,- schooling.

.........................................................................
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One, hundr r, in,.-y ( i90) r(,.!;),)nderi t. sa. id they were "very

likely" or "somkewhat 1k ely" t see a rtcr.i ter; 41 per(e-unt did

so. O the remaining 179 positive propensit:" respondents, only 1'

- percent saw a recIt t r. Similar resul ts were found for

predictions of seondiz, for titerature and predictions of taking a

test, albeit at ,ov)er levels of statiitical -;ignificance.

Enlistment-related behavior -s predictable from responses to

direct questions ai)out spec:ific btkhaviors to be engaged in within

specific periods of time, as shown here for the respondents with

positive enlistment propensity. Te validity coe;:tcient would be

even higher, were all respondenst. considered. Thus, tie execution

of specific enlistment-related behaviors is predicted better by

Lc. Kin- respondents their intentions regarding these behaviors than

by tne m re .eneral standard propensity question. Greater

attention should be paid to questions probing these intentions

than is now the case, if predicting the level of such behaviors is

a goal of te yearly study.

Furthermore, the data indicate that specitic enlistment-

related behaviors are even better predictors of enlistment itself

than is the standard propensity question. It is those people who

have positive propensity and who specify their intention to carry

out enlistment-related behaviors; wno do engage in those behaviors,

and it isi those who carry out t:iosu behaviors who go on to actual

enl'.stment. This is shown in the right half of Table 9-5. Each
pair of colum-ns diffe(rentiates between respondents who say they

are likely to engage in the behavior indicat(d above those columns

and those who say they are not. The numbers in the table indicate

the iroportion of each group that report actually carrying out the

enlistment-related behavior indicoate-d at tile left side of tile

table. Thus, for example, .1458 o, the positive propensity

respondents who said, in 1978, they were likely to send for

recruiting literature report doing, so in 1979. In contrast, .216

of those who said, in 1978, tney were unil ikely to send for

literature report doing so in 1979.
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Comparing the columns just described with those on the left,

it can be seen that the best prediction of actual enlistment from

the data available would be on the basis of positive propensity

and perceived high likelihood of seeing a recruiter. (The quali-

fication must be added, however, that respondents who actually

enlisted joined the Active Forces. As discussed earlier, in

Sections 4.3 and 5.5, propensity to enlist in the Active Forces

and propensity to enlist in the Guard/Reserve are highly

correlated, and the components are not well-differentiated by most

respondents. Additional comments on these issues, drawn from

qualitative interviews, are noted in Section 9.6.)

Finally, an analysis of the pattern of enlistment-related

behaviors by individual respondents (not shown) indicates that one

can construct a statistically reliable scale for the proximity to

enlistment itself, using the behaviors listed at the left of Table

9.5, in the order listed. Knowing behavior intentions is a

critical element in the prediction of enlistment.

This discussion has implications for advertising and promo-

tion. Most advertising and promotion seems to be aimed at

increasing enlistment directly. But that behavior is the

culmination of a series of small steps. If the process has some

of the elements of a "foot in the door" dynamic to it, and the

intermediate steps can be better predicted than the end result,

then it may be wise to divert at least some advertising and

promotion toward stimulating NPS personnel toward completing the

intermediate steps. For example, it may be efficient to shift

more advertising toward convincing those with positive propensity

to see a recruiter (easy to do, no 'commnitment, a way to gather

more information) rather than stressing enlistment itself (high

inertia, heavy commitment). Similarly, it may be useful for

recruiters to attempt to stimulate potential recruits to visit an

open drill session ("try before you buy"), rather than (or in

addition to) trying to enlist them directly.



9.5 Changes in Propensity Over Time

Respondents in the reinterview sampli! %ere asked their

propensity this year, as in 1978, and the responses over the two

years were comparel with one i, lother for e:,,i ndividua1. Table

9-6 displays the nu:iher of rts;po)ndents wit:, positive propensity

and those with negative propensit, in each year. p

Eighty-eight percent (88',) of t:ie respondents with negative

propensity in 1978 remained negative propfnsity in 1979. In

contrast, only :35 percent of t:iose who were positive in 1978

remained so in 1979. Wil(e the absolute number of positive

propensity persons does not shift so markedly as these percentages

suggest (since there are more than four times as many respondents

wit- neg::.tive propensity in the population), the loss is a serious

one. It would ue valuable to develop programs that would keep

respondents in the positive propensity pool longer. It would also

be valuable to develop progra':,r to take advantage of the shifts

into the positive propensity pool by. NPS mken and women who are

older and more mature. -

The stability of tne propt,rnity over time is also an important

measurement characteristic of the scale, offering reasons for

confidence in its use. Over 60 percent of all respondents remain

in the same category from on,,, year to thO next, despite all

changes in their personal [iiv,, and all changes in the external

wor'd. 'urtnerror,, respondent:, who had po-itive propensity for

the Guar(i/Reserve in 1973 were more than three times as likely to

have positive propensity in I979 as did those who had negative

propensity in 1978.

The data clearly demonstrate: the stability of the propensity . -

measure and increase the confidtone with whicn that measure may be

used.

. . . ... ... -... ...
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TABLE 9-6. STABILITY OF PROPENSITY SCORES -- REINTERVIEW SANMLLS

Number of Respondents Number of Respondents
with 1973 Propensity: with 1979 Propensity:

Po%5itive Negative Total

Positive 132 240 372

Negative :i9 299 338

Total 171 539 710
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9.6 Qualitative Aspects of the Reinterview Data

Qualitative interviews were completed with 23 respondents in

the reinterview sample who had gone to an open house, applied to a

military component, taken a test, or been accepted for military

service. This group comprises all those in the reinterview sample

eligible on these criteria who were also willing to participate,

and reachable -- about half of tiiose eligible. These interviews

were directed at determining how these particular respondents

first found out about the military, how tney cam to see a

recruiter, what experience they had with recruiters, and what

reasons they offered for finally applying to join a military

component or for not applying to do so.

Sever of these respondents had joined the military; all seven

had joined the Active Forces.

9.6.1 Contact with the Military

Many respondents said that they had "always" known about the

military because of the media or because of family members who had

served. What stood out in the minds of most was the benefits and

services the military offered. Respondents said that this is what

their fathers and other relatives talked about. In contrast, they

reported that brothers or sisters who had joined talked about the

exp(rience of boot camp which trney described as very rough.

Respondents had talked to friends and relatives a great deal

about th,.ir experiences in the military. Answers to questions

about military life frequently took the form "Well, my friend said

that you got to ...

The impressions gained from friends and relatives about the

military were mostly positive. (However, as will be shown below,

negative commen't by Iriends weijhed inav1ly iii thie respondents'
final decisions.) The respondents felt that the military is "A

.- .....- .-.......... . ..-........... :. , ..- .. ".-.-... . .. '- .-.- -... ..- - .. ' -. --
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good place to get started," to learn a trade or to work for a

college degree. Several had been told that it is better than

going to school, because the military provides a job and a skill

or education at the expense of the government. Joining the

military is seen as a way to progress either because a Veteran had

greater discipline and organization or simply because Veterans

enjoy a particular glorified image as well as tangible advantages

in the job market. Respondents said the military provides a

chance to meet new people and to travel. Most important, joining

the military provides a guaranteed job with extensive benefits --

"You won't get laid off."

A majority of the participants had attended open houses. Most

were held at their high schools and were arranged by the schools.

Most open houses were for several branches.

The participants went to open houses in groups and usually

stayed with their peers throughout. The activities included were

films, slide presentations, and talks by enlisted personnel.

Several of the participants said that they left their names with

the military personnel so that they could get more information.

Most respondents contacted were interested in the Active

Forces. Few said that they were considering the Guard or the

Reserves. Most distinguished between the Actives and the Reserves

by the amount of time involved, training, and responsibilities.

They knew that the Guard/Reserve was basically a weekend

commitment after a short period of training. They felt that the

vocational training of the Actives was superior, and that the role

of the Guard/Reserve was for internal protection and in case of

emergencies.

Most of the respondents wanted a life style change, an inten-

sive technical training program, or an experience that would help

them mature. They were looking foi something that supplied struc-

ture, direction, discipline and training, and most did not view

the Guard or the Re(s(erves as supplying this. This widespread

opinion may reflect the needs of the respondents' developmental

stage.
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Many respondents had seen adi in the media about the services.

Few said that these influenced them. The general consensus wa-:

the the ads were only a selling ploy.

9.6.2 Events Leading Up to Recruiter Contact

Most respondents had been the ones to initiate contact with

the recruiter. Some simply walked into his office; some called

before coming. A few said that the recruiter contacted them

because they had left their name at an open house.

Participants in these interviews can be divided into two

groups: Those who wanted general information about the military

from recruiters and those who wanted specific career training

information. No one said that she or he had their mind made up

regarding enlistment before going to the recruiter.

Members of Lhe first group wanted information on benefits,

pay, and training. It appeared that they had fewer questions in

general than the second group, that they were more passive in the

interview, and that they did less shopping around. Another reason -

given for talking to the recruiter by people in both groups was to

check whether they had heard about the services from friends was

true.

Most of the participants were not employed when they spoke to

the recruiter; they were either still in high school, looking for

a job, or recently laid off. A few went to recruiters because

they were dissatisfied with their jobs and felt that they could

use additional training to get a better job.

Some of the participants went to talk to recruiters to find

out about educational benefits, as well as training programs. .-

These were planning to apply to schools and either wanted tuition

assistance or a back-up plan in case they could not make it in

school.

..................................... . .. ..... ... ...
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Changes and potential changes in the individual's employment

situation seemed an important factor in the decision to see a

recruiter and, finally, whether or not to join. (It must be
recalled that most interviewees were considering enlistment in the

Active Forces.) A couple of participants said that they were

planning to join, but that then they got a job. People in

unskilled jobs saw the military as a way of getting some training

so that they could then get a better job.

The choice of which recruiter to see was determined by family
influence (whether a member of the family had been in that
branch), peer influence, and the image of the specific branch

(Marines are tough; the Navy and the Air Force offer better

training; the Navy offers travel).

9.6.3 Recruiter Contact

Most participants went alone t,- see the recruiter.

All respondents said that they were given information on

benefits, bonuses, and tuition assistance by the recruiters. The

overall consensus was that the services take care of their own

very well. Most felt that the monthly allowance in the Active

Forces is generous, given that one is supplied with room and

board. Several people were very impressed with the educational

benefits offered.

A few individuals noted, when asked, that personal information

on qualifications and habits was elicited by the recruiter. No

one complained.

Many respondents had a particular job in mind when they went
to talk to the recruiter. Such an objective led these respondents
to check out several of the services so that they could be assured

of getting the best deal. Some said recruiters did offer the -

specific type of training desired. However, several individuals

said that they did not trust the recruiter enoujh to believe him.

" These individuals said they had friends who had entered the

service "guaranteed" a certain type of training, and
---

. ..

.. . . .
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t: ri nf~ver re,' ' I v-, i t ,Thm.1 rsp(mdifnt:s )t "turned of f" to a

particular brancsi beuaus(- it did not i.ave the desired jo:
training. Alternatives were sometimes offered by recruiters, bu.

most of the respondents did not find the alternatives acceptable.

The most f re l.ntly askud specif i ( juestion.s were abou

training for a job and tuition assistance. Quite a few partici-

pants said that they had no sp(,,,ific questions for the recruiter,

however.

The biggest factor that encouraged people to join was that the

desired training was available. The biggest "turn off" was that

it was not available. Some people said they did not follow

through because they did not know whether or not to trust the

rccruiter as to the guaranteed training.

9.6.4 Recruiter Style

Most respondents felt that the recruiters did listen to thell

and were to some degree sensitive to their needs. Most described

the recruiter's style as informal, at times describing personal

experiences. It was clear to most participants, however, that

what the recruiter was saying to them had been said time and time

before. It it possible that some apparent contradiction betweer,

the content of what the recruiter said and his warm personal style

confused the participants and made them feel unsure about trustinc,

him.

Few said that the recruiters pressured them during the inter-

view, although a number did mention that they thought that the

recr~iiters had to fill a quota. In their mention of a quota, some

participants seemed to imply some pressure. Others said that

their kn wledg.? of the quota helped them to understand or explain

the recr-iiier' ; behavior.

-...... ..- . . . .. °.... . . •..* . . ° ***.. . . . *. . . .. . . -... .*. -. -..* . . _ .- . .. . .. .
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A number of participants stated that they did feel pressure

from the 'recruiters after the initial interview, with the

recruiters calling their home repeatedly, or visiting. The

participants resented this.

There appeared to be a generalized sense of mistrust toward

the recruiters in this sample. This mistrust seemed based on the

experiences of friends who had gone into the services and who

reported generalized bad experiences, or who did not get the type

of specialized training "guaranteed" to them. The influence of

peers is very important to iaembers of this sample.

Some participants described the recruiters as being very

accommodating, describing military programs to them in detail,

coming to their homes to talk with the parents when asked, and

driving them to their physical exam. As can be seen, home visits

by recruiters elicit different reactions from different

re.ipondents. Such visits should not be forsaken, but neither

sh,)uld they be used routinely, without checking the likely

re:ction of the respondent involved.

About half of the sample saw more than one recruiter. The

major reason for this was the respondent's effort to find out

about different types of job training -- a kind of comparison

shopping. It should be noted that the group of people who went to

mc-re than one recruiter overlaps highly with the group that came

in with specific questions (as opposed to that group which just

wanted general information).

Some recruiters suggested that visiting other recruiters was a

very good idea. Recruiters gave advice and information in answer

to respondents' questions and also offered further information "in

case you didn't know what to ask."

Most participants in search of technical training went to talk

with Navy and Air Force recruiters. Several commented on the low

quality of training offered by the other branches and the non-

transferability of some of the types of training because of

their specificity to military machines.

Ii
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All of those who talked to a Reserve or National Guard

recruiter also spoke with at least one other recruiter for all

active branch. Two respondents expressed a preference for servic(

in the Guard/Reserve instead of the Actives. One of these had a

brother and several cousins in the Guard. The other did not wan. " -

to leave the area ii which he lived.

One respondent said that being in the Reserves messes up your

life because it interferes with other time commitments. Being in

the Actives is a more extensive, but more clear cut commitment, in

his perception. This respondent had not talked with a Guard/

Reserve recruiter.

The majority of comparison shoppers described the recruiters

basically similar to one another. However, some stressed that

the Air Force and Navy recruiters were more personable and

informed. One person stressed that he was particularly "turned

off" by a Marine recruiter who emphasized becoming a "Marine."

This participant said that he felt very de-individualized by the

approach.

Some of the sample spoke with family and friends about

joining. None of those who were employed spoke with their

employer. Reported reactions were mixed: families tended to

encourage more; friends said that they were "crazy."

9.6.5 Those Who Did Not Apply

Decisions not to enter the military were usually not active

rejections of military life, but occurred "because I got this

othi.r job" or "because now I have to get married" or because the

respondent got the money for school, so she didn't need to join

the military anymore. Respondents were looking for a way to reach

certain goals or for something to do. If an opportunity other

than military service came up first, they took it.

One group of participants did not apply because they found

jobs that they liked or got into a school program. The first

_ . _.".
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reason was the more common. Another group did not join because

the desired type of training was not available. A third group did

not j )in because of the influence of friends already in the -

service. The message they were getting from their friends was not

to trust what the recruiters tell you, that they promise but do

not deliver. One person did not apply because of his fiancee's

severe disapproval of enlistment.

A few respondents said that they would consider joining in the

future if job problems arose.

Several did not apply because they failed the written exam;

all of these said that they plan to take the test again, but need

to study first.

9.6.6 Those Who Did Apply

Those who did apply described the procedures of applying as

quick. Some took the written test very soon after they saw the

recruiter. Some took the written and physical in the same day.

Some had caken the written test prior to speaking with the

recruiter and this facilitated the process. Several had joined

the Delayed Entry Program while in high school.

Those who failed the written test said that the recruiter gave

them a book to study and told them to go to the library as well.

Only a few participants talked to others important in their

life, at this time. It appears that their minds were made up and

B the reactions of others were not that important at this point in

the process.

Two of the participants joined thie military and were later

discharged, both for medical reasons. A Lhird man received an

honorable discharge on emotional reason ;; he ,,aid that the

military psychiatrists reconneno',, that he I e'vL boot camp,

although he himself wanted to see 1t1Iu ..

- 4.- .-- ,
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Several joi ners seem to f i t the pattern of the confused

searcher described above. They visited only one recruiter and

seem to have taken his remarks as a full presentation of what

- military life would offer. Some who were still interested in

joining but had not yet finished taking the tests or had not seen

-- a recruiter just kept repeating that they wanted to be in the

service. They still seemed to know almost nothing about the

military. It may well be people with similar histories who become

the respondents who later complain that the promises made had not

been fulfilled. Such accusations of lying were levied against

recruiters from the Air Force, Army, and Marines. Recruits said

they were misled about the length and difficulty of basic training

and about job and location options. Sometimes, respondents said,

they were clearly lied to. In other cases, the recruiter seemed

- to gloss over all the bad points.

9.6.7 Iran and Afghanistan

Most of the participants described the role of military as one

of protecting the country; they said that they had always felt

this way. Many were angry about the situation in Iran, and they

expressed much frustration and despair. No one said that their

feelings about the military had changed because of this situa-

tion, however. Indeed, these comments were all elicited by direct

questioning; none were volunteered. A number of respondents felt

that the United States has the right to attack Iran directly;

others felt that the military could take other types of offensive

action. Some were in support of a blockade. Some indivi .als

expressed a desire to go over and fight. (All but three

interviews were obtained prior to the failed rescue mission.)

The situation in Afghanistan bothered a number of partici-

pants, but not to the degree that the situation in Iran did. They

view the Afghanistan problem as part of the U.S. fight against

communism in general, and support this fight.

.....................................................
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Some participants said that these situations and the possibi-

lity of large scale conflict and that of reinstituting the draft

motivated them to apply for service. There were basically two

reasons behind this motivation: either, on the one hand, a

desire to fight for the country or, on the other, a desire not to

be drafted . The second of these was mixed with the wish to

choose the branch of the military that they desired and thereby

maintain some type of personal control over their destinies.

9.6.8 Gender-Related Issues

Few of the women in the target sample were interviewed; this

was because of their moving and leaving no forwarding telephone,

requesting not to be interviewed or taped, or general unavailabi-

lity. None of the five interviewed said that she had any

misgivings about being a woman in the military. All said that

they had come across some harrassment and had handled the

situation assertively and felt comfortable with the results.

These respondents did not indicate that the potential for

harrassment in the military affected their decision making. Tney

all had specific reasons for joining the military and wanted to

aihieve their goals. They did not expect the recruiters to be

women and said that they felt comfortable with the male

r,jcruiters. Those who did join were very clear in their intention

t,) do so from the beginning of the process.

9.6.9 Summary and Further Coimnents

The sample interviewed in this study is a highly mobile one.

WIthin the period between November, 1979 and April, 1980,

approximately one-quarter of the target sample moved either from

teir parents' homes, leaving no forwarding address, or from home

to school, or from school to the military. One participant moved

from his own place back to his parents' because of an injury; one

participant moved frr.i military base to military base several

times within the month of April; and one participant moved in with

•~~~~~~~. . . . . . . . ... "°, • . .. .. . . ....-. . ,. •...."..-. .- .'-"-".. %
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Most of those who lived at home seemed only to eat and shop

there. They left early in thE: day to work, came home to eat, and

went out until ]ate. ThQ parunts could not predict when they

would be home.

It appears theft most oW th:e responiden , are at an age when

they are looking for direction in life and for skills to provide

some security for the future. They talked over and over again

about the desire to get good technical training in areas that

would get them jobs when they leave the military. They also

stressed a desire to learn some discipline. The participants were

drawn to the training and educational benefits an- services more

than to any other facet of the military; nonetheless, many held a

general mistrust of recruiters and the advertised guarantee of

specified training.

There seems to be a generally held subjective ranking of the

Armed Services among these respondents, with the Air Force and

Navy on top, the Marines next, and the Army last. Participants in

the interviews said that only those who did well on the written

exam could apply to the Air Force or the Navy. There was a high

correlation between the respondents' desires for specific training

and their applying to or talking to recruiters for the Air Force

and Navy. Those participants who "just wanted information" spoke

to Army and Marine recruiters more frequently. Many felt that an

added bonus of the Navy was the amount of travel they could do.

Finally, most of tne participants were concerned about boot

cam, They expressed some fear of what happens during that time.

but many seemed to view basic training as an initiation rite -- if

one (an riake it Lhrou;L, he is in.

0.

.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
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10.0 RECOMUENDATIONS

10.1 Introduction

The results presented in this report underscore the need for

improving Guard/Reserve recruitment and accession effectiveness.

The results of this year's study also provide information

that can be used to develop recommendations to increase positive

propensity accessions into the National Guard and Reserves. The

remainder of this chapter presents recommendations which use that

information. Recommendations are offered to meet three major

objectives. These are:

1. To increase the general level of positive propensity by

enhancing attitudes associated with propensities.

2. To increase the number of conversions of individuals
with positive propensity into accessions.

3. To increase the length of time an individual continues

to have positive propensity before other commitments

decrease his or her propensity.

I

Each recommendation is accompanied by the pertinent

rationale. Detailed evidence for the recommendation obtained in -

the study is not sum.arized in this chapter; instead, reference to

the sections containing that evidence is provided. The recommen- - p

dations are not exhaustive. Whether any or all are implemented

will depend upon whether they are compatible with current acces-

sion poliy(v.

I

* . . * . * . . * . ". *
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10.2 Increasing Positive Propensity Levels

Positive propensity individuals are those who say they are

likely to enlist in the National Guard or Reserves. These people

are also likely to engage in enlistment-related behaviors, such as

visiting a recruiter. Policies that increase the number of

positive propensity individuals are therefore likely to lead to

increases in accessions.

Three approaches to increasing positive propensity are

outlined below. They should:

1. Increase positive attitudes associated with propensity

to enlist in the National Guard and Reserves.

2. Respond to job-related concerns of potential enlistees.

3. Use incentives to increase the number of positive propen-

sity individuals.

Recommendations 1 and 3 were originally presented in last

year's report. They remain appropriate this year.

The job-related strategies (Recommendation 2) are presented

for the first time in this report. The focus group interviews

used in this year's study were specifically planned to obtain

qualitative information that, when combined with the quantitative

survey information, would allow the development of just such

recommendations.

Increasing Positive Attitudes Associated with Propensity to Enlist

in the National Guard and Reserves.

Recommendation A: Stress pride and team membership in the

local Guard and Reserve units.

. . . . . . . . . . . .
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Rationale: Meeting new people and making friends are impor-

tant life goals for many potential enlistees (Section 5.7.4). One

way of gaining those goals is by being a member of a team. --

Potential enlistees with positive propensity to enlist in the

Guard/Reserve also feel that the Guard/Reserve provide the opportu- I
nity to be a member of a respected team (Section 5.5.5). The

opinions of other individuals who are close to potential enlistees

are very important to them (Section 5.7.9). If the Guard/Reserve

are seen as a local force with community service functions, then

potential enlistees can expect to derive personal pride through -

the unit's accomplishments and its reputation in the community.

Recommendation B: Encourage current Guardsmen and Reservists

to introduce friends to the opportunities in the Guard/Reserve.

Rationale: Many potential enlistees feel that if they were

to join the Guard/Reserve they would not be with persons like

themselves (Section 5.7.6). Being introduced to the Guard/Reserve

by a friend should reverse that feeling. It should also serve to

emphasize that the Guard/Reserve is a place where friendships can

be maintained (Section 5.7.4) and that other people important to

the potential enlistee would be pleased by his or her enlistment

(Section 5.7.9). The current programs which encourage Guardsmen

and Reservists to introduce friends to the opportunities of

service in their units should be maintained or expanded.

Responding to Job-Related Concerns of Potential Enlistees .

Recommendation C: Reduce distrust of job training promises.

Rationale: The availability of 'jbb training is an important

incentive to potential enlistees Section 6.2). However, many .

potential enlistees would be looking for specific job training if

they were to enlist in the Guard/Reserves, but do not feel that

such training would be available to them (Section 6.2.) The

qualitative information from the f, ,'4- groups showed that many

-7-
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potential enlistees did not trust the job training promises, as a

result of negative information received from prior service

personnel (in most cases, Veterans of the Active Military). Three

different approaches for dealing with this problem which retain

job training as an incentive are suggested.

Recommendation Cl: De-emphasize specific job training

promises in advertising and recruiting practices.

Rationale: If specific promises are not made, potential

enlistees should not feel they are "being sold a bill of

goods." It is also important to make the Guard/Reserve job

training policies distinct from those of the Active Military,

since most of the distrust seems to stem from persons whose

experiences were with the Active Military. Furthermore,

prior se.'vice personnel are important influencers of poten-

tial enlistees and are themselves potential Guard/ Reserve

enlistees. If specific job training promises were

de-emphasized in the Active Military as well, prior service

personnel would eventually stop saying that they had not

- received the training they were promised. Thus, this

strategy offers both a short term benefit and a more

important long range effect of removing the job training

distrust at its source.

Recommendation C2: Unphasize "Job Clusters" rather than

highly specific jobs.

Rationale: In job clustering, the potential enlistee

indicates several job types in which he or she would like to

be trained. If one of the job types matches the individual's

basic skills as identified by the ASVAB, and is available in

the Guard/Reserve unit, the individual would be placed in

that MOS, AFSC, or Specialty Rating. Since the potential

enlistee does not designate a first choice among the several

preferred job classifications, being assigned to any one of

the selected classifications should be satisfactory.

%-1
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Recommendation C3: Prepare potential enlistees for the

possibility of being assigned to some MOS, AFSC, or Specialty

other than that they requested.

Rationale: If potential enlistees are informed that

they may not be able to get their most preferred job classifi- .

cation, but rather that the Guard/Reserve will try to match

their preferences and skills with the needs of the Guard/

Reserve, they are less likely to feel that a promise was

broken in the case that they do not receive the MOS, AFSC, or

Specialty Rating they desired.

Recommendation D: Establish a program for active, continuous

dissemination of information on employer policies toward the

Guard/Reserve.

Rationale: Many large companies have favorable leave and

seniority policies for employees who desire to join the Guard/

Reserve or to continue their Guard/Reserve activities. This is

due in large part to the efforts of the National Committee for

Employer Support (Focus Group Report). Furthermore, Prior Service

males have a higher propensity for enlisting in the Guard/Reserve

if they believe the policies are favorable and have talked with

their first-line supervisor about enlisting (Section 8.2.7).

However, most potential enlistees do not know of policies of their

employers (see detailed tables in Volume II). A substantial

number of employees believe that if the company did have policies

they would be incompatible with Guard/Reserve participation.

Company policies must percolate down to employees if they are

to be effective in increasing accessions. The key person to have

this information is the first-line supervisor, since he or she is

the most likely to be contacted by potential enlistees. Continu-

ous di.semination of information on employer policies is needed

because of the frequent turnover of employees likely to enlist in

the Guard/Reserve. Large companies have many ways to communicate

their policies to tneir employees. The most effective and

frequent methods of communication should be used for disseminating

their Guard/Reserve participation policies.

.............................-.*-.--.-..-.- ...... ... .... ...
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Recommendation E: Convert negative propensity individuals to

positive through the use of incentives.

Rationale: Both enlistment bonuses and educational benefits

produced increases in the proportion of persons with propensity to

enlist in the Guard,'Reserve (Section 9.2).

In general, enlistment bonuses were more effective in

increasing propensity than were educational benefits. This was

not the case for men attending or planning to attend school

without financial assistance, however (Section 9.2).

-On the average, the respondents who were likely to change

from negative propensity to positive propensity if they were to

receive the specific incentive (enlistment bonus or education

1Unefit) were more educated and older than other respondents

(Section 9.2). Thus, incentive policies currently in practice may

usefully be extended and targeted on specific groups to be effec-

tive in producing accessions from many otherwise negative propen-

sity individuals.

10.3 Increasing the Conversion of Individuals With Positive
Propensity into Accessions.

Increasing the effectiveness of recruiters is an integral con-

cern of current accession policy. This year's study, and specifi-

cally the reinterview data, provided additional insight into the

process of conversion from positive propensity to accession. The

recommendations suggested below are aimed at building on success-

ful current practices.

Positive propensity individuals are more likely than others

to engag in enlistment-relatei behaviors such as writing for

literature, seeing a recruiter and applying for military service

(Sections 9.3 and 9.5). Visiting a recruiter is a key step in the

conversion of a positive propensity individual into an accession

I7.
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(Section 9.5). Recruiter style and trustworthiness were signifi-

cant factors both in decisions to enlist and in decisions not to

enlist (Sections 9.6.4 and 9.6.5). The two recommendations

offered below relate to the enlistment conversion process. They

deal with:

* Recruiter style, and

. Reducing negative pressure through group participation.

Recommendation F: Enhance the ability of recruiters to serve

as career counselors to NPS individuals.

Rationale: High propensity respondents are generally young

and nave few commitments such as job, family or financial responsi-

bilities (Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2). They are likely to experi-

ence pressure from their parents and friends to find themselves a

job or career. Respondents in ti,,e reinterview study who were

positive in propensity but did not enlist generally did so because

they made other commi tments first (Section 9.6.5). Further

reinterview data indicated that ti, successful recruiter is -

addressing himself to problems typically faced by adolescents or

young adults. He is providing help in solving family, job and

social problems. Enhancing tiIis ability through recruiter

training should increase the confidence that potential enlistees

place in the recruiter. Furthermort<, as persons who are pleased

with their contact with the recriit -r tell their friends, the '

number of potential enlistees Ahu visit the recruiter should

increase.

Recommendation G: Utilize tne group process to a greater de-

gree to relieve potential enlistees' feelings of being pressured.

Rationale: The reinterview study determined ti,at many more

positive propensity .orsons indict.ei they would be likely to

visit a recruiter in tle six mout:,o; :,) lowiig tne interview tuian

actually did so (Sect ion 9.5) . Qua i: :t. iv,- data sug;,;est they may

. ..... . . . . ..... <... . ,, ... . .. . . . • . -.. .. '-.-..... ...... •. . . .
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have been reluctant to see a recruiter is the expectation that

they might be pressured in the one-to-one contact of the

recruiting situation.

Being with a group of people similar to oneself reduces

anxiety. Potential enlistees who have already had favorable

S -- initial contacts with the recruiter could be scheduled for group

meetings. Such meetings would not only serve to reduce anxiety;

they would also serve to help potential enlistees see that other

people who are interested in joining the Guard/Reserve are not

"losers," but are people like themselves who are potential team-

mates and friends. The importance of these attitudes has been

discussed earlier. As these potential enlistees discuss their

meetings with the recruiter among their peers, the peers' percep-

tions of the likelihood of being pressured by the recruiter should

diminish, increasing their likelihood of visiting recruiters.

10.4 Increasing the Length of Time an Individual Continues to
Have a Positive Propensity

The structure of Guard/Reserve requirements, whether actual

or perceived, continues to bar many of the positive propensity

individuals from enlistment (Section 5.6). They feel it would be

impossible to meet their growing job, school, and family commit-

ments and participate in the Guard/Reserves.

Because of growth in commitments and other life changes,

propensity to enlist in the Guard/Reserves changes over time for

many individuals. The reinterview study showed that only one in

three positive propensity respondents remained positive towards

enlistment a year after their initial study participation (Section

9.6). In the meantime, one in nine negative propensity indivi-

duals had become positive in their propensity toward enlistment.

In the course of one year, then, proportionately more respondents

converted from positive to negative propensities than from

negative to positive propensities.

. . . . " " " " "°°" • • "" "' "" °" " " - " " " " .. i.'. . .... . . . . . -
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The suggestions offered below are aimed at keeping positive

propensity individuals positive towards enlistment as they

increase their other commitments. The first focuses on changing

the perceived barriers to service for Non-Prior Service indivi-

duals. The second highlights the need to position the Guard/ -

Reserve as local, part-time forces with some community service

functions. The third focuses on using career counseling prior to

separation in order to keep Veterans in the positive propensity

group.

Recommendation H: Change requirements for service and target

the 19 to 21 year old segment of NPS males and females.

Rationale: Changes in the initial active duty training and

the offering of shorter enlistment options to more individuals

would make enlistment in the Guard/Reserve more accessible to

potential enlistees. The Active Military seems more desirable for

the 17 1/2 and 18 year old potential enlistees, as demonstrated in

the reinterview study (Section 9.6). Of the individuals who

enlisted in the military, most were 19 or younger, and did not

have extensive family commitments. They also all joined a branch

of the Active Military (Sections 9.6.2 and 9.6.9). These -

individuals were looking for direction in their lives in the form

of a steady job and job training. Older potential enlistees are

more likely to have begun training or started at a job. They are

less likely than the 23 to 26 year olds to have family commit-

ments or to be established in careers requiring time commitments

beyond the normal work week. However, they do not see the require-

ments of Guard/Reserve participation as distinct from those of the

Active Military (Sections 5.3 and 5.4). If they perceived Guard/

Reserve service as compatible with their other commitments, they ,

should maintain positive propensity for a longer time. Efforts in
6 this direction which have already been established in Guard/

Reserve accession policies, such as the split-training and shorter

enlistment options, should be promoted to a greater degree in the

19 to 21 year old segment of the population.
Ui

.. ... . .. . ............... . ................. (



Recommendation I: Position the Guard/Reserve as local and

part-time forces with some community service functions.

Rationale: Non-prior service potential enlistees do not

differentiate the Guard/Reserve from the active service (Sections

5.3 and .4). The recommended positioning should clearly distin-

guish the Guard/Reserve from the Active Military and from civilian

service organizations.

It is also important to stress the local and part-time charac-

teristics of the Guard/Reserve because these characteristics are

likely to be compatible with the potential enlistees' other cormtait-

ments, as outlined in earlier recommendations. Advertising waich

stresses the spirit of local units and the dedication of local

'-nits to their essential missions should further serve to increase

respect or nY Guard/Reserve in the local community. Being a

part of a team is important to positive propensity individuals

(Section 5.5.5). Guard/Reserve units which have served actively

in community service functions and developed the image suggested

here have been very successful in obtaining accessions.

Recommendation J: Emphasize career counseling in Active and

Reserve components.

Rationale: Veterans of the Air Force and Marine Corps have a

higher propensity to enlist in the Guard/Reserves than do Veterans

of the other branches. These Veterans also report receiving

initial career counseling a longer time before separation (more

than 10 months) than do other Veterans (Section 8.4). Other

differenc, s between the various branches do not seem to explain

ditferenc,?s in propensity. It is therefore proposed that all

branches of the military, Activ and Reserve, utilize an early

career coinseling program.
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As in Recommendation F, the key is to have a counsel,,r who is

responsive to the needs and problems of the individual. Service

personnel approaching separation are similar to very youig poten-

tial enlistees in that they are not established in a civ lian job

or community and are facing a timne of transition. Carcer coun- -

seling which helps with this transition, and which also ernphasizes

the compatibilities between Guard/Reserve participation and

civilian life, should serve to keep many Veterans posLtive in

propensity towards enlistment in the Guard/Reserve.

% -.
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ISOC-6atGS tOz' XeearCtn In Denavi~.LoIr.IC o S~
_O1 Marit StreetJo#89

Fhiladelphia, Pennsylvania 1912-4 CN.B #22-ROVY7

'j LIPON #____________ ID* C)First screener III

RrSPONDEN'S SEX ( )-i Additional screener Fr-.

ENLISEIN =TY -- W~S SAMPLE -- SCREENE 12-1

UPello, ''M fran Associates for Research in Behavior, a research con4any in Philadelphia.
' re i ng a study among young rren and women, age 171 to 26, for the Federal Governme~nt and

would -ike to have your opinion.

*An. there any younig men or young womrn in yo--ur household between the ages of 17 , and 26?

1- ) )Yes 2( ) No (END INTERVIEW-00DE_8)

IT YES:
-how mnry ir-n age 17 to 26 are there living in your househ--

G( 0 ) None (*--t 1EXT1) 3 ( ) Three ( Y).i or mo~re________
1( )One 4( ) Four WRITE IN NUMB2ER

-2( )Two S( ) Five

:' Thie narres and ages of each jTT , in your household age 17 - to 26? Please give me~
_ th younge- fir,-t, the- the next youngest, etc. RECORD NA,':- AN? AGE BELOW, STARTIN'G WITH

7*Hmi YD*UN;_Ei-T IlN 0573. -LEST.

:N ' 'BR-'- Th MALE SEBCrICN BOX
- NA2C AGE-=i S INTERVIEW PERSON #

2. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2 2
-3. _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ _3 1-

'4. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4 4

5. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _S4

_ 6. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _6 5
7. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7 6

Ha,'. trany w~rren age 17 o 26 are thtzr-e livono-. in your househ--ld(?

0( None *'-f NEXT) 3( ) Three ()Six or more_ _____
1( OnC~e L ( ) 70ur- WRI-E IN NUMBER
2( T .- 5C ) Five

~.W~are the nanyr-s and ages of each woran in your hou.sehol1d age 17 to 26? Please give ne
thm ,,x-mge- t first, the:; thie next youngest, etc. RECORS NA!>E ANE- AGE BELOWv, STAR-LING WITHi
7KTh YCCNGEST IN C"CER TO1' OLDST.

IF NUI'3ER D" ~ L E1~~~B
WITZ KI - I S: INTERVIEW~ PERSON~

__ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _2 2

4-
6. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _65

-7. __ _ _ _ _ _7 6

7- YJ ME OF, 01 .LY W-,*2EN IN HOUJSZHOLD,, CH-->-- APPRIFRIAT 5CX ABO'VE TO SE WH-ICH PERSON
TO 7FERKVID,. A. 1 TC SPLAY TO THAT PERSON.

IT -?TH ME - AND OD4 I HOUSEHOL.D, C1EC~4~ OX TO SEEi 'WiCH PERSOIN TO INTER\J,
*AS: TO SPLA Y WI1' THAT PERSON.

-OVER -



ID : 1-
SCREENER 2 2-7-

1g. WHEN APPROPRIATE PERSON IS ON PHONE, READ: 4-
Hello, I'm from Associates for Research in Behavior, a research company in
Philadelphla. We're doing a study among young men and women, age 17 to 26,
for the Federal Government and would like to have your opinion.

How old are you? SA14P. 5-

14.- 1( )17 6( )22 LDXNJ. 6-
2( )18 7( 7-
3( )19 8( )24
.4( )20 9( ) 25 9-
5( ) 21 O( ) 26 10-

11-
i. Are you now or have you ever been in the active military service, or the National Guard

or Reserves in a paid drill status?

1( ) Yes (ARRANGE TO SPEAK WITH NEXT HOUSEHOLD MEMBER OF SAME SEX LISTD ABOVE.
USE NEW SCREUZR, STARTING WITH #lg. IF NO OTHER HOUSEHOLD MEMBER OF
SAME SEX IN AGE GROUP, ASK TO SPEAK TO PERSON OF OPPOSITE SEX. CHECK

-- BOX TO SEE WHICH HOUSEHOLD MEMBER OF OPPOSITE SEX TO INTERVIEW.

IF NO OTHER ELIGIBLE RESPONDENT IN HOUSEHOLD, END INTERVIW--E _ ),
2( )No

i. Have you been accepted by the active military service or the National Guard or Reserves
and are currently awaiting basic training?

-- i1 ) Yes (ARRANGE TO SPEAK WITH NEXT HOUSEHOLD MEMBER OF SAME SEX LISTED ABOVE.
USE NEW SCREENER, STARTING WITH l#g. IF NO OTHER HOUSEHOLD MEMBER OF
SAvE SEX IN ASE GROUP, ASK TO SPEAK TO PERSON OF OPPOSITE SEX. CHECK
BOX TC SEE WFI-CH HOUSEHOLD MEMBER OF OPPOSITE SEX TO INTERVIEW.

IF NO OTHER ELIGIBLE RESPONDENT TN HOUSEHOLD, END INTERVIEW-.-cE 10)

j. "'at is the last year of school or college you cnmpleted?

13- 1( ) Less than high school graduate
2( ) High school graduate
3( ) Vocational school/training after high school
4( ) One year of college
5( ) To years of college
6( ) Three years of college
7( ) Four years of college

- 8( ) Post graduate work

k. CHECK:
- 14- 1( Male 2( )Female

15-25 (0)

.RESPONDE_- PHONE

)DRESS

CI=1" STAL ZIP

....- # DATE

SA' SEGC ___________

......................., .- -. .. *'*-' .*****.**'~*%*.* .-..-. ... ... ..- ,..



Associates for Research in Behavior, Inc. Uk L.UotL iL?,i'

3401 Market Street Job #8894
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 CMB # 22-FO)407

&NLISMENIr STUDY N IPS SX. PLE

Your household has been chosen by chance. Any information you give us is held completely
confidential v our firm. Pprticipation in the survey is voluntary and there will be no

* consequences to1 failure to respond to any particular questions.

2. Are you currently attending any type of school or college?

2)C 1( ) Yes (#4 NXT) 2( ) No

3. IF NO:
- Are you planning to attend any type of school or college in the next year or so?

27- l( ) Yes 2( ) No (#7a NEXT) O( ) Not applicable

4. IF YES IN #2 OR #3:
What type of school are you attending/planning to attend?

23- 1( ) High school
2( ) Vocational training school after high school (#6a NEXT)
3( ) I\o-year college (#6a NEXT)
4( ) Four-year college (#6a NEXT)
5( ) Graduate or professional school (#6b NI-T)

* 9( ) Don't know (#7a NEXT)
0( ) Not applicable

5a. IF HIGH S IOL:
Do you plan to go on to vocational training or college after high school?

29- 1( ) Yes (#7a NEXT) 9( ) Don't "Mow (#7a NEXT)
2( ) No 0( ) Not applicable

5b. IF NO:
Did you have technical training in high school - in shop courses, that is?

1( ) Yes #7a N= 9( ) Don't know J.#7a NEXT
2( ) No a 0( ) Not applicable

6:. IF MDLLEXC OR VOCATIONAL TRAINING IN #4:
How many ccurses are you taking/planning to take per semester?

31- l( )One 5( ) Five
2( )Tv 6( )Six or more
3( ) Three 9( ) Don't know
4( )Yur O( ) Not applicable

61,. What is/wa -/will be your major?

3% 1( ) English; literature
S2( ) Foreign language or literature

3( ) Ps7ychology; sociology; anthropology
4( ) Economics; political science
5( ) Biology
6( ) Mathematics; computer science; information science
7( ) Physics; chemistry

) Engineering: SPECIFY TYPE__ __
( ) Double major or other: SPECJFY

9( ) None; undecided; not sure
) ) Not applicable

. *. o.
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6c. Are you/will you be using any kind of financial assistance?
34- 1( )Yes 9( ) Don't know

2( )No 0( ) Not applicable

7a. Are you currently nployed outside your home?

35- ( )Yes 2( )No (#ll NEXT)

7b. IF YES:
About how big is the company you work for? Would you say that the total nutmer
of people who mrrk for it is:

3( ) Just yourself, 5( ) 1,001 - 10,000, or
2( ) 2 - 10, 6( ) More than 10,000?
3( ) 11 - 100, 9( ) Don't know
4( ) 101 - 1,000 0( ) Not applicable

7c. Now, think about just the office or store or factory in which you yourself are
located. Are the number of people working there for your company:

37- 1( ) Just yourself, 5( ) 1,001 - 10,000, or
2( ) 2 -0, 6( ) More than 10,000?
3( ) 11- 00, 9( ) Don't know
4( ) 101 - 1,000, O( ) Not applicable

8a. I,,w many hours a week do you regularly work?
IF 49 OR MORE, Q. 9 NEXT

8b. ITF 48 OR F= HURS:
Have you been looking for a second job or another way to increase you' income?

40- 1( ) Yes 0( ) Not applicable
2( )No

9. How satisfied are you with your present job? Are you:

41- 1( ) Very satisfied, 3( ) Somewhat dissatisfied, or
2( ) Somewhat satisfied, 4( ) Very dissatisfied?

0( ) Not applicable

10. Hc, long have you been employed there?

1?.- I( ) Less than 6 months 3( ) l - 5 years
2( ) 6 months - 11 months 4( ) More than 5 years

0( ) Not applicable

S IP TO Q. 12 NEXT.

11. IF WT CUPRR0LY EMPLOYED IN Q. 7a:
Are you looking for work'

4- ( ) Yes 2( ) No
0( ) Not applicable

12. ix difficuit do you think it is for someone in your type of work to find a job
where you live? Is it:

1( ) Very difficult, 3( ) Somewhat easy, or
2( ) Somewhat difficult, 4( ) Very easy?

9( ) Don't know

. ..

. . .. . . . . . . .. .-
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13. Now I'm going to read you a list of several things which young people your age might
do in the next few years. For each one I read, please tell me how likely it is
that you will be doing that. For instance, how likely is it that you would be
(READ STATBON'r)? Would you say definitely, probably, probably not, or definitely
not?

Probably Definitely Not
Definitely Probably Not Not Sure

a. Working in a factory 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9() -45
b. Working at a desk in a business

office l() 2() 3() 4() 9( )-46
c. Working as a salesperson 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-4

FOR STATBOTI'S d TnROUGH i, START %ITh
STARRED ITEM FIRST; ROTATE 2IIRU EIMAIND)ER.

d. Serving in the Army National Guard 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( ) -43
e. Serving in the Air National Guard 1( ) 2( ) 3") 4( ) 9( )4
f. Serving in the Army Reserve 1( ) 2( ) 34( 9(
g. Serving in the Air Force Reserve I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )
h. Serving in the Marine Corps Reserve 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )

. erving in the Navy Reserve 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9C)
STATI \ Yr j IS AMIIYS ASKE) LAST.

j. Serving in the active military l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9()-54

14. Have you ever:

a. Sent for recruiting literature from the
National Guard/Reserves? 1( ) Yes 2( ) No -55

b. Attended an open house for a National
Guard/Reserve unit in your area? 1( ) Yes 2( ) No -56

c. Gone to a recruiting center to talk
about joining the Active Forces? 1( ) Yes 2( ) No -57

d. Gone to a recruiting center to talk
about joining the National Guard/Reserves? 1( ) Yes 2( ) No -53

15a. Have you ever talked with your parents, brothers or sisters, spouse, friends, or
employer about joining the military?

59- 1( )Yes 2( )No #16a NEXT
3( ) Don't recall

I..t

. . . . ..- ,,, . -.-. . . -. . " . . . . . °. . ..- .- . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . -.. . . . .. ,. -,... . • .
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15b. IF YES IN #15a:
Was that with your: >15c. FOR EACH "YES" IN Q. 15b, ASK:F Was your (NAME PE)IN) mnstly positive. Q. 15b yu

e or mostly negative about your joining?Yes No ELA
Q. 15c

Positive Negative MIxed INA

Father ) () 9( l() 1)2( )8
Spouse, fiance or

Other friends () ) 9() l() 2() 3() 8(
Brothers or sisters () 9() 1() 2() 3() 8(
Employers()() 9() l() 2() 3() 8(

16a. Have you seen any ads for the military services in the past three months?

66- 1( )Yes 2( )No # H

9( ) Don't know

16b. IF YES:
Which service were they advertising? (CHBIK ALL MENTIONED)

67-1( ) Army 73- 7() Several services (but not all)
53-2( ) Navy 74--- ) Other
9-3( ) Marines WRITE IN

)9-4 Air Force 75- 9( ) Don't know
LJ5( , Coast Guard 76- O() Not applicable
--6 ) All the services 77-73-(o)7 8n-(1), 1-4 (DUP)

16c. Were those you saw for the Active Forces, the National Lkua_=, or the Reserves?
(CHECK ALL MYL'IONED)

5-1( ) Active Forces 3-9( ) Don't know
-2( ) National Guard 9-O( ) Not applicable
-3( ) Reserves

16d. %at sorts of reasons did the ads give you for joining? CHECK ALL MENTIONED

10-1( ) Jobs or training
11-2( ) Pride
1Z-3( )Travel
13-4( ) Mney or other direct benefits
14- 5( ) Educational benefits
15-( ) Other

WRITE IN
16-9( ) Don't know
17-0( ) Not applicable

17. IF "JOBS OR TRAINING" MENIOND, READ PARE=fIESES:
(As you mentioned) A number of ads for the military concentrate on the jobs and the
training available. When you think of the National Guard or the Reserves, how true
do you think the ads really are? Would you say that the National Guard/Reserves
offer:

13- 1( ) A great variety of jobs and training program,
2( ) Sor variety, but not great variety,
3( ) Only a little variety, or
4( ) Hardly any variety at all?
9( ) Don't know

, ~~~~~~. ., .-., ., .... :.....-...,-.--...... 2.-:.-.-'.-,.:.-.. ... vv...:' '2,,,_. :,,,,..,v



18. How about for a person like yourself -- do you think that, considering your skills
and your interests, you would find in the National Guard/Reserve:

19- l( ) A great variety of jobs and training programs,
2( ) Scme variety, but not great variety,
3( ) Only a little variety, or
4( ) Hardly any variety at all?
9( . Don't know

19. If you were to consider joiring the National Guard or the Reserves, do you think
you'd be looking for:

29- 1( ) A specific job or training program, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) Just to see what .jobs are offered, or
3( ) For nothing in particular?

20. Did you ever actually apply to join the National Guard or Reserves?

21- l( )Yes 2( )No
21. DD you have a health problem which you think might prevent your joining the

military?

22- I( ) Yes 2( )No 9( )Don't know

22. IF YES, HAD PAMIE ES -

(Assuming that your health were all right), Do you think you would qualify to
join the rilitary?

13- 1( ) Yes 2( )No 9( ) Don't know

23a. The requirements and benefits of the Active Military, the National Guard, and the
Reserves vary somewhat.

For how long do you think you usually have to enlist, if you join the (NAME UNIT)?

Active Military National Guard/Reserves

1 year 9tto 1( ) 25- 1( )
2 years 2() 2(
3 years 3() 3()
4 years 4() 4()
5 years 5() 5()
6 years 6() 6()
Other: WRITE IN
Don't know 9( ) 9( )

23b. The current length of time for enlistment in the Guard/Reserve is six years.
Hov likely would you be to enlist in the Guard/Reserve if you had to sign up for
2 years - vnuld you:

26- 1( ) Definitely enlist, 3( ) Probably not enlist, or
2( ) Probably enlist, 4( ) Definitely not enlist?

9( ) Don't know

° S-
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24. A , long is the period of active duty for initial training when you join the
National Guard/Reserve?

27- It ) None 5( ) 13 mnths to 2 years
2 ) Less than 3 months 6( ) More than 2 years
3' )3 to 6 mnths 9( ) Do't know
4( )7 to 12 months

25. How likely would you be to enlist in the Guard/Reserve if you were to receive
(NA.NE ITEM) - would you definitely enlist, probably enlist, probably not enlist,
or definitely not enlist?

ENLIST NT ENLIST
Definitely Probably r fite

a. A $1,00bonus1(2) 3) 4)
b. A $1,500 bonus I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
c. A $2,000 bonus l() 2() 3() 4() 9(

26a. Do you think it would help you in a civilian job if you were to be a member of

the National Guard or the Reserves?

31- 1( ) Yes 2( )No 9( ) Don't know

26b. Do you think an employe- wuld hold a job for saneone who was away in active duty
training with the National Guard or the Reserves for 3 to 6 months?

3%- l( )Yes 2( )No 9( )Don't know

- 26c. If an employer did hold a position open, would the employee lose all of his or
her seniority from a company during the training period for the National Guard
or the Reserves?

35- 1( ) Yes 2( ) No 9( ) Don't know

.. IF RESPONDNT IS NOT EfPLOYED (Q. 7a, PAGE 2), SKIP TO Q. 28.

27a. IF RESPONDENT IS EMPLOYED:
tIes your ccnpany have a specific policy about National Guard or Reserves
participation?

3 - 1( )Yes 9( )Don't know
2( )No 0 ( ) Not applicable

27T. With regard to Guard/Reserve participation, would you say the ccpany is;

35- l( ) Positive, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) Neutral, or O( ) Not applicable
3( ) Negative?

27c. Have you ever talked with any supervisor about canpany policy on this, or has any
supervisor ever talked with you?

- l( ) Yes 9( ) Don't know (#28 NEXT)
2( ) No (#28 NEXT) O( ) Not applicable

27d. IF YES:
Would you say your supervisor was:

37- 1( ) Positive, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) Neutral, or 0( ) Not applicable
3( ) Negative?

• .:." .: "o: -- :~~~~.. .. .. . . ....-.. " ." . . .. -.-. . ......... . . . .°.
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28. Now I'm going to read you a list of statements. As I read each one, please tell
me if you strongly agree with the statement, somewhat agree, neither agree nor
disagree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement. READ LIST.

AGREE DISAr EE
Strongly SanZvhat Neither Mi hatitrongly

a. It's important for our country to
be able to use militar force in
its relations with other countries. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) -3-3

b. I like to become involved in projects
in my comunity. ( ) 2() 3() 4() 5(-39

c. People look up to a person in the
uniform of the National Guard or
Reserves. ( ) 2() 3() 4( ) 5() -4)

d. It's more fun to play team sports
than individual sports. ( ) 2() 3() 4( ) 5( )-41

e. Our country is too militaristic. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-4
f. A nation should always be ready to

fight. 1( ) 2() 3() 4( ) 5( )-43
7. I like to belong to organizations

or- froups which help me find more
intcresting thirgs to do than
being on my own. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-44

L. I've always liked the idea of 0
wearing a uniform. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-45

i. The National Guard is a place to
meet good friends and make lasting
friendships. () 2() 3() 4( ) 5( )-46

J. It is unnecessary for us to spend
billions and billions of dollars each
year for military preparations. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-47

k. The National Guard and the Reserves
are highly respected in my community. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-4
M. The military life is a pretty lonelyone. U( 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( -49

r The Niational Guard or Reserves offers
an -)pportunity to become involved
in projects in nycommity. l() 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-59

:i. I would be proud to be a member of
the National Guard or Reserves. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) -51

,. In my spare time I prefer doing
things with others rather than
being by myself. l() 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-52

I7

I

• " .1
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- 29. Now I'd like you to think about a normal week in your life. About how often
do you get a chance to just relax for three or four hours in a row - to do
what you want without having to catch up on chores from your job or your home?
A ciance to do hat you want for a few hours at a stretch - without having
to take care of things or see pEople you don't want to? Would you say this
happens:

53- 1( ) Every week, 4( ) Hardly ever, or
2( ) Almost every week, 5( ) Never?
3( ) Once or twice a month, 9( ) Don't know - -

- 31. When you do have a chance to do what you want, what sorts of activities do you

like? As I read each of these activities, tell me if it is something you like
verv much, something you like a little bit, something you don't particularly
care about one way or the other, or something you dislike altogether. MD LIST

LIKE Don't DK/
Very Particularly Never
Much A Little Care About Dislike Tried

ba. Snow skiing 1( ) 2( )3( )4( ) 9( ) -

- b. Volleyball 1( ) 2( ) 3() 4()
c. Mheal pre3aration 1( ) 2() 3() 4() 9(
d. Reading a novel l( ) 2() 3( ) 4() 9(

_ e. Fishing 1() 2() 3() 4() 9(
f. Gardening 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )

g. Watching a football gare l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )
h. Reading about medicine l() 2() 3() 4() 9(
i. Dining cut I() 2() 3() 4() 9(

j. Participating in religiousactivities 1() 2( )3( )4( ) 9()

k. Eoing crossword puzzles I() 2() 3() 4() 9()
i. Etudying the stock market l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-

m. eading about foreign countries 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-

n. Eunting l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(

o. Going to a movie l( ) 2() 3( ) 4() 3
L p. Visiting friends l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(

q. Fi.ing up a car or motorcycle 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )

r. Working with a youth group 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )

s. Playing cards with friends 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )

". t. Going to a disco l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )
u. Working for a political or

social cause l() 2() 3() 4() 9( )_4

v. Camping out l() 2() 3() 4() 9(

w. Shooting the breeze with friends l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( ) 5

77-79

1-4 (DUP)

.. . .. . . L". ..



31. Now I want YOU to think of the various things you maight try or look into during
the next six months. As I read each of the following, please tell me whether
it is something you feel you are very likely to do in the next six months, somewhat
likely to do, might or might not do, are somewhat unlikely to do, or are very
unlikely to do. READ LIST

LIKE Y UNLIKELY Don't
Very Somewhat Neither Somewhat Very 'Know

a. Send for literature about the
- military forces. I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-5
b. Talk to a recruiter for one of

the military services. 1() 2() 3() 4() 5( )9( )-6
c. Look for a job, or look to change

jobs. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-7
d. Take a physical or written test

for military service. I( ) 2() 3() 4() 5( 9( )-3
e. Look for a way to change the

routine in your life. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-9
f. Look for a way to make same extra

money in your spare time. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )9( )-19

3. Peopi- 'vc various reasons for wanting to do different things with their spare

time. :., I retd each. of the following, please tell me ho' important or unimportant
thl rea--n would be tc, >ou personally for deciding to do a particular thing --
wuld it be very important, somewhat important, neither important nor unimportant,
someviat unimportant, or very unimportant to you personally. READ LIST

IMPOrTAT UNIMPORTANT Don' t
Very Somewtiat Neither Somewhat Ver y Know

a. Developing a sense of discipline. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-11
b. The opportunity to serve my

ccmmnity. l( ) 2() 3() 4() 5() 9()-1
c. Gaining recognition and status. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9(
d. Leamring anew trade or specialty. I( 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9()-1 "
e. Learning leadership skills. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )!5

jZ f. Meeting new kinds of people. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-I6

33. Sow as I read you this list of statements again, please tell me if you think you
would be more likely to accomplish each if you enlisted in the National Guard or

Reserves, or more likely to acoonplish it by some other part-time job or activity.
Would the National Guard or the Reserves - or another job or activity be much more
likely, or sometat more likely to offer: READ LIST Other Part-Time

Guard/Reserves Job/Activity Don't
Much Somewhat Neither Somewhat Much Know

a. Develoing a sense of discipline. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-17
b. The op! -)rtun v to serve my

c. ,iinin. recn, in and status. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-'
d. :earni. a new trade or specialty. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9(

e. .,arni., leadership skills. l() 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )9( )-
f. k1etin, new kinds of people. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9(

I/

............................
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34. If you were to join the National Guard or the Reserves, would the following things be
likely or unlikely to occur? As I read each stateent, please tell me betber it
would be likely to occur or unlikely to occur? READ LIST.

M~ OCIWR IX/
Likely Unlikely Nat Sure

- a. Not being able to earn extra mney. 1() 2() 9( )-2
b. Losing a chance to progress toward a

solid job and job security. 1( ) 2( ) 9( )-24
, c. ngaging in exciting and adventurous

activities. () 2() 9( )-25
d. Taking too mnuch time way from your

family during drills. U( 2() 9()2
e. eing with "losers." () 2() 9()27
f. Taking too much time aay frm your

personal and social activities. ( ) 2( ) 9( )-28
g. Having military supervisors who would

hassle or harrass you. 1() 2() 9-2
k. Having a chance to show your abilities. ( ) 2( )
L. Having problems with your job because

of National Guard or Reserve obligations. 1( ) 2( ) 9( )-3]
j. Learning self-discipline. ( ) 2( ) 9(
k. Getting a chance to travel. 1( ) 2( ) 9(
1. Having a job that's not too demanding. ( ) 2( ) 9(
M. Losing a chance for educational progress. ( ) 2( ) 9(
n. Not having nuch spare time. U( ) 2( )9(
o. Obtaining useful training. 1( ) 2( ) 9(

35. Now as I read each of these statements again, please tell me whether it Is scxethin
you'd like very much, sonething you'd like snewhat, something you'd dislike somewhat,
sxrething you'd dislike very much, or something you'd neither like nor dislike. RAD LIST.

LIKE DISLIKE
Very Smewhat Neither Somewhat Very .

a. Not being able to earn extra monev. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-38
b. Losing a chance to progress toward a

- slid job and Job security. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) ( ) 9( )-39
c. Engaging in exciting and adventurous

activities. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-40
d. Taking too mch time maay from your

family during &ills. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( 5 ( 9 ( -41e. Being with "losers." 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) X( 9( )-4
f. Taking tx) much time away from your

- personal and social activities. 3( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-43
C. Having military supervisors who would

bassle or harrass you. 1() 2() 3() 4() 5( 9()_...
_ h. Having a chance to show your abilities. 1() 2() 3() 4() 5( 9( )4i. Having problems with your jobbeas

of National GuarM or Reserve
obligations. 1() 2() 3() 4() 5( 9()-46

- a. Learning self-discipline. 1() 2() 3() 4( 5( 9( "4.
k. Getting achance to travel. 1() 2() 3() 4() 5( 9( .4~
1. Having a job that's not too demanding. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( 5( 9( -.4,
m. Losing a chance for educational

progress. P() 2() 3() 4() 5() 9( 5 )
n. Not havingn uch spar time. 1() 2() 3() 4() 5() 9( -
o. Obtaining useful training. 1( 2( 3( 4( 5( 9(



36a. A nurTber of people have been discussing a law requiring all men to register for
the draft, when they are 18 years old. Hov would you personally feel about such
a requirement, if it meant only that the young men would have to register, but
there would be no draft unless there were a national emergency? W'ould you be:

53- 1( ) Strongly in favor, 4( ) Somewhat opposed, or
2( ) Somewhat in favor, 5( ) Strongly opposed?
3( ) Neither in favor nor opposed, 9( ) Don't know

"-36b. How uvuld you feel if the > quiraemnt applied not only to men at age 18, but also
to w men? If the requirenent were that all young people are required to register
but there would be no draft unless there were a national emergency, would you be:

54- ]( ) Strongly in favor, 4( ) Somewhat opposed, or
2( ) Somemhat in favor, 5( ) Strongly opposed?
3( ) Neither in favor nor opposed, 9( ) Don't know

36- How about draft registration, together with a requirement that all young people
would have to participate in some sort of national serice? If sore people could
choo-, to join sone conrunity service organization, such as Vi-_ta or the
Peace Corps, and those who wanted could choose the military forces, how would you
r.'cl to the requirement? Would you be:

S55.-n L in favor, 4( ) Somembat opposed, or
2( ) &.whaL ii, favor, 5( ) Strongly opposed?
3( ) Neither in favor nor opposed, 9( ) Don't know

36d. Finally, if you yourself had to register for a draft, and you knew soie people
would actually be drafted, would you:

56- 1( ) Join the Active Military,
2( ) Join the National Guard or the Reserves, or
3( ) Take your chances that you wouldn't be drafted?

( )Other__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

WRITE IN
9( ) Don't know

37. Would you say that military danger from other countries to the United States
righ" now is:

1( )Ver hiol, 3( ) Somewhat low, or57- 2( ) Somewhat high, 4( ) Very lo?
* 9( )Don't know

I

.............................................................
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3p. Noxv I'm going to read you one last list of statemnts. As I read each one, please
tell me if you strongly agree with the statement, somewhat agree, neither agree
nor disagree, somewhat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement. RAD LIST

AGREE DISA EE
Strongly Somehat Neither Somewhat Strongly

a. You can't trust the governmnent, because
their policies are always changing. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-53

b. There are too many choices a young
person has to make in today's world. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-59

c. Politicians and bureaucrats don't care
about the people they're supposed
to se ve. () 2() 3() 4( ) 5( )-69

d. ilitary officers don't care about the
people who have to serve under them. l( ) 2( ) 3( * 4( ) 5( )-61

e. My family sometimes doesn't understand
my style of life. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-62

f. You can't trust the military because
their policies are always changing. I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-63

g. There are very few jobs really %orth
doing. i( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-64

h. I feel ready to settle down. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-65
i. Wcwmen do not have the physical strength

and endurance to be military personnel. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-66
3. The military life is a good influence

on n)st young people. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-67
k. Wcrn think less clearly than nx-n,

and are more emotional. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-68
1. Wor*en in the National Guard or the

F--spres can fill a vital function

as members of combat-ready units. i( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-69
m. 'ir< en have a tougher time adjusting

to military life than do men. I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-70
n. Wnen in the military are less

feminine than other women. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) !5( -71
0. Fnxployers value people who have had

Imilitary training. I() 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-72
P. It's really important for wonen to have

the sam opportunities as men. 2( 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-73
F •

* IF RESIOSDE; IS MALE, SKIP T t40.

39a. IF ,ESINDTYT IS FU4 LE.
Row do you feel about Woren's Lib? Are you:

74- 1( ) Strongly in favor of it, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) Somehat in favor, O( ) Not applicable
3( ) SrxMat opposed, or
4( ) Strongly opposed to it?

39U. If you wre in th- military, would you personally want a job that has usually been
a main's?

75- ( ) Ye 9( ) Don't know
2( O( ) Not applicable

I '



40. How likely would you be to enlist in the Guard/Reserve if you were to receive
(NAME ITI) - would you definitely enlist, probably enlist, probably not enlist,
or definitely not enlist?

ENLIST NOT ENLIST Don't
UDefinitely Probably Prvbablv Definitely Know

a. Tuition assistance of $500 per year,
for up to 4 yearm. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )76

b. Tuition assistance of $750 per year,
for up to 4 years. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-77

c Tuition assistance of $1,000 per
year, for up to 4 years. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-73

41a. And nc' a few questions for classification purposes. ATe you living with your
parents?

79- l( )Yes 2( )No

4:. Are you: 30-(3); 1-4 (DUP)

1( ) Married, 3( ) Widowed, divorced, or (#41d NEMT)
2( ) Single, (04ld .NM) 4( ) Separated? (#42 NE-X)

4-.. IF N1KR 14
* Is v'our spouse workmji

1( ) Yes (#A- 2 2( ) No (p42 NEUT) 0( ) Not applicable

41 d. IF SINGIE, WIDOIWED, OR DIVOFRED IN #41b:
Are you planning to get married in the next 12 months?

7- 1( )Yes 9( ) Don't know
2( )No O( ) Not applicable

42. Do you own your own home?

1( ) Yes 2( )No

43 Whal was the last grade of school or college your father cpleted?

1( ) Less than high school graduate
2( ) High school graduate
3( ) Vocational/training school after high school
4( ) Sore college
5( ) College graduate or more

* £( ) Don't know

41a. DIr-ng ,v-t of your first ten years of life, did you live:

1on ) a farm, (#45a N=) 9( ) No one place (#45a NEXT)
2( ) In a toun,

In a suburb, or
S 4( ) In a city?

)b. App-oximal ely what -as its population?

1] I( ) Under 1,000 6( ) 500,000 to 999,999
2( ) 1,000 to 9,999 7( ) 1 million or over
3( ) 10,000 to 49,999 9( ) Don't know
,1( ) 50,000 to 99,999 0( ) Not applicable
7() 100,0W1 to 499,999

'.1j
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45a. Was your father a career military nan?

12- 1( ) Yes 2( )No #.45c
9( ) Don't know

45b. IF YES:
ItH, do you think he w -1d rate his militar, career - would you say he was:

13- 1( -) Very satisfied, 4( ) Some;hat dissatisfied, or
2( ) Somewhat satisfied, 5( ) Very dissatisfied?
3( ) Neither satisfied nor 9( ) Don't know

dissatisfied, 0( ) Not applicable

45d. Have any other close relatives been career military personnel?

14- 1( ) Yes 2( )No #46 T
9( ) Don't know

'5d. IF Y&S:
Who A-as that? CHECK ALL MDrIONED

5-1() Mother j 5( ) Spouse
2( ) Uncle or aunt - 6( ) Cousin

1- () Brother or sister - 7( ) Stepfather or stepmother
13- 4( ) Grandparent 24- 8( ) Father-in-law/nvther-in-law
9-- Other

25- O( ) Not applicable

4F. Wat u-as the last grade of school or college your mother completed?

16 l( ) Less than high school graduate
2( ) High school graduate
3( ) Vocationalitraining school after high school
4( ) Sone college
5( ) College graduate or more
9( ) Don't know

47. Excluding yourself, how many dependents do you have?

27- 1( ) None 4( )Three
2( )One 5( ) Four
3( )Tw 6( ) Five or more

49. During your high school years, would you say you were an:

2S- l( ) A student, 4( ) D student, or
2( ) B student, 5( ) F :.odent?

3( ) C student, 9( ) Don't know

49. Som people view the different components of the military as very similar and sane
people viev them as very different. Do you feel the (READ ITE11) are very similar to

- one another, somfewhat similar to one another, scmewhat different from one another,
or ver" different from one another? (DO NOT READ "DON'T 1O')

SIMILAR DIFFEENT Don't
Very Somevhat Somewhat Vey Know

a. National Guard and the Active Military l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )--.
b. Active Military and the Reserves 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-0
c. National Guard and the Reserves 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(

.............................................. .................. . .... . •
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50a, How many brothers and sisters do you have?

3.- 1( ) One 5( ) Five
2( )Two 6( ) Six or more
3( )Three O( ) Noml. (#51a NEX."T)

4( )Four

50b. How many are elder than you?

S 33- 1( )One 5( ) Five
2( )Tw 6( )Six or more

3( )Three 0( ) None
4( )Four 9( ) Not applicable

50c. Have any of your brothers or sisters served in tne military?

34- l( ) Yes 9( ) Don't knowm
2( )No 0( ) Not applicable

51a. I'd like you to think of your two best male friends and your 
twc. best female

friends. (PAUSE) Have any of them joined the military or talked recently about

going into the active military or the National Guard or Reserves?

35- i( )Yes 2( ) No (#52a NEXT)

51b. IF YES:
fow many of those friends joined?

) One 4( )Four3R-1(O( )None

2( )TWo 9( Not applicable
3( ) Three

52a. Now I'd like you to think about what those people who are closest to you might think

if you were to join the National Guard or the Reserves. Some people think about

their father, their mother, sisters or brothers, a husband or wife, best friends, or

about employers or coworkers. When you think about those who matter most to you,

do you think most would be very pleased, somewhat pleased, neither pleased nor

displeased, somewhat displeased, or very displeased if you were to enlist in the

" - National Guard or the Reserves?

1( ) Very pleased 4( ) Somewhat displeased
37- 2( ) Somewhat pleased 5( ) Very displeased

3( ) Neither pleased nor 9( ) Don't know
displeased

52b. Who ware you mostly thinking of when you answered just now? CI ALL MENIONED

3a:1( ) Mother 4 7( ) Coorkers

3 ( ) Father 4-8( ) Enployer
4 -3( ) Brother(s) !13-9( ) Teacher(s), coach(es)

4 -4 ) Sister(s) 49-1l( )Counselor(s)
" -5( ) Spouse .0-2( ) Best friend

j- 6( ) Child(ren) 1-3( ) Fiance(e) or steady
4 ) Other

4 WRITE IN

53. And just to be sure we are representing all groups in this survey, please tell me

whether you would describe yourself as:

( ) Hispanic ( ) Other
2( ) American Indian or Alaska Native WRITE IN
3( ) Black, not of Hispanic origin
4( ) Asian or Pacific Islander

* 5( ) White, not of Hispanic origin

L.
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54a. And last, what is your social security number? (IF CAN'T RPWIDBMi, ASIK .kNENT
'0 OBTAIN NO.)

53- l() - -
2( ) Can't remember and can't find -adily O TO RF _ 'DPENT NAWM, MTlZ
3( ) No social security number

4( )Refusal 954b MW
5( )Asks reasons

54b. We need this information for use in a study relating later enlistments in the
National Guard and Reserves to soe of the ideas we've been discussing in this
interview. (IF CAN'T RENUNBER, ASK RESPONDENT TO OBTAIN 1(Y.)

l()
2( ) Can't remember and can't find readily
3( ) No social security number
4( )Refusal
O( ) Not applicable

SS #: 55-

Iii

Interviewer: . .

66-_

67-79 ( )39 ( ) :
RESP ___E__ _ PHONE

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP_ _

INERVIEWER DATE__.___..,_

SAMPLE SB _ __'__

V-.
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Associates for Research in Behavior, Inc. October 1979
3401 .arket Street Job #8894
-Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 CMB #22-R0407

* TELZPM*\E _ID -"

. K'IS"h\ STUDY - VKETANS SAMPLE SC7RflYEER

Bello, I'm from Associates for Research in Behavior, a research copany in

Philadelphia. May I please speak ith (NAME ON CALL RECORD)?

IN -AqGET PERSON ANSW PHIXE, READ:
We are conducting a survey for the Federal Government and would like to have your opinion.

-IF SOS.n:j OTHER TIkN TARGET PERSON .XNS 'TRED, WHEN TART PERSON IS ON PHCNE TEAD:
MHello, I'm from, Associates for Research in Behavior, a research capany in

Philadelphia. We are conducting a survey for the Federal Government and would like to

-have 3orz opinion.

*la. Have you ever been ir. :i,, military service?

I( ) Yes 2( ) No (E INTERVIEW- OODE 8)

b. IF YES:
Are you currenTIy serving in the military?

I( ) Yes (E'mD INTERVIE-- ODDE 9) 2( ) No

C. IF. C:
Are you currently a member of the active reserves in paid drill status; that is,

going to night or weekend unit training asserblies and/or sumWer training camp?

1( )Yes (E\) IEVIEW-- CUE 10) 2( No

- OVER -

N_.

• .-M



VETEANS S-R'R - 2

Id. IF NO IN &1c:
For how Tmny mnths and years were you in the military service?

12- 1( ) Les, than 2 years (MD INTERVIEW--ODE 11) 4( ) 4 years- 4 yrs., 1) ros.
2( ) 2 years-- 2 yrs., 11 ms. 5( ) 5 years- 5 yrs., 11 mos.
3( ) 3 years-- 3 yrs., 11 ros. 6( ) 6 years or more ( INTVIE-

CODE 11)

e. In what month and year did you enter the military service? CHECK 'DNTh X, YEAR

( ) Before November 1973 (END) INIERVIEW-CODE 11)

( ) Novenber 1977 or later (EDT INTERVIE'--ODDE_ 11) IED 0: 1-
MOTH YEAR 2--

-13- 01( ) January 07( ) July 15- 3( ) 73 3-
14- 02( ) Februart, 08( ) August 4( ) 74 4_

03( ) M arch 09( ) Septenber 5' )75 S.A3 T. 5-
04( ) April 10( ) October 6( ) 76
05( ) May ll( ) Nove-,ber 7( ) 77
06( ) June 12( ) Decerber

f. In what rronth and year were you released fran the military service? C}=K MN'IH AND YEAR

( ) Before Noverber 1975 (END INTEpIVIEw-CODE 1) 16-

MOI'Nq YEAR 7 "

16- Ol( ) January 07( ) July 18- 4 ) 74-

17- 02( ) February 08( ) August 5( ) 75 9-

- 03( ) March 09( ) Septeber 6( ) 76 10-
04( ) April 10( ) October 7( ) 77 1i-
05( ) May ll( ) November 8( ) 78
06( ) June 12( ) December 9( ) 79

g, In what branch of the military did you serve?

i( ) Air Force 4( ) Marines
2( )Anny 5( )Na%-%'

* 3( )Coast Guard

b . How ol d are you?

20- Ol( ) 20 or under 06( ) 25 ll( ) 30 16( ) 35

21- 02( ) 21 07( ) 26 12( ) 31 17( ) 36
03( ) 22 08( ) 27 13( ) 32 18( ) 37
04( )23 09( )28 14( )33 19( )38
05( )24 10( )29 15( )34 20( )39

21( ) 40
22( ) 41 or over

i. What is the last year of school or college you oonpleted?

22- 1( ) Less than high school graduate 5( ) Two years of college
2( ) High school graduate 6( ) Three years of college
3( ) Vocational school/training after high school 7( ) Four years of college
4( ) One year of college 8( ) Post graduate work

J. CXK SEX: 24-
23- 1( )Male 2( )Female 25-

ADIRESS
CITY STATE ZIP_-
I rEV IDER DATE _______

SAMPLE - • -.N-



- Associates for Research in Behavior, Inc. October 1979
3401 M rre S-,tee Job # 8894
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 C MB #22-RD407

ENLIST2 STUDY - VEEaNS Sk2,SLE

Your household has been chosen by chance. Any inf rmation you give us is held completely
- confidential by our firm. Participation in the SLL-vey is voluntary and there uill be no

oonsequences for failure to respond to any particular questions.

2. Are you currently attending any type of school or college?

- I( ) Yes (#4 NT) 2( ) No

-3. IF NO:
Are you planning to attend any type of school or college in the next year or so?

27- 1( ) Yes 2( ) No (#7a 0}T) O( ) Not applicable

6A 4. IF YES IN# 2 OR #3:
1%hat type of school are you attending/planning to attend)

2( ) High school
23- 2( ) Vocational training school after high school (6a NEXT)

3( ) Two-year college (#6a NEXf)
4( ) Four-year college (#6a NMk )
5( ) Graduate or professional school (;3b NEXT)
9( ) Don't know (#7a NDT)
O( ) Not applicable

5a. IF HIGH SCHOOL:
Do you plan to go on to vocational training or college after high school?

29- 1( ) Yes (#7a .Y) 9( ) Don't know (#7a NEXT)
2( ) No O( ) Not applicable

5b. IF NO

Did you have technical training in high school - in shop courses, that is?
1( ) Yes 9( ) Don't kno' - NDT

32- 2( ) No a O( ) Not applicable

6a. IF OLLD OR VOCATIONAL TRALNING IN #4:
buw many courses are you taking/planning to take per semiester?

31- 1( )One 5( ) Five
2( )TWD 6( )Six or more
3( )Three 9( ) Don't know
4( )Four O( ) Not applicable

- 6b. What is/was/will be your major?

1( ) English: literature
2( ) Foreign language or literature
3( ) Psychology; sociology; anthropolog"
4( ) Economics; political science
5( ) Biology"
6( ) Mathematics; computer science; information science

7( ) Physics; chemistry
( ) Engineering: SPECIFY TYPE
( ) Duble major or other SPECIni

9( ) None; undecided; not sure
D)( ) Not applicable

..... ..--. . .. ... =-.... . .... .... :..,
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6c. Are you.'"ill you be using'did you use any kind of financial assistace'

34- I( ) Yes 9( ) Don't know.
2( )No 0( ) Not )plicable

7a. Are you currently employed outside your home?

35- 1( >'Yes 2( ) No (Oll N ')T)

7b. IF YTS:
About how big is the company you work for? Would you say that the total nu~er
of people who vrk for it is:

36- ( ) Just yourself, 5( ) 1,001 - 10,000, or
2( )2 - 0, 6( )More than 10,000?
3( ) 11 - 100, 9( ) Don't know
4( ) 101 - 1,000 0( ) Not applicable

7c. Now-, think about just the office or store or factory in which you yourself are
located. Are the number of people working there for your caMpany:

37 l( ) Just yourself, 5( ) 1,001 - 10,000, or
2( ) 2 - l0, 6( ) More than 10,00'7

-3( ) 11 1 00, 9( )Don't know ,

4( ) 101 - 1,000, 0( ) Not applicable

8a. Ho,.a manv hours a week do you regularly work?
_-__ IF 49 OR MPZ Q. 9 NK-

8b. T 48 OR F= HX-RS:
Have you been looking for a second job or another way to increase your incore?

_ ( )Yes 0( ) Not applicable
2( )No

9. Hok satisfied are you with your present job? Are you.

41- 1( ) Very satisfied, 3( ) Somewhat dissatisfied, or
2( ) Somewhat satisfied. 4( ) Very dissatisfied?

0( ) Not applicable

10. How long hax you been employed there?

42- 1( ) Less than 6 months 3( ) l - 5 years
2( ) 6 months- 11 months 4( ) More than 5 years

0( ) Not applicable

SKIP TO Q. 12 .

11. IF ' UT R -ENILY EDILOYED IN Q. 7a:
Are you looking for work"

1 43- l( )Yes 2( )No
0( ) Not applicable

12. How difficult do you think it is for someone in your type of work to find a job
unere you live? Is it:

44- l( ) Very difficult, 3( ) Somvwhat easy, or

2( ) Somewhat difficult, 4( ) Very easy?
• --- 9( )Don't know

.. .. .. ,., ., ..

.. .. .. .. .. .' .' - - .. *. . . ....-. ., -.- *-- - - ' ". ._ -.- ,' . . , -" ,_ - . .. , __'".* * * .*._,_" ".*v '*.-' '."."""" .' .
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13. Nov I'm going to read you a list of several things which young people your age might
do in the next few years. For each one I read, please tell me ham likely it is
that you will be doing that. For instance, how likely is it that you would be
(READ S"TATIE)? Would you say definte-, probably, probably not or definitely
not?

1X/
Probably Definitely lNot

Definitely Probabl v Not Not Sure

a. Working in a factory l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-45
b. Working at a desk in a business

office 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
c. Working as a salesperson 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-47

FR STATBE:\TrS d THRXH i, START WITH
STARRE IT2I FIPRST; BDTATE THR1U FDIAINDER.

d. Serving in the Army National Guard 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )A

e. Serving in the Air National Guard l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
f. Serving in the Army Reserve 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
g. Serving in the Air Force Reserve l(,) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
u. Serving in the Marine Corps Reserve 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
i. x,, ng in the Navy Reserve l() 2() 3() 4() 9(

STAMIN7 j IS ALWA' ASJQD LAST.

j. Serving in the active military 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-54

14. Have you ever:

a. Attended an open house for a National
Guard,/Reserve unit in your area" 1( ) Yes 2( ) -55

b. Gone to a recruiting center to talk

about joining the National Guard/Reserves" I() Yes 2( )No-5

- 15a A nu-t,..r of ads for the ilitar" concentrate on the jobs and the training available.
When vy u think of the National Guard or the Reserves, how true do you think thE ads
really are? Would you say the National Guard/Reserves offer:

57- 1( ) A great variety of jobs and training programs,
2( ) Some variety, but not great variety,
3( ) Only a little variety, or
4( ) Hardly any variety at all"
9( ) Don't know

15L. How about r a per.,-n like yourself -- dc. you think that, considering your skills
and your interests, you uoald find in the National Guard/Reserve:

53- 1( ) A great variety of jobs and training programs,
2( ) &ne variety, but not great variety,
3( ) Only a little variety, or
4( ) Hard'v an, wariety at aPl'
9( Don' l kov.

SJ

~~~~~~. ........................-................. : : ::::
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16Ia. Did you ever actually apply to join the National Guard or Reserves?

19 ( )Yes 2( ) No

* 16-b- ie current length of time for enlistment in the Guard/Reserve is six years.
*1k -likely would you be to enlist in the Guard/Reserve if you had to sign up f,r

2 years - uou1.d you:

50- l( ) Definitely enlist, 3( ) Probably not enlist, or
2( ) Probably enlist, 4( ) Definitely not enlist?

9( ) Don't 1ancW

17a. I'd like to change the topic now. I notice that you were in the (NAME SERICE
FTU-' SCTEEYR). Overall, how satisfied were you with the time you spent in the
(NAME! SERVICE) - were you:

1( ) Very satisfied, 4( )Somewhat dissatisfied, or
2( ) Somemtiat satisfied, 5( )Very dissatisfied with the
3( ) Neither satisfied nor service?

dissatisfied, 9( )Don't know

17b. Did you get the MDS or specialty or AFSC you wanted when youi joined the service?

5% l( ) Yes 2( )No

* 17c. How satisfied were you with your MOS or specialty or AFSC - were youi:

13 ( ) Very% satisfied, 4( ) Somewat dissatisfied, or
2 ) Scremhat satisfied, 5( ) Very dissatisfied with the -

3( )Neither satisfied nor service?
dissatisfied, 9( Don't know

18Ia. What was your grade when you left the service?

64- 2( )E-2 7( )E-7
3( )E-3 8( )E-8
4( )EA 9( )E-9
5( )E-5 0( Don't knc7P/reused (#21 NEr

]8b. IF F-2 OR HIGW. IN 018a:
Hbw long before you left the service was your last promot ion?

65- I( )Last week or two
2( )La-ct three mronths, but not last week or two
3( )Four to six mronths

4( )Seven to nine mo~nths
5( )Ten tol2 months #~ 20N~
6( )Ayear to ayear and ahalf
7( ) W-re than a year and a half

?()Don't know (*21 M=)
0( Not applicable
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19. IF SIX .ONTFHS OR LESS IN #,lSb
-- " Had you received the promrt ion earlier, would you have been more likely to stay

in the service?

I ( ) Yes 9( ) Don't kno' (#21 NEXZT)
- 2( ) No J O( ) Not applicable

20. IF SEVE MDN'TH3 'OR MORE IN #18b:
* -- Had you received a promotion more recently, would you have been more likely to

stay in the service?

67- 1( ) Yes 9( ) Don't know
- 2( ) No 0( ) Not applicable

- 21. In your opinion, how were women treated in the service? Would you say they were

treated

l( ) Better than men, 9( ) Don't knom
- 2( ) About the same as men, or

3( ) Worse than men?

22a. Do you remenber discussing the Guard/Reserve with a career counselor before you
left the service?

* 69- 1( ) Yes 2( )No
9( )Not sure

22b. IF T-S
About how long before you left the service was your first contact with him/her?

S 79- 1( )ast week or two
2( ) Last three months, but not last week or two
3( ) Four to six months
4( ) Seven to nine months
5( ) Ten to 12 months
6( )A year to a year and a half
7( )More than a year and a half

S -- 9( ) Don't knou
O( ) Not applicable

22c. Do you feel that your discussions with career counselors were helpful to you?

71- 1( ) Yes 9( ) Don't know
2( ) No O( ) Not applicable

..................... ...... _- ...... • .. '....-....'..-.'.", ....-. .,;
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23a. Do you feel your experience in the service has helped you in civilian life?

7?_ l( ) Yes 9( ) Don't know
2 )No

23b. Hobw useful has your ex rience in the service been since your return to civilian
life? Would you say it i-. been:

7 l( ) Very useful, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) Sonmewhat useful,
3( ) Slightly useful, or
4( ) Not at all useful?

23c. Have you done any of the following things since you left the service? RM LIST

a. Gon' back to school ( )Yes 2( )No -
b. Gotten married l( )Yes 2( )No-
c. Bought a home 1( ) Yes 2( ) No -

d. Had a child 1( ) Yes 2( ) No -
e. Taken out a bank loan, other than

*a hcrre rrurtgage loan 1( ) Yes 2( )No-7
f. Gotten divorced or separated 1( ) Yes 2( )No 1 )

23d. On the whole, how satisfied have you been with civilian life since you left the
service? Would you say you are.

5- 1( ) Very satisfied, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) Somewhat satisfied,
3( ) Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied,
4( ) Somewhat dissatisfied, or
5( ) Very dissatisfied?

24a. Do yoi renenber receiving any recruiting literature from the service since you left?

-( )Yes 2( )No 1 5N
9( ) Dn't know J

24b. IF YES:
How recently was that? Was it in the:

7- l( ) Last three months, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) Four to six months ago, O( ) Not applicable
3( Seven to nine months ago,
4( ) 10 to 12 months ago, or
5( )Wre than a vear ago'.

24c. Was that frcr the

8( ) Active forces, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) The G.ard/Reserve, or 0( ) Not applicable
3( ) Both"

24d. Did you read it?

1( )Yes 9( ) Don't recall
2( ) 0( ) Not applicable

6 -
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- 23. Ho likely vould you be to enlist in the Guard/Reserve if you were to receive
(NAM ITLV) -- would you definitely enlist, probably enlist, probably not enlist,
or dcfinite:y not enlistU

r 7_- S-. NXENIST

Di _nitely Probably Probaly Definitely D*

a. A $1,000 bonus l( 2( ) 3( ) 4( )
b. A $1,500 bons 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )
c. A $2,000 bonus 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )

26a. Do you think it would help you in a ci :Aian job if you were to be a mffber of

the National Guard or the Reseves)

13- l( )Yes 2( )N 9( ) Don't knou

26b. Do you think an e-:',:over would hold a job for someone whoc wa:. away in active duty
train.ng wiTh the National Guard or the Reserves for 3 to 6 months?

14- ( )Yes 2( )Nc 9( ) Don't k ow

26c. 'r tm e.ver did hold a position open, would the employee lose all of his or
her se.r...cr fror a carpany during the training period for the National Guard
or the Reserves'

15- 1( ) Yes 2% } N. 9( ) Don t know

IF RESPOTND,77 1S D)LOY- (Q. 7a, PAGE 2), SKIP M Q. 28.

27a. IF RES?.'©=E IS E\DL=DYD
- Does your carpan, have a specific pol-i';, about National Guard or Reserves

participation'

* - 1( )Ye- 9 ( ) Don't knvow
2: ).Nc O ( ) Not applicable

27b. W :th regard tc Guard 'P 'rve paricipation, would you say the company is:
....l 9( Don' t know

17- 1( ) 9.... .
2( ) Neu, r- or O( ) Not applicable
3( ) Nega::ve

27c Have vo'u ever talked with any supervisor about cmpany policy on this, or has any
7 ne-.,isor ever talked "at, you"

-) Ye 9, ) Don't know (#28 N=)
s..' N)o ("28 MT, 0 ( ) Noi applicable

27d. IF YTE.
Would you s. vour supervasr

1( ),:-Ve, 9( ) Don't imcm
2( Ne.tra. or 0( )Nt applicable
3 ( Negat ix

... •,. -.. ............... . •..-.... .. .. .. ............... ...... . •-
-" ,_" ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.UL ... ._ . :..-........ ....... "-.. -.. ". ..... -..-.. . .. .-...*.'. "..-,. -. . ."- .. ..-.-.- .. , .-. -. -- ,-.,
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2E. .c I'm going to read you a list of staterents. As I read each one, please teil
rr if you strongly agree with the statemient, somerhat agree, neither agree nor
disagree, sar'Ahat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement. READ LIST.

A. 7E DISAGREE
Strongly a Neither Sanewhat Strongly

a. It's important for our country to
be able to use military force in
its relations with other countries. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-20

b. I like to become involved in projects
in r7,. ccrrrinity. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-21

-- c. People look up to a person in the
uniform of the National Guard or
Reserves. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-Z

d, It's more fun to play team sports
than individual sports. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5(

e . Our ,country is too militaristic. i( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( 4-
f. A nation shoild alAys be ready to
e. o( ) 2() 3() 4() 5( )-25

g. I like to belong to organizations
or g-roups which help me find more
interesting things to do than
being on my own. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-26

h. i'vc always liked the idea of
wearLng a unifor... 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-27

i. The National Guard is a place to
me- good friends and make lasting

friendships. I( 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-23.
j. It is unnecessar" for us to spend

billions and billions of dollars each
year for nitary preparations. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-f9

k. The National Guard and the Reserves
are highly respected in m- conrunity. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-30

1. The rnrlitar: life is a pretty lonely
one. l( 2() 3() 4() 5( )-31

r. The National Guard or Reserves offers
an opportuLnity to become involved
in projects in my cofrrrnitv. l( 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-32

n. I wDuld be proud to be a nmeber of
the National Guard or Reserves. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-33

o. In r ," spare timey I prefer doing

thingtg wit. others rather than
being by n.-self. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-311

-'-"--

. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . r]
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S - -29. Now I'd like you to think about a normal week in your life. About bow often
do you get a chance to just relax for three or four hours in a row - to do
what you want without having to catch up on chores from your job or your horm?
A c, ance to do what you nt for a few hours at a stretch - without having
to t-ke care of things or see people you don't want to? Would you say this
happens:

35- 1( ) Every week, 4( ) Hardly ever, or
2( ) Almost every wee'. 5( ) Never?
3( ) Once or twice a mxonth, 9( ) Don't kncm.

-3:. Whben you do have a chance to do what you want, what sorts of activities do you
like? As I read each of these activities, tell rm if it is something you like
very much, something you like a little bit, something you don't particularly
care about one way or the other, or something you dislike altogether. READ IUST

LIKE Don' t DK/
Ven- Part icularl; Never

Much A Little Care About Dislike Tried
a. lz-' skiing 1( ) 2( ) 3( )4( ) 9( -6"

b. Volleyball 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9()-3ic. Meal prep)aration 1( ) 2( )3( )4( ) 9( -

d. Reading a novel 1() 2() 3() 4() 9(
e. Fishing l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
f. Gardening 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( ).L
g. Watching a football gae 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-L2
h. Reading about medicine l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-43

- i. Dining out 1() 2() 3() 4() 9( )-414
j. Participating in religious

activities 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )- 5
k. Doing crossword puzzles l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4() 9()46
1. Studying the stock market 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-47
m. Reading about foreign countries 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( )-4
n. Hunting 1( 2( 3( 4(
o. Going to a movie () 2() 3() 4() 9(-
p. Visiting friends 1() 2() 3() 4() 9(

q. Fixing up a car or motorcycle l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-
". r. Working with a youth group 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-

S. Playing cards with friends 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
t. Going to a disco 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9(
u. Wurking for a political or

social cause i( ) 2() 3( ) 4() 9( )-56
v. Campinp out 1( 2( )3( )4( ) 9(

v. Shooting the breeze w-ith friends I( 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )3

7-.

"p 
-
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31. Now I %ant you to think of the various things you might try or look into during
the next six months. As I read each of the following, please tell me whether
it is something you feel you are very likely to do in the next six months, somewhat
likely to do, might or might not do, are somewhat unlikely to do, or are very
unlikely to do. 1E4_D LIST

LIKELY UNLIK "7Y Doa't

VerySomewhat Neither Somewhat ! X10w

a. Send for literature about the
malitary forces. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-59

b. Talk to a recruiter for one of
the military services. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-59

c. Look for a job, or look to change
jobs. 1() 2() 3( ) 4( ) ) 9( ) -61

d. Take a physical or written test
for military service. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-62

e. Look for a way to change the
r routine in your life. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-63

f. Look for a way to make some extra
money in your spare time. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-64

32. People give various reasons for wanting to do different things with their spare
time. As I read each of the following, please tell me how important or unimportant
the reason uould be to you personally for deciding to do a particular thing -
would it be very important, somewhat important, neither important nor unimportant,
son*htat unimportant, or very uninportant to you personally. READ LIST

IMPORTAN'T tN IORTANT Do' t
Very Somexhat Neither Somehat Ver Know

a. Developing a sense of discipline. i( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-65
b. The opportunity to serve mycmmunity. I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5() 9( ) "(

c. Gaining recognition and status. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5() 9( -67
d. Learning a new trade or specialty. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9(
e. Learning leadership skills. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5() 9( '
f. Meeting new kinds of people. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9(

33. N' as I read you this list of statements again, please tell me if you think you
vould be more likely to accaplish each if you enlisted in the National Guard or
Reserves, or more likely to accrlish it by scme other part-time job or activity.
Wold the 7,ational Guard or the Reserves - or another job or activity be much more
likely, or sonewhat more likely to offer: READ LIST Other Part-Time

Guard/Reserves Job/Activity Dn't
Ntich Somethat Neither Somewat Much Know

a. Developing a sense of discipline. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5() 9( )_71
b. The opportunity to serve my

cmnmnity. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9(
c. Gaining recognition and status. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) .4( ) 5( ) 9().
d. Learning a new trade or specialty. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-7L
e. Learning leadership skills. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( ,-."

f. Meeting new kinds of people. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5() 9(

]p)
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34. If you wre to join the National Guard or the Reserves, would the following things be
likely or unlikely to occur? As I read each statement, please tell me whether it
woald be likely to occur or unl ikely to occur? READ LIST.

TO OCU DK/
Likely Unlikely Not Sure

a. ,Not being able tc earn extra money. ( ) 2( ) 9( ) -5
- b. Losing a chance to progress oward a

solid job and job security. U( ) 2( ) 9( ) -6
c. Engaging in exciting and adventurous

activities. U 2( 9(
d. Taking too much time away from your

family during drills. V) 2() 9(
e. Being with "losers." U) 2() 9( -9
f. Taking too mch time away from your

personal and social activities. 1( ) 2( ) 9( )-1D
g. Having military supervisors who would

_ hassle or harrass you. ( ) 2( ) 9( )-.
b Having a chance to show your abilities. i( ) 2( ) 9( )-2
1. !Iving problems with your job because

of National Guard or Reserve obligations. 1( ) 2( ) 9( )-
J. Learning self--discip2ine. V) 2( ) 9(
k. Getting a chance to travel. ( ) 2( ) 9( )-.
1. Havig a job that's not too demanding. l( ) 2( ) 9( )-
m. Losing a chance for educational progress. ( ) 2( ) 9( )-
n. Not having much spare time l( ) 2( ) 9(
o. Obtaining useful training. ( ) 2( ) 9( )-

35. Now as I read each of these statements again, please tell me whether it is something
you'd like veryt much, something you'd like somewhat, something you'd dislike scmwhat,
sething you'd dislike very much, or something you'd neither like nor dislike. READ LIST.

Very Sewhat Neither Somewhat Very DK

a. Not being able to earn extra monev. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-20
b. Losing a chance to progress toward a

solid job and job security. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-21
c. Engaging in exciting and adventurous

activities. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-22

d. Taking too much time away from your
fau'ly during drills. i( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( 9(

e. Being sith "losers." 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9(
f. Taking tcn much time away from your

personal and social activities. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-25
g. Having military supervisors who would

hassleorharrassyou. i() 2() 3( ) 4() 5() 9()-2
h. Having a chance to show your abilities. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9()-27
i. Having problems wvrth your job because

of National Guard or Reserve
obligations. 1C) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )9( )2

J. Learning self-discipline. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )9(

k. Getting a chance to travel. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9(
1. Having a job that's not too demanding. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )
m. Losing a chance for educational

A~Progress. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )9( )3
n. Not having much spare time. 1() 2() 3() 4() 5( ) 9(
o. Obtaining useful training. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-5-

..................................... ..........-,.,_.....,.....,.......,.......-,...::;;.;:...........-:: ...... , -;........................



-12-K 56a. A nu'rer of people have been discussing a law requiring all men to register for

the draft, when they are 18 years old. How would you personally feel about such
a requirement, if it meant only that the young men would have to register, butthere would be no draft unless there 'ere a national emergency? Would you be:

j 35- 1( ) Strongly in favor, 4( ) Sonewhat opposed, or
, 2( ) Somehat in favor, 5( ) Strongly opposed?

3( ) Neither in favor nor opposed, 9( ) Don't knou

36b. ]' -would you feel if the requirement applied not only to men at age 18, but also
to women? If the requirement were that all young people are required to register
but there would be no draft unless there were a national emergency, would you be:

36- 1( ) Strongly in favor, 4( ) Sonewhat opposed, or2( ) Somewhat in favor, 5( ) Strongly opposed?
3( ) Neither in favor nor opposed, 9( ) Don't k-nOw

36c. Ho about draft registration, together with a requirement that all young people
*would have to participate in sone sort of national service? If sar people oould

choose to join some comrunity service organization, such as Vista or the
Peace Corps, and those who wanted could choose the military forces, how would you
react to the requirement? Would you be:

1( ) Strongly in favor, 4( ) Scnmewhat opposed, or37- 2( ) So!.vtat in favor, 5( ) Strongly opposed?
3( ) Neither in favor nor opposed, 9( ) Don't know

37. Would you say that military danger from other countries to the United States
righ, now is:

33- 1( ) Very high, 3( ) Saewhat low, or
- 2( ) Sometat high, 4( ) Very lcm?9( )Don't know

Si

:I
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3; 3,. NcA I'm goin to rea! yc, on. lar * lisl of stat(eants. kAs I read each one, pletse
tell rv ii Yc2 S-trorgl\ . e, 'ith th, .staerrTnt, sorr'w agree, neithcr agre-
nor di -arree, sorxa-a d.sae., or strripg]v dis agree ith the staterent. READ LIST

AG-__ __ DISAGREE
Strong.:. So'' Neither Scrntiat Strongly

a. You ca,'t trust the g-ve-Tr-kent, bcaust
their policies are alwa s injt~g !( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-39

b. There are too man: chic. s a young
perso. has to make in tcday's world. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-43

c. Politicians and bureaucr.ts don't cart
about the people the'' r. supposed
to se ,e. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )--41

d. Militarv officers don't care about the
people whfo have to se.- ander th. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-2

e. Mv fa.ily sooeti-es doesn't understand
my style of life. 1( ) 2( ) 3( 4( ) 5( )-43

f. You can't trust the mtilitarv" because
their policies are alka'.-s changing. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-44

g. '. - are ver" fleK jobs really worth
doing. h( ) 2() 3( ) 4( ) -45h. I fee', ready- to se t*- - d- kn, 1( 2( () 4.) .()

i. Womr do no, have the physical strength
and endurance to be nitar - personnel. 1( 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-47

-- 7he military life is a gxd influence
on most young peop.le l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) <( )-44

k. Womn think less clearly than nen,
and are more emtiorl. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-49

1. Waren in the National Guard or the
Reserves can fill a vital function
as mwrers of corribat-ready units. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-50

M. Wcrnen have a tougher tire adjust ing-
to military life than do tren. 1( 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-51

n Women in the military are less
fer-nine than other moren. 1( 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-52

C E'pl(c -ers v:,lue people who have had.
mil -ary training. 1( 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-57

I It's -eally irportamn f r wrmen to havf
the -;ane oportunities as men. l( 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( )-54

IF 1a I S1DE K IS . 7LE, SKIP TO -"40.

39. IF FmsJoF,.iET IS FL ,.
How d.- you feel about WcTren's Lib? ArE you

1- ( ) Strong]% in favor of it, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) Sonhat in favor, 0( ) Not applicable

3( ) SorepAhat opposed, or

4( ) Strongply opposed to it.

3.When you were in the mlitary did youi personall% want a job that has usually been
a man's?
56- 1( ) Yes 9( ) Don't know (#40 N L-T)

2( ) No (=40 CN-) 0( ) Not applicable

3! IF Y 1..
Did -.)u get it?

57- 1( ) Yes 0( ) Not applicable
2( )--
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40. How likely would you be to enlist in the Guard,'Re-serve if you were to receive
(\AKE ITO!) - would you definitely enlist, probably enlist, probably not enlist,
or definitely not enlist?

_______ rIi ENLIST Don
Definitelv Probably Probablv Definitel',: Kn

a. Tuition assistance of $500 per year,
for up to 4 years. 1() 2() 3() 4()

b. Tuition assistance of $75 per year,
for up to 4 years. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )..

c. Tuition assistance of $1,000 per
year, for up to 4 yearS. i( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )

41a. And nmv a few questions for cla.-sification p-poses. Are you living with your

parents?

61- 1( ) Yes 2( )No

41b. Ar- you:

1( ) ar-ried, 3( ) Wido d, divorced, or (041d N'X)
*2- 2( ) Single, (,'c! N.- 4( ) Separated? (&42 \'T)

41c. IF .ARPAF
Is your six.use working'

63- 1( ) Yes '- __- N (-'4 T'U'_) 0( ) Not applicable

4 1d . IF SrNG _ , W K D , E. O : D IVJ - I . .- ...

Are you plannin: to gr,! married in the ne. 12 months"

4- / ) Yes 9( ) Don't kno
2( ) N- 0( ) Not applicable

Do you owr your own hrTr,
-)

65;- l ) Ye. 2( )No

43. What wa t.he lat grad_ of schcul or cDllege your father coipleted?

2( ) Less than high school graduate
2, ) High schoxol graduate
3( Vocational/training school after high school
4( ) Sorre col legr
5( ) College graduate or more
9 ) Don't kr~o;

44 Drmn rr,: of your first tien years of life, did you live:

I )6r, a f a,,, (=-5a N_\) 9( ) No one place (#45a NEXT)
2 ) In a to..,
3. ) In a suburb, or
4( ) In a ci'

41b. Approximte'y ,,iat was itF ;-.pulation ..

6_ l( ) Under 1,00Y j( ) 5OO,C(Yh to 999,999
2( ) 1,0( ) to 9.,' 7( ) r-illion or over
3 ) 1O,0(Y) to 49.),', 9 ) Ibon't know
4( ) 50",- to 99,99J 0( ) Not applicable
5( ) 10(, '1) to 4 .,999

." - -



4 5a. Was your father a career rilatary nm."

KR9- l( ) Yes: 2( ) No 1.#45C h=
ri9( ) Donr't know -

45b. FYS
-Lm. do you think he would rate his military- career -would you say he was.

1( )Very satisfipd, 4( ) Scr-,ev tat dissatisfied, or
2( Some~kat sat'sfied, 5( ) Very dissatisfied?
3( )Neither satisfied nor 9( )Don't know

dissatisfied, 0( )Not applicable

45~d. Have any other close relatives beer career military personnel?

71 ()Ys2( )No -#46 NEX7

-d5d. IF I': 72-79 (o); 8-0 (3); 1--" (Dup) 9 Do' I or tpmte

43. Whatclge of cho orm colg you Cuthrinplt

16,- 1 ) Less than high school graduate
2( ) High school graduate
3() Vocational/training school after high school
4()Some college
5()College graduate or more

9( Don't knmk

-47. Ecuigyourself, how many dependents do you have?

17 ( )None 4( )Three
2( )On(- 5( )Four
3( ) 6( )Fi ve or mrore

4S. Luring your high school y'ears, would you say you were an:

131( )A student, 4( ) D student, or
2( )B student, 5( ) F student?
3( )C student, 9( ) Don't know

49. Sorr*- people vie-w the different components of the military as very similar and scrre
people view th-r as very different. Do you feel the (READ ITDI) are very simidlar to
one another, sompeeMat siilar to one another, somiewhat different from one another,
or ver: different from one another? (DO) NOT READ "DON'T KNOW)

SIMILAR DIFFERIT Don't
Verv SmtAtt SrnPEwhat Very K~now

a. National Guard and the Active Military 1( 2( ) 3( ) 4( )9( )1
*b. Active Military and the Reserves 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( )9(

-. c. National Guard and the Reserves l() 2( ) 3( 4 ( 9(-2

............
....... ...... ...... - . -- Z..S' . . . .
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50a. How many brothers and sisters do you have?

22- 1( )one 5( ) Five
2( )Two 6( )Six or mre
3( )Three 0( ) None (#51a ND7T)
- .. ) Four

50b. Ho many are older than you?

23- 1( )One 5( ) Five
2( )Two 6( )Six or mre
3( )Three 0( ) None
4( ) Fo.r  9( ) Not applicable

50c. Have any of your brothers or sisters served in tne military?

24- 1( ) Yes 9( ) Don't kow
2f ) N(, O( ) Not applicable

51a. I'd like you to think of your two best male friends and your two best ferale
friends. (PAUSE) Have any of them joined the military or talked recently about
going into the active military or the National Guard or Reserves?

25- 1( ) Yes 2( ) No (#52a NEXT)

51b. IF YES:
How ran. of t'.ose friends joined)

26- 1( )One 4( ) Four
2( OTu, 0( ) None
3( )Three 9( ) Not applicable

52a. Nc I'd like you to think about what those people who are closest to you might think
if you were to join the National Guard or the Reserves. Scme people think about
their father, their mther, sisters or brothers, a husband or wife, best friends, or
about eiplovers or coworkers. When you think about those who matter most to you,
do you think most would be very pleased, sommhat pleased, neither pleased nor
displeased, sonem~tat displeased, or very displeased if you were to enlist in the
National Guard or the Reserves?

27- 1( ) Ver" pleased 4( ) Somehat displeased
2( ) Somewhat pleased 5( ) Very displeased
3 ) Neither pleased nor 9( ) Don't know

displeased

52b. Who were you mosztlv thinking of when you answered just now' CHDK ALL FE2N'rIONM

-l( ) Mother 3 -7( ) Coworkers
-2( ) Father 8( ) E loyer

39- 3( ) Brother(s) 9( ) Teacher(s), coach(es)
31-4( ) Sister(s) l( ) Counselor(s)
32- 5( ) Spo s Lf- 2( ) Best friend
33- 6( ) a.-ld(rer,) 41- 3( ) Fiance(e) or steady
7V1-() Other33- W I TE IN

53. And just t) be sure we are r-presenting all eroups in this survey, please tell me
whethr you would describe yourself as:

4?2- 1( ) Hispanic ( ) Other_ _ _ _
2( ) American Indian or Alaska Native PJMTE IN
3( ) Black, not of Hispanic origin
4( ) Asian or Pacific Islander

... .,. .. . . :. . .-. .. ... .... . . .. . . . . .. -
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54a. knd, next to laqsl, wfit i- ynur social security number? (IF CAN'T REdABU , ASK
RESPONDEN T TO OPTA I NMY~.)

43- l() - - -
2( ) Can L rem ber and can't find readly 055axN
3( )No social secu:rit\ nunier " """
4( ) Refusal 54b NKNZ

5( ) Asks reasons

54b. We need this infonat ion for use in a study relating later enlistments in the
National Guard and Reserves to some of the ideas we've been discussing in this
interview. (IF CAN'T REME BER, ASK RESPO.DNF ID OBTAIN .JW.)

44- ( ) - - _ _ _ _

2( ) Can't remeber and can't find readily
3( ) No social security number
4( ) Refusal
O( ) Not applicable

. 55a. Have you tried to find out if there is a Guard/Reserve unit close enough for you
to join?

L5- 1( )Yes 2( ) No (GO TO RESIONDEr'T NVEE, EC.)

55b. IF YES:
Is there one close enough for you to join"

46- 1( ) Yes 2( ) No GO MI3 RESPOIF D
0( ) Not applicablej NAME, ETC.

55c. IF YES:

Does it have an opening for soreone wiih your skills or training?

47- 1( ) Yes 9( ) Don't know
2( )0. O( ) Not applicable P

- SS# 43- INERVIEWER:

* -. 63-79 (o)

56--

RESTPONDL'T_ PHONE _"

AIDRESS_ _-.."

CITY -- STATE_ ZIP

INTERV I EWE__ DATE_•__..

SAMPLE SEMtY ___ _____

.. ... ".

:: -- -. :--L-.- .::...;:..I:-.. ./'-. ..-.-...v -.. -. . -v v . -- . -. . - .. -.. -.- - - .- . . .. . . .- "----
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Associates for Pesearch in Behavior, Inc. February 19O
3401 Market Street Job 4
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 C3E #2-407

L, NGI1'LMMAL FDIDW-1 S=DY - 9CIrR

!('S E SD 11 (RMORD FF01 -ALL RII SKT):

1. Bello, my I please spea;k to (NAE PERSJ)?

1( )Yes 2( ) No (#3 T)

2. -N RExCaE7 rSO PHIY1, BE73TN rHE WHIT 7Jt UrlAIRE (4 0W3MtDIAL ~FOLW.-
- u =I0ZAIRZ - TA T RSPOND T).

3. IF RESMUW , T .NAVA T.A.E
- I'm f:c, Associates for Research in Behavior. (NkA.%E PERSON) participated

in oL - stud:, las-t year and we are trying to locate himrer to obtain additional
1iqortant information. Wes (NAM PERSON) still live here?

l( )Yes
2 ( )No (*4b .NM7 )

3( ) Refus-s to cooperate (E) INElWIEV;- COIE 7; SPECIFY 'tIN(XC ")
4a. IF YES.

- When vuald be a good tine for us to call back to talk to hir/her? REORD DAT AND
TIr FDR CXABAC: TO H MADE ONl CALL RECORD SHEET. SKIP TO Q. 5.

- 4b. IF 11 TO 03
Wze:e could (\4A2 PERSN) be reached'

N PHDXkY
ADMES

CI TY SATE ZIP

I( ) Adress unncKn 7 Q. 5 N=
2( ) Person refuses to give information

.5. Just :.n caselsince we cannot get hold of him/her, I wuld like to ask you for
currvrt infc xtion on (NAN PERSON) - it won't take more than 3 minutes of your
time.

*EE-."XTN IW =_.!1TY 7 = (W QES'TICA .IT ("W%.ID AL F U '-UP ("-TICAIIR -
RE, TIVE OF RXS'7").

l( ) Persons refuses to begin questionnaire (D l tNTIE,-V- CIDE 6)

IEW:, l # DATE

0



Associates for Research in Behavior, Inc. October 1979
3401 Market Street Job #6894
Pildelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 OMB #22-RD4071 mSITIVE PBOPMBSI224HESOO

LON3ICIWDINAL FULLOC-P SlDY - TAGET RESPOND07

, Bello, I'm from Associates for Rese,.rch in Behavior in Philadelphia. We talked
with you last yea during an opinion study we did for the Federal Governsent. We would
like to thank you a'in for your help then. We ar calling sane people back with a much
Whorter questionnaire, to learn what has happened in the last year and how they feel, w.
We know, from talking with others, that some situations and sane opinions change and
others do not. What e are interested in is how you feel now.

Any information you give us is held ompletely onfidential by our firn. Participatim in
the survey is voluntary and there will be no consequences for failure to respond to any
particular questions.

R TCXr\ 'S ID # (REOJRD FRCV CALL RBCOFD SHEET): NEW: 2- OLD: 5-

-RLATIVE REA C: 1( ) Yes 2( ) No 2- -

E-Oli: 1( ) October 2( ) November 3(x) Deceber 4( ) January 3- 6-

la. Have you moved since December 1978?

10- 1( ) Yes 2( )No

lb. Hc' old are you?

.11- l( )i8 4( )21 7( )24
2( )19 5( )22 8( )25
3( )20 6( )23 9( )26

O( )27

2. Are you currently attending any type of school or college?

12- l( )Yes (94 NMT) 2( )No

3. IF NO:
Are yoa planning to attend an- type of school or college in the next year or so?

13- 1( ) Yes 9( ) Don't kncow (#7 NEXT)
2( ) No (g7 NMLT) 0( ) Not applicable

4. IF YES IN #2 OR #3:
" What type of school are you attending/planning to attend?

'14- I( ) High school
2( ) Vocational training school after high school (#6 NMTr)
3( ) Two-year college (#6 NM"T)
4( ) Four-year college (#6 N=)
5( ) Graduate or professional school (7 TM)
9( )Don't know (#7 M-"¢)

* O( ) Not applicable

S. IF HIGH SCHOOL:
Do you plan to go on to vocational training or college after high school?

1( ) Yes 1 #7 NEXT 9( ) Don't know (#7 NDXT)
* 2( ) NoJ O( ) Not applicable

6. IF Ct.= OR WDCATIO;'AL TAINING IN #4
Ha' many courses are you takinglplanning to take per semester?

16- ( )One 4( )Four
2( )wo 5( )Five
3( )Three 6( )Six or more

9( ) Don't know
O( ) Not applicable

...... - ... , . , . ",._ :_ . . . . _, ....... . . .,
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'. Are you currently employed outside your hore?

I - l( ) Yes 2( ) No (#0b NE)

Ba. IF YEF

Is this job nem sinct> IDr)~cer 197.'

.8- i( ) Yes O( ) Not applicable
2( )No

&b H w" tmnv hours a week cb you regularly work?
IF 49 OR MORE, #8d ?NM\T

Sc. IF 48 OR FER HOLS-

Have you been looking for a second job or another way to increase your income?

21- ( ) Yes O( ) Not applicable

8a. On the average, how man. weekends a month do you work"

22- ]( ) None 4( )Three
2( )One 5( ) Four or more
3( NT O( ) Not applicable

I
P.-. Tb you work on a rotating shift?

23- 1( ) Yes 0( ) Not applicable

2( )No

9. Hou satisfied are you with your present job? Are you:

24- ( ) Very satisfied, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) Somewhat satisfied, O( ) Not applicable

3( ) Saie+iat dissatisfied, or
4( ) Very dissatisfied?

10a. Jbw long have you been employed at your present job?

25- l( ) Less than 6 months 3( ) 1 - 5 wpars

2( ) 6 months - 11 nonths 4( ) More than 5 years
O( ) Not applicable

SKIP TD Q. 1 -

10t'. IF ., I'; 0. 7:
Have been employed since De~c-br 1978?

26- 1( Yes 2( ) No (#l1 N=T)
O( ) Not applicable

l(k. IF YE
Was i" a job that was new since Decenber 197? -

27- l( )Yes 2( )Nr
() Not applicable

10d. Ho" long were you Erployed at your last job?

28- 1( )Less than 2 months 3( )6 - 1 months
2( )2 - 5 rnths 4( ) year or more

O( ) Not applicable

11. Are you looking for wrk now?

29- ( )Yes 2( )No
O( ) Not applicable
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12. Wi" difficult do you think it is for someone in your type of work to find a job

where you live? Is it:

30- 1( ) Very difficult, 9( ) Don't know
... 2( ) Somat difficult,

3( Somewbat easy, or
4( )Very easy?

13. Mx- I'm going to read you a list of several things which young people your We zight
do in the next few years. For each one I read, please tell me ho, likely it is
that you will be doing that. For instance, how likely is it that you would be
(READ STATDMNT)? Would you say definitely, probably, probably not, or definitely
hot?

Probably Definitely Not
Definitely Probably Not Not Sure

a. Working in a factory 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-31
b. Working at a desk in a business

office 1() 2() 3( ) 4() 9( )-32
c. Working as a salesperson ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-33

FMR STATU,'TS d THROLUH i, START W17H
SrAMs ITMI FIRST; ROTATE THRU F0L1AIER.

- d. Serving in the AMny National Guard 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-34
e. Serving in the Air National Guard 1( ) 2() 3( ) 4( 9( ).35
f. Serving in the Ary- Reserve I( ) 2( 3( 4( )-36
g. Serving in the Air Force Reserve I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-3
b Serving in the Marine Corps Reserv 1( ) 2( ) 3( 4( 9( )-38
i. Serving in the Naty" Reserve l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-39

STAT ' j IS ALWAYS ASKMD LA -T.

J. Se:rving in the active military- ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-40

14a. Since Decerber 197S, have you talked with your parents, brothers or sisters, spouse,
friends, or enployer about joining the military?

41- 1( )Yes 2( )No #25a NMX
3( ) ='t recall 3

14b. Was that with your: |4 14c. FOR EACH "YES" IN Q. 14b, ASK:
Was your (NANM PERN) vostly positive1Z 14b or mostly negative about your Joining

__ - Q. 14c
Poitive ti Mixe"d M

-5- Wtber 1 - -
Fther( 9( 1 2.Spus, fiance or "

steady fried U) () 9C) () 2() S() 3(()-'
Other friends () () 9( ) 1() 2() 3() ()-45
Brothers orsirters ( ) (2) ( I(3) 2() () *() 

6

fploye. C ) ) 2 ) i( ) 2( ) 3( ) sC )-47

*- -,,_ " . .*. / .:.,e - ., ". .- ".- ",, ".**. .... .... ,.. ,', .. -. . -... "5*. . -. "......." .-. " . . .,".- .. . . ',.. '....-... -_
~~~~~~~~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . . . ..--- -' . .. .. .. . . .- .' - .- S *' S' t"* ' -- "='
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15a. Have you sent for literature about the military services since December 19789

_ IC. ) Yes 9( ) Don't reneber
2( )No

15b.IHave you attended an oper house for any of the military units in your are si ce
Decerrber 1978?'
49- 1( )Yes 9( ) Don't remember/not sure

2( )No

_15c. Have you talked to a recruiter for one of the military services since December 1978?

50- 1( ) Yes 9( ) Don't rerraber/not sure (#22 ND)
2( )No (#22£-)

* 16a. IF YES IN Q. 15c:
For which service or services was that?

a. FIRST OR ONLY b. SEMC.) c. THIRD d. ME TH
:77k'r IOED MKLrION7D MEUTIONE) T7RE

s5-y( ) Army s2-i( ) Arm2 13-l( ) Army 5y-1( ) Yes

2( ) Air Force 2( )Air Force 2( )Air Force 2( )No
3( ) Navy 3( )Navy 3( )Navy
4( )Marines 4( )Marines 4( )Marines
5( )Coast Guard 5( )Coast Guard 5( )Coast uard
O( ) Not applicable O( ) No second O( ) No third

mention mention

16b. Vhen you talked to a recruiter for the (NA E SERVICE), was that for the: L

* S-l )Acivs, 56-i ) Actives, ~ -() Actives,
2( ) National Guard, or 2( ) National Guard, or 2( ) National Guard, or

-- 3( ) Reserves? 3( ) Reserves? 3( ) Reserves?
O( ) Not applicable O( ) Not applicable O( ) Not applicable

17. In general, did you feel that the recruiter(s) you spoke w6ith was/were

Yes No Not Sure N/A

- a. Talking about what was important to you? 1( ) 2( ) 9( ) 0( )-58

b. Presenting a balanced picture of the good
points and the bad points of the military? 1( ) 2( ) 9( ) 0( )-59

c. Straightforward in his/her presentation? l( ) 2( ) 9( ) O( )-60

18. Are you or were you interested in a specific job or area of training in the military?

61- ( ) Yes 9( ) Don't know
2( )No O( ) Not applicable

2 9. When you spoke to the recruiter, did he offer you a job or area of tfaining that
you wanted in the militar.?

62- 1( )Yes O( ) Not applicable
2( ) No (.I M)

IF M IN Q. lf AND YES INQ. 19, ODTOQ. 20. OflME1WISEGOO2Q. 22.

-20. Was it one that you had specifically asked for?

63- ( ) Yes (#22 NEXT) 0( ) Not applicable
2( )No

1_-. ::.:.--:..:.::.: :-::.::...:,....:....: ..-......-..-.. :....................-.........-......... ..........



21. IF NO IN #20:
Was it similar to one you had specifically asked for?

64- 1( ) Yes 9( ) Don't ;Cow.
2( )No O( ) Not applicable

22J IHve you actually applied to join the military since Decerber 1978?

65- 1( )Yes 2( ) No (#34b HMr)

23a. IF YES:
For which service or services 9ws that?

a. FIRST OR O,%Y b. SE1 .) c. ThID d. M TAY
,r IQ.'M E71 OND) M T ION l

66-1( )Ayr." 67-1( )Ary 68- 1( ) rjriy 69- 1( ) Yes
2( ) Air Force 2( ) Air Force 2( ) Air Force 2( ) No
3( ) Na-vy 3( ) Navy 3( ) Nay.
4( )Marines 4( ) Marines 4( ) Varines
5( ) Coast Guard 5( Coast Guard 5( oast Guard
O( ) Not applicable O( ) No second 0( ) No third

ment ion ment ion

23b.. Wben you applied to join tne (NAI SERVICE), was that for the:

70-1( ) Actives, 71-1( ) Actives, 72- 1( ) Actives,

2( ) National Guard, or 2( ) National Guard, or 2( ) National Guard, or

3( ) Reserves? 3( ) Reserves' 3( ) Reserves)
O( ) Not applicable O( ) Not applicable O( ) Not applicable

24a. Rave you taken a physical or wTitten test for mn-ilitary service since Decenrbr 1978?

73- ( ) Yes (r25 N'aT) O( ) Not applicable
2( )No

24b. IF 11U:

Are you scheduled to take a physical or Titten test for military service?

74- 1( ) Yes (V34a .\=) 2( ) No (034a DXI')
O( ) Not applicable

.5. IF YES TO #24a
Which?

75- 1( ) Physical 3( ) Both
2( ) Written O( ) Not applicable

26. Were you accepted for militax. ser'i- e"

76- 1( ) Yes (028a ,0T) O( ) Not applicable
2( )No

27. IF HD
hy not?

77- 1( ) Failed physical test ( ) Other_______

?7-79 (0) 2( ) Failed written test WRITE 'I

so (1) 8( ) Refused to w r_ -r

O( ) Not applicable
n, W,... .

I

• '"'-. ""..- .,... ., - ....-,.-, -, . .. .. .-..... . * ...... -. * .... -* * ..... , . .* . . , -
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2Sa. IF YS IN Q. 26:
Have you actually joined the military since December 1978?

4 a- I( )Yes (-I9a J=) 2( )No
0( ) Not applicable

28b. IF ND:
Why not?

:- _ (SKIP '0 Q.34a ,

29a. IF YES IN Q. 25a:
Which service?

11- ( ) Army 4( ) Marines
2( )Air Force 5( )Coast Guard
3( ) Navy O( ) Not applicable

29b. Was that for the:

12- 1( ) Actives, O( ) Not applicable
2( ) National Guard, or
3( ) Reserves?

30. In what nnth and year did you join")

1978 1979
13- 01( ) October 04( ) January 08( ) May 12() September
11- 02( ) Novenber 05( ) Februar 09( )June 13( )October

03( ) December 06( ) March 10( ) July 14( ) Nover
07( ) April l( )August 15( )Decmber

00( ) Not applicable

" 31a. What is your current status? Are you awaiting basic training?

15- 1( )Yes (#32,T) ( ) Other_ _ __
2( )No WRITE IN

O( ) Not applicable

31b. IF N:.
Are you .waiting specialty training?

16- 1( ) Yes (33 NE-'r) ( ) Other_ _ _ _
2( )No WRITE IN

" O( ) Not applicable

31c. IF NO:
Have you completed all your initial training requirements?

17- 1( )Yes ( )Other_ __ ___ ___
2( )No WRITE IN

0( ) Not applicable
SKIP TO Q. 34a NMT.
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F2 TYES O Q.31a:
Are you in a Delayed Entry Program?

( U Ys 34a 9( ) Don't know (#34a NWT)
2( ) Y O( ) Not applicable

[ 33': I. IF YES 70 Q. 31b:

Are you doing your specialty training right after basic training, or will you be
doing that next year?

1g- 1( ) Imediately after 9( ) Don't )maw
2( ) Next year O( ) Not applicable

IF RMOM-L'T HAS Wr APPLIED TO JOIN MILITARY (Q. 22), ASK 0. 34b NFT.

34a. IF £A- APPLIED 70 JOIN MILITARY (Q. 22), ASK:
Now I'd like you to think about what those people who are closest to you thought when
you applied to the National Guard, the Active Military, or the Reserves. Soe people
think about their father, their mother, sisters or brothers, a husband or wife, best
friends, or about employers or coworkers. %lien you think about those who Imtter
most to you, do you think most were very pleased, somewhat pleased, neither pleased
nor displeased, somewhat displeased, or very displeased when you applied for the
National Guard, Active Military or the Reserves?

20- l( ) Very pleased 4( ) Somewhat displeased
2( ) Some~tat pleased 5( ) Very displeased
3( ) Neither pleased nor displeased 9( ) Don't kmow

0( )Not applicable
- SKIP 7M Q. 35 N~x.

1b. IF HAVE NT APPLIED TO JOIN MILITARY (Q. 22), ASK
Now I'd fi-e you to think about what those people who are closest to you migt tnin-
if you were to join the National Guard, the Active Military, or the Reserves. Soe
people think about their father, their mother, brothers or sisters, a husband or
wife, best friends, or about employers or coworkers. When you think about those who
matter most to you, do you think most would be very pleased, sanewbat pleased,
neither pleased nor displeased, somewhat displeased, or very displeased if you were
to enlist in the National Guard, the Active Military, or the Reserves?

- 21- 1( ) Very pleased 4( ) Sonewat displeased
2( ) Sanmewhat pleased 5( ) Very displeased
3( ) Neither pleased nor displeased 9( ) Don't know

O( ) Not applicable

* - ~.* .*~K:.~>:K*.
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3Y. Now I'm going to read you a list of statements. As I read each one, please tell me
if you strongly agree with the statement, scmabait agree, neither agree nor disagree,
wrr-wat disagree, or strongly disagree with the statement? READ LIST

AGREE DISAGFEE Don't
$-rongly Someront ither Sir~tat Strongly Know

a. The National Guard or Reserves is a
place to meet good friends and to

- - make new and lasting friendships. ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-22 ".
b. I wold be proud to be a mrber of the

National Guard or the Reserves. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-23
c. In ry spare time I prefer doing

things with others rather than being
by myself. l( ) 2() 3() 4() 5( ) 9( )-2

d. The National Guard and the Reserves
- are highly respected in my

owrmnity. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-25 '

e. The military life is a pretty
lonely one. 1( ) 2() 3() 4() 5( ) 9( )-26

1. The National Guard and Reserves are
needed to rmtntain order in times
of civil disturbanct: and riots. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-27

g. The National Guard and Reserves are
needed to help in floods and other
s-ich disasters. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4() 5() 9( )-28

- h. I like to becore involved in projects
inm my" canr itv. I() 2() 3() 4() 5() 9( )-29

i. I like to belong to organizations or
- groups which help me find nore

interesting things to do than
being onmyo m. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4() So 9( -30

J. Our country is too militaristic. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-31
k. The National Guard or Reserves offers

an opportunity to becane involved
in projects in y conrmity. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-32

- 21. It is unnecessary for us to spend
billions and billions of dollars
each year for military
preparations. ( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-33

36. People give various reasons for wanting to do different things with their Spare
time. As I read each of the following, please tell me how important or uninprtant
the reason vould be to you personally for deciding to do a particular thing -

would it be very important, somewat important, neither important nor unimportant,
- mextat unimportant, or very unimportant to you personally:

IMPORTANT UNIT hTANT Don't
Very Scnemhat Neither Somewhat Very Kno

a. Developing a sense of discipline. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) -4( ) 5( ) 9( )-34
b. The opportunity to serve W"conrimnIty. l() 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-35 ::i

e. Gaining recognition and status. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-35
d. Learning a new trade or specialty. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-37
e. Learning leadership skills. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-38
1. Meeting new kinds of people. 10 ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5( ) 9( )-39

pP°

.. .. . . .. . . . . . ................................... . ... *...,



37. )N as I read you this list of statermts again, please tell me if ycx think you
wuld be more likely to acccrV.]ish each if you enlist in the Natic al Aard or
Reserves, or would you be more likely to acccrplish it by sore otb r I irt-timne job
or activity. Would the National Guard or the Resorves - or anoth, r "-b or activity
be rmh more likely or scmiAtat more likely to offer

M Ixh Pa rt-t Ume
Ojard 'eserves Jot Actirity ot
" . h Scrmtat Neither ,hat lduh KncA.

a. Developing a sense of discipline. I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 5() 9( )-40
b. The opportunity to serve '

caxrunity. '") 2() 3( ) 4 ) 5( ) 9( )-4l
c. Gaining recognition and status. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4 ) 5( ) 9( )-42

d. Learning a new trade or specialty. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4, ) 5( ) 9( )-43
e. Learning leaders.lup skills. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4- ) 5( ) 9( )-44
f. Meeting neu kinds of people. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4 ) 5( ) 9( )-45

38. Considering your situation, hcv likely or unlikely do you think t1- fc loIw:ng
things would be in the National Guard or Reserves?, Hou likely is he. occurrence?

As I read each staterent, please tell me if it wuld be very like' tc exist or Occur.
somewhat likely, neither likely nor unlikeN, s

orrutat unlikely. c vf v unlikely

to exist or occur

LIIXY I LII'T.Y Don't
Very S--. at Neither Z-, -ait er Kncw

a. Having a job that's not toc
demanding. 2( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4 ) 5( ) 9( )-46

b. Taking too much tire aua: fr - your
personal and social activities. 2( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4 ) 5, ) 9( )-_47

c. Having military supern-so., w -, wo'Jd
d. hasse or harass you. 1( ) 2C ) 3( ) 4 ) 5() 9( )-48

d. LA)sing a chance to progress t:'wrd a
solid job and job security. 1( ) 2f ) 3( ) 4 ) 5( ) 9( )-49

e. Taking too much tte awa:, fro-. your
f(amily during drills. l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4 ) 5( ) 9( )-50

:f. Losing a chance for educationalProgress. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4 ) 5( )9( )-51

g. Reing in a position to be killed by
others, in a disturbance or a mar. l( 2( ) 3( ) 4 ) 5( ) 9( )-52

b. Being called to active duty in case
of civil disturtm.ces or ricts. 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4 ) 5( ) 9( )-53

1. Having probliens with your jot, because
of National Guard or Reserve
obligations. i( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4 ) 5( ) 9( )-L

J. Being called to active dtv in case
of war 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4 ) 5() 9( )-"

-..

I ".
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M34. &ni now a few questions for classification purposes. Are you:
55- IC ) Married, 3( ) Widowd, divorced, or (#40 NEXT)

2( ) Single, (#40 NEX') 4( ) SeparatedV (#41 NEXf)
8( ) Refused (#41 NEXT)

:-" M.. IF VARI"M:"-

Is your spase" vrking-
57- 1( ) Yes 0.4 O( ) Not applicable

2( ) No)

-10 IF SINLE, WIDOk C. DTVCORC TDO #39a
Are you planning to get married in the next 12 mnths>
58- 1( )Yes 9( )Don't know)

2( )%o O( )Not applicable

Al Vat was the last grade of school or college your father corpleted'
59- ( ) Less than high school graduate

2( ) High school graduate
3( ) Voca-ionaa/training school after high school
4( ) Some 'coege
5( ) College graduate or more
9( ) Don't knov no father

-C. W'as your father a career milita." marn

to- 1( ) Yes 9( ) Don't know, no father
2( )No

43. Not including yourself, now many- dependents do you hav'e

6 - ( ) None 4( ) Three
2( )One 5( )Four
3( )TWo 6( )Five or more

8( ) Re fused

44. During your high school years, would you sa you were an.

62- 1( ) A student. 4 ) D student, or
2( ) B student, 5( ) F student?
3( ) C student, 8( ) Refused

9( ) Don't recall

4'. m m.v brothers and sisters do you have?

63- 1( ) None (#47a \". 5( ) Four
2( )One 6( )Five
3( )Tw 7( )Six or more
4( )Three

4 .T CKT OR kORE BP2rf-I lS/S STIS:
Bw many are old.r than you?
- 1( )Non 5( )Four

2( )One 6( )Five
3( )Two 7( )Six or more
4( ) Three O( ) Not applicable

- -' ' '-':-.'-i..." ., . . . . . . . . .'"-"-'--" *.. . .-.-.- '""'"""'.""". . "• . . . ... "~~~~~. . . . . . . . . . ....."'"....... "".."-...... " "•- :
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47a. I'd like you to think of your two best male friends and your tw best female
friends. (PAUSE.) Have any of then joined the military or talked recently about
going into the -:tive military or the National Guard or Reserves?

65- 1( )Yes 2( ) No (#48 NEXT)

47b. IF YES:
Ikw ymany of these four friends have joined"

6- 1( ) None 4( )Tree
2( )(e 5( )Four
3( Two 9( )Don't know'

O( ) Not applicable

48. And just to be sure vi are representing all groups in this survey, please tell me
whether you muld describe yourself as:

67- 1( ) Hispanic, ( )Other
2( ) Anerican Indian or Alaskan Native, WRITE IN
3( ) Black, not of Hispanic origin, 8( ) Refused
4( ) Asian or Pacific Islander, or
5( ) %Ahite, not of Hispanic origin?

49, CCK Q4ESiIun loa, #ibb, #15c (PAGE 4) AM) Q. #22 (PAGE 5).
O.1Y IF RESPO.D' ANSWE) .ND TO ALL OF TiESE QUESTIONS, SKIP TO Q. 50.

IF ESPO.NDE7 ANSVERMD YES TO Q. 15a OR 15b OP. 15c OR 22, ASK:
We would be interested in talking further with you over the phone at another time,
and are offering $15.00 for your participation in that further discussion. Are you
interested 4n thp re-aining part of this stud'.?

* - 1( Yes 9( ) Don't know
2( 0No ( ) Not applicable

50. CHECK:

9- I ( Male 2( ) Ferrale

70-
'71-
72-
73-79- ( )

80- (2)

I 1 1:_____________

CITY STATE ZIP

INTVIER ID a DATE_.__ _

..........................................................

............................................ ... ... ...



Associates for Research in Behavior, Inc. October 1979
S401 Market Street Job #8894
Ph;,ladelphia, Pennsylvania 19104 POSITIVE PROPESI RESPONDE (]V #22-HO407

LONGUDI\AL 1EMDW-UP STUDY - RELATIVE OF RESU.M'r

This informa:ion will be held completely confidential by our firm. Participation in the
vurv_- is vcluntary and there will be no consequences for failure to respond to any

.rt cular qiest ions.
NEW: 1- OLD: '-liXWT'L\-r. I-D 0 (RECOR FI ' CA,, REORD3 SIIT1) s '-'

3=-
I- TARGET RIODEN'T REACF): 1( ) Yes 2( ) No 7-
-- It ,TH 1( ) October 2( ) November 3(x) Decarber 4( ) January

-- Is.Has he she moved since Deceiber 1978?

10- i( ) Yes 2( )No 9( )Don't knwcs

lb. fkm olc is (KV',7 PER0'P)

C1( ) 18 05( )22 09( )26
- 2 02( ) 19 06( )23 10( )27

03( ) 20 07( )24 OD( )Don't Imoa .

C4, ) 21 OS( )25
-

2. Is (N.'. PER9') currently attending any type of school or college?
13- 1( )Yes 2( )No 9( )Don't imow.

- 3. Is (N', PERSON) currently employed outside his/her horxe&

" 14- l( ) Yes 2( ) No(46aN T) 9( Don't now (6a NE T)

- 4a. IF ITS
Is this job new since December 1978? -.. .

15- 1( ) Yes 9( ) Don't know
2( )No O( ) Not applicable

4b. Ro rw-.y hours a week does (XkiE PERSON) regularly work"

16- 99( ) on't know
17- 00( ) Not applicable

- 3. tkw lo:.g has (kNAE PERS.) been erployed there?

18- ( ) Less than 6 months 4( ) More than 5 years
2( ) 6 months - 11 mnths 9( ) Don't know
3( )1 - 5 years 0( )Not applicable

G. Has (M;.X PERSON) been accepted for military service?

1s- I( )Yes .. 2( )No (#12 N T) 9( )Don't know (#12 NEXT)

19b. IFYE
-as (NAME PON) actually joined the military service since December 1978?
20- 1( )Yes 2( N o (412 NM¢f) 9( )Don't liaow (#12 NE XT)".-"

7. IF YES

Which service did (NA1E PERSON) join?

21- 1( ) Army 4( ) Marines
2( )Air Fbrce 5( ) Coast Guard
3( ) Navy 9( ) Don't know

O( ) Not applicable

:..':-":-' •':- -:'-'.'...':.'-'.'..'....... .... . .. .......-......... -..... ..... ......
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S. Did (NAM PERSON) join the Active Forces, the National Guard, or the Reserves?

22- 1( ) Activs .( ) DonIt know
2( ) National Guard 0( ) Not applicable
3( ) Reserves

9. In what month a d yea. did be/she join?

1978 1979
23- 01( ) Ockber 04( ) January 06( ) May 12( ) September
24- 0( ) November 05( ) February 09( ) June 13( ) October

03( ) December 06( ) March I0( ) July 14( ) November

99( )Don't know 07( ) April 11( ) August 15( ) December

00( ) Not applicable

10. What is his/her current status? Is be/she:

25- 1( ) Awaiting basic training, 9( ) Don't know
2( ) Awaiting specialty training, or O( ) Not applicable
3( ) Completed all training?

11. Did (NMIE PERSON) quit or take a leave of absence from his/her job?
26- ( ) Quit 9( ) Don't )nmow

2( ) Leave of absence 0( ) Not applicable

12. And now a few questions for classification purposes. Is (NAME PERSON):

27- l( ) Married, 8( ) Refused
2( ) Single, 9( ) Don't know
3( ) Widowed, divorced, or
4( ) Separated?

13. Not including: (NW. PERSON), how many dependents does be/she have?

28- ( )None 5( )Four
2( )One 6( )Five or more . .
3( )Iv.r) 8( ) Refused
4( )Three 9( )Don't know

14. In what way are you related to (NAI% PERSON)?

29- 01( ) Mother 06( ) Uncle ll( ) Friend
30- 02( ) Father 7( ) Mother-in-law 12( ) Spouse

03( ) Sister 08( ) Father-in-law 13( ) Child
04( ) Brother 09( ) Sister-in-law ( ) Other
05( ) Aunt 10( ) Brother-in-law WRITE IN

15. And Just to be sure we are representing all groups in this survey, please tell me
whether (Nn: PERSON) would describe himself/herself as:

31- 1( ) Hispanic, ( )Other
2( ) Am-rican Iddian or Alaskan Native, WRITE IN
3( ) Black, not of Hispanic origin, 8( ) Refused
4( ) Asian or Pacific Islander, or 9( ) Don't know
5( ) White, not of Hispanic origin?

32- MEX (F TAWI' RF-WMT*VrJ: 1( )Male 2( )Fenale

33- SEX CF RFELATIVE OR FRIEZ) ANSWIRING QLTSrIMNAIRE: ( ) Male 2( ) Female
34.- 35- 36-79-(0) 80-(9)

RESPONDENT PHONE_ _ _

ADDRESS CITY ZIP__ _ __ _

INTERVIEWER ID f DATE
.. -....... .... .-.. . .. .

e, .. • .'.-% -.-. . . -. . . % . . .o. ... ° . • . , . % ..



Associates for Researeb in Behavior, Inc. February 1980
340.1 U-ket Street JoWb 0894

2.b-&a.3ephaa, Permsylvaria 19104 (TLB #2240407
NEX-_ATIVE PRO;PENS. TY RI .SI .IN)1YST c

LOC 1TDI NAL F'OLWA-UP SD - TA T R.KESPOTN

Re-. o, 7 T. from Associates for Research in Behavior in Philadelphia. We talked
wit - you las: year during an opinion study ve did for the Federal Goverxment. We wIld
lik to thank you again for your h.lp then. ;e are calling sane people back with a much
&o ter questionnaire, to lear- What has happened in the last year and bow they feel, ww.

We mow, frin talking -ith others, that some situations and se opinions change and
oth os do not. What we are interested in is how you feel now.

Any imfonmtion you give us is held onletely confidential by our firm. Participatio in
the srvey is voluntary and there will be no conseqjences for failure to respond to any
par icular questions.

9F--tZ!,'5 ID & (REDFL FRO CALL RD= 9 =1 NEW: I- OLD: 5-
- RflJ .VE REA=, 1( ) Yes 2( ) No 2-6- 5-

- , i( ) Octzt>3r: 2(K) Noverber 3( ) Deceber 4( )Jauar:, 7 -
7-

2a. fave yu roved since Noverber 1976"

1- l( )Yes 2( )No

1b. Hm oi= are yo--
'1- I's 1 4( )21 7( )24

2( )19 5( )22 8( )25
3( )2' 6( )23 9( )26

O( )27

2. Are ycu currer. :% attend.ng any type of school or college

2.- 1( )Yes (X4 C) 2( )No

3. T";
Are vc :a..-..-.n tc atteni a:, type of sch o: or coliege in the next year or so>

13- 1( ) Yes 9( ) Do 't knou( 7 TK)
2( ) Nc (r7 NEC ( ) Not applicable

4. IrF 17MIN 2 OF 03,
rbat t pe of school are yvu attending lpanning to attend"

1 l( ) H:gh school
2( ) Vocational tra:ning school after high school (#6 .
3' ) Tuc-year college (6 =T)

) Four-year college (#6 \MT)
o. ) G.-atae or professional school (7 -
9 ,, Don-' t knou (r' 7 'X)
0( ) ,tapplica1ble

5. IF FIT-: 9mo .
Do You Pia. to r- on to vwcationa train-ing or college after high school?

15 ( ) Yes *' 9( ) Don't know (#7 '=)
2( )No 0( )Not applicable

6 . O UC = OR %CXATI.Nz_ 7RAIN. qN IN #4
hk" mr..*' oouses are you taking 'planning to take per se-ester'

1. , )One 4( )Four
1( )u 5( )Five

7( )Three 6( )Six or more
9( ) Don't i

O( ) Not applicable
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7. Mu, difficult do you think it is for ineone in your type of work to find a job
where you live? Is it:

77- 1C ( Very difficult, 9( ) Don't know
2( Somewhat difficult,
3( xnewhat eas, or
4( ) Very easy?

8. Nm I 'm going to read you a list of several things wbich young people YMM me might "m
do in the next few years. For each one I read, please tell me aA likely It Is
that you will be doing that. For instance, ho likely is it that you would be
(READ STA--=7)? Would you say definitely, probably, probably not, or definitely

Probably Definitely Not
Definitee.y Probablv Not Not Sare

a. Working in a facton- 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( ) -- i
b. Working at a desk in a business

of.fi-~e I() 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( );

c. Working as a salesperson ( ) 2( ) 3' ) 4( ) 9( ) -

F STA -=S d HP'OLF i, S-T W'I'}TnKLTARM ITM, FIP-1-7; tMTATF- TH OU!N!D ER.

d. Serving in the Anrr,- National Guar-d 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( ) -21
e. Serving in the Air National Guard I( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-22
1. Servi.ng in the Arr. Reserve 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( ) -23
g. Serving " n the Air Force Reserve l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-24
b. Serving in the Ma-rine Corps Reser-e 1( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( ) -25
1. Ser-ing :.n the Nav Reserve l( ) 2( ) 3( ) 4( ) 9( )-26 -"

SIrA=Z- IS ALWAYS AS 1.A-S.
j. Serving in the active ,.ilitar- l( ) 2( ) 3, ) 9( )-27

9. Since Noveber 19,R7, have you talked -ith your parents, brcthems or sisters, spouse.
friends, or eTloyer about joining the military?

* 2U- ()Yes 2( No ec~l #11 NECx
3( ) 't rcl

10. was that vwi Yaw:

Yes No N-.

Mother I( ) 2( ) 9( ) -29
Fatner 1( ) 2( ) 9( )-30
Spouse, father or steady friend 1( ) 2( ) 9( ) -31
Other friends 1( ) 2( ) 9( ) -32
Brothers or sisters 1( ) 2( ) 9( ) -33
Ezrplover i( ) 2( ) 9( ) -34

. . ... . . . .. .1.....................
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11. Have you sent for literature about the military services since November 1978?

35- 1.( ) Yes 9( ) Don't ranember
-2( No

1x .j Have you attended an open house for any of the. i litary units in your area Since
Noverber 1978?

36- 1( )Yes 9( ) Don't remener/not sure
2( )No

13. Have you talked to a recruiter for one of the military services since November 1978?

S 37- 1( )Yes 9( ) Don't remember/not sure
2( )No

14. Have you actually applied to join the military since November 1978? .-*
3- ( )Yes 2( )No (#19 NEXT)

IF YMS:
,) - 1- .5. RWave you taken a physical or written test for military service since November 1978?

* 39- 1( )Yes 0( ) Not applicable-- 2( ) No (&l18 NMX) -

IF Y7ES:
16. Were you accepted for militaxy service?

40- l( )Yes O( ) Not applicable

2( )No (#18 ,-T)

IF YES:
17. Have you actually joined the military since Novemer 1978?

- - ( )Yes 2( ) No
0( ) Not applicable

-18. I X APPLIED T JOIN MILITARY (Q. 14), ASK:
l)b I' like you to think about what those people who are closest to you thought when

S. - - you applied to the National Guard, the Active Military, or the Reserves. Some people
think about their father, their mother, sisters or brothers, a husband or wife, best

- friends, or about employers or cowrkers. When you think about those who ratter
mot to you, do you think most were very pleased, somievhat pleased, neither pleased
nor displeased, scmewhat displeased, or very displeased when you applied for the
National Guard, Active Military or the Reserves?

42- 1( ) Very pleased 4( ) Somewhat displeased
S -- 2( ) Swestat pleased 5( ) Very displeased

3( ) Neither pleased nor displeased 9( ) Don't know.

SKIP 
0( ) Not appliable.

• - . . ... . . . . . ". "
.):'<?',..[: - '.' * - .- .' .a . . .. . . . . . . ..-. .-.. ...-. .-.-.. . .. ....... . ... . . ... ... . . . . . . .. L ::: :[. ) :.< ) .) v .).> ) - -..? .'V



19. IF HAV7E !'(rT APPLE TO JOIN MILITARY (Q. 14), ASK:
Now I'd Mie you to think about what those people who are closest to you fihipit tnirAK
if you were to join the National Guard, the Active Military, or the Reserves. 80fl2
people think about their father, their mother, brothers or sisters, a thusbar or
vife, hest friends, or about &Vrloyers or coworkers. When you think. about tkase sho
lu..ter most to you, do you think most would be very pleased, scmewhat pleased,
neither pleasednor displeased, sanewhat displeased, or very displeasped if yo.u wel
to enlist in the National Guard, the Active Military, or the Reserves?
43- 1( )Very pleased 4( )Souewhat displeased

2( ) newhat pleased 5( )Very displeased%
3( )Neither pleased nor displeased 9( Don't kniow

0( )Not applicable

20. And now a few questions for classification purposes. Are you:

44- 1( ) Married, 3( ) Widowed, divorced, or (#22 NEXT)
2( ) Single, (#22 ND)4( ) Separated' (#23 NEC~)

8( )Refused r~23 NEXT)

-21. IF MARF IED.
Is your spouse working'

4g ( Ys] -2 T 0( )Not applicable
2( )No

22. IF SIMLE, WIDWED OR DIVCRVE) TO #20.
Are you planining to get ma~rried in the next 12 months?
46- 1( )Yes 9( Dn't know

2( )No 0( )Not applicable

23. I'd like you to think of your two best mrale friends and your two best fejule
friends. (PAUSE.) Have any of them joined the mnilitary or talked recently about
going into the active military or the National Guard or Reserves?
47- l( Yes 2( )No (#25 NEXT)

*Jx maw iny of these four friends have joined?'
* 48- 1( )None 4( )Three

2( One 5( )Four

0( )Not applicable

* 49- 1( )Male 2( )Femrale
50-
51- U

*52--
*53-77-(0)

goh- (1)

CIT STATE ZIP___ ______
INM W M #



Assciaes for bmsareb In Behavior, Inc. Febury 1960w

WCNGI'nVINAL PtL1Di-UP S Y-HArEO MP M

Ibis infor-stion will be beld cripletely confidential by our firm. Participation in the
survey is vl "ntary and there will be no consequences for failure to respond to any
particular questions.

KM(rM 'S MD # (MC=FL) FROM CALL RMM) MMFT)____ 2IW -7 OL:
3--

9 - TLAR REKME REA=: 1 ( ) Yes 2( )No
a - UNfI: 1( ) October 2Wz Noverber 3( )Decwbter C( January

Ua. Has he,'she nvved sinoe Novemiber 1978"
10- 1C ) Yes 2( )No 9( Don't kno

2b. ftbw old is NANT PPM)'

11 01( )1is 05( ) 22 09( )26

12- 02( ) 19 06( ) 23 10( )27
03( ) 20 07( ) 24 0OC Don It 11n

3. Is (NA!E PEW\) currently attending any type of school or cllege
13- 1( )Yes 2( ) No 9( Dn't know

3. Is (MME PERDN) currently employed outside his/her hom"e

4k. IF YESI
* -Is this job new since Noverber 1975 ?

1 5 ( )Yes 9( )Dokn't know
2( Nok 0( )Not applicable

4b. Hm- mny hIrurs a week does (NAI PERSO) regularly work"'

16- __________ 99( )~n't kno

2 7- 00( )Not applicable

S . 1kw long has (WE~ PDEMN) been em~loyed there?

- 16- U )Lass thin 6 nths C( More than 5years
2( )6 n~nths - 11 nvnths 9( Don't know

3( 1 - 5years 0( )Not applicable

41. Ha (NAME PEFM.N) been accepted for military service? ~
Is- 1( )Yes 2( )No (#7 1crr) 9( ) n:x't io (#7 NM~)

IF IYES:
lea (NAE PERSON) actually joined the military service since Novervtir 197S?

20- lU )es 2( )No(#7 NIXT It ) Ac't w#7 NxT)

%. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..............................................
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7. And now a few questions for classific-Ation purposes. is (NA)M potFM):
21- 1( ) Married, 8( )Refused

3( ) Iidoued, divorced, or
4( J Separated)

a. Ntt including (MMIF PERSON), bcm many dependents does he/she have?
22- 1( ) None 5( )Thur

2( ) Oe 6( )Fivo or more
3( 19n* 8( Refused
4( )Three 9( )Don't know

9. In what way are you related to (NXME. PERSON~)?
01( ) ?.bther 06( ) Uncle 11( )Friend

24- 02( ) Father 07( ) Mother-in-law 12( )Spouse
2-03( ) Sister 08( ) Father-in-law 13( ChQild

04 ( )Brother 09( )Sister-in-law _()Other___________
O5 Aunt l10( Brother-in-law WRmINl

25 CIX F TARWT wWFMVr\r- 1C )Male 2( )Fwale
26- MD OF RflATIV OR FRI1 ANSMEMING QCESTIOWIRE: IC Ma~le 2( )Fewale

.277- 28-- 29-7g-(C) 80-t2)
VM PHOh___________

.ADD~RESS C17Y ZIP_________
ZNTERVIZWZR I: # DATE_________


